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Summary
This dissertation analyses the solutions to the mathematical models that describe
the complex industrial film blowing process, by means of an analytical analysis based on
singular perturbation theory, together with an application of numerical techniques. Three
distinct models are considered in this thesis. The polymer film is assumed to be modelled
initially by a Newtonian fluid, then a power law fluid and finally a Maxwell fluid. In
each case a region of rapid change in the radius is identified as a layer that falls interior
to the boundaries (interior layer) and a closed form approximation to the film bubble
radius is constructed with a mixture of heuristic techniques and the method of matched
asymptotic expansions. In the Maxwell model, an initial boundary layer in the stresses
is identified and an approximation is obtained by employing similar techniques to those
used for the interior layer case. A Galerkin numerical finite element iterative scheme is
employed, using the approximations constructed as base approximations and solutions to
the equations governing the process are obtained.
The film blowing problem is described in Chapter 1. A brief literature review describes
the research carried out on the analysis of the problem of film blowing. This research
falls into three main categories, namely, experimental, numerical and analytical. The
geometry, kinematics and dynamics of the blown film are presented in this Chapter to
lead us to the model formulation carried out later in the relevant Chapters for each film
model (Newtonian, power law and Maxwell). Two stress equilibrium equations are found
using the theory of thin shells which describe the radius and meridional velocity of the
film. The thickness of the film is found using conservation of mass.
The Newtonian film blowing model is analysed in Chapter 2. The dimensionless forms
of the governing equations are found, which depend on a minimal set of parameters.
Instabilities faced when using shooting techniques to solve the highly nonlinear second
order differential equation for the radius of the film are highlighted. This motivates a
detailed analysis of the structure of this differential equation, and the presence of an
interior layer is investigated, to describe the region of rapid expansion in film radius.
A balance of orders argument is used to determine the thickness of the layer and an
approximation to the radius is constructed based on the method of matched asymptotic
1
expansions. The approximation is used as a base approximation for the radius of the film
and a numerical solution is obtained iteratively using a Galerkin finite element procedure
to solve the differential equation at each step of the iteration process. A thermal variation
along the film is introduced and its effect on the radius, velocity and thickness profiles is
investigated.
The blown polymer film is modelled by a power law fluid in Chapter 3. An Ar-
rhenius temperature variant viscosity depending on the second invariant of the rate of
strain tensor is introduced. An added level of complexity comes into the model since the
highly nonlinear governing differential equations are coupled. Two polymer models are
considered, namely a shear-thinning polymer and a shear-thickening polymer. A detailed
balance of order argument yields different layer thicknesses for these two cases and a
radial approximation is constructed for each case in a similar way as in Chapter 2. Nu-
merical solutions for the film radius, velocity along the film, temperature variation along
the film and thickness are found by a process of iteration. Comparisons are made between
Newtonian, shear-thinning and shear-thickening solutions for the radial film profile.
In Chapter 4 the blown polymer film is modelled by an isothermal Maxwell model.
The equations governing the Maxwell model are highly nonlinear and coupled. An initial
boundary layer is identified in the stresses when a small relaxation time is considered and
closed form approximations are constructed based on the method of matched asymptotic
expansions. As well as the initial layer in the stresses there is also the interior layer in
the radial film profile, hence there are two distinct small parameters present. Numerical
solutions for the radius, velocity, thickness and stresses are found iteratively using the
approximations found as base approximations. Variations in the Weissenberg number are
investigated.
2
Chapter 1
Introduction
Film blowing, by which thin biaxially orientated films are produced, is an important in-
dustrial process with applications in a variety of areas. A couple of applications (of many)
of the thin films produced are uses in the packaging industry and plastic bags. The most
common polymer used in the film blowing process is low density polyethylene (LDPE).
Other polymers commonly used include linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE), high
density polyethylene (HDPE) and polypropylene (PP). A description of the process is
described schematically in Figure 1.2.
In this thesis simplified models to the real world process will be considered. Namely
these are: the Newtonian, power law and Maxwell models. The models are all based on
the theory of thin shells [41]. It is assumed that the film is thin enough that variations in
the flow field across the thickness are negligible. In each model the assumption of axial
symmetry is imposed, i.e. the film is assumed symmetric around the centreline of the
bubble. This is displayed in two-dimension in Figure 1.3. In the models considered here
the assumption is made that gravity effects, surface tension, air drag and inertia of the
film are all negligible. In most operations these are valid assumptions. Gravity is more
significant for example in thick large bubbles being drawn slowly [45]. The effect of a
thermal variation along the film is included in the Newtonian and power law models with
an isothermal viscoelastic model being considered with the Maxwell model.
A photograph of a blown film is shown in Figure 1.1. This shows a blown film operation
using an experimental apparatus. Real-world industrial blown film processes are several
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orders of magnitude larger.
Figure 1.1: Photo of the film blowing process1
Throughout the literature [36, 43, 47, 64] (among others) numerical instabilities have
been reported when solving the highly nonlinear equations governing the blown film pro-
cess employing a nonlinear shooting technique [13]. It is the purpose of this dissertation
to analyse the structure contained in solutions to these models to try and develop an un-
derstanding of possible reasons for these instabilities. Typically, the bubble radius profile
contains a region of rapid expansion in radius that is local in nature. Heuristic tech-
niques [56] will be used to simplify the governing equations which allows analysis based
on singular perturbation techniques to be applied to yield approximations that display
suitable characteristics. The approximations constructed will be used to represent the
solution and the problem is then reformulated to solve numerically for correction terms.
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The reformulated governing equations are solved iteratively as a series of boundary value
problems, avoiding any occurrence of the numerical instabilities that arise when applying
shooting methods.
1.1 Literature Review
Film blowing is a widely researched process with analysis undertaken in three main areas.
These fall into the categories of experimental, numerical and analytical. The earliest mod-
elling of the film blowing process was carried out by Pearson and Petrie [44, 45]. Pearson
and Petrie’s fundamental papers form a basis for almost all subsequent work. Pearson
and Petrie [44] provided a formal mathematical representation of the film blowing problem
and gave a detailed analysis of the flow of an axisymmetric thin tubular film operating in
steady state. A less formal approach was presented in [45] where the governing equations
were derived from a balance of forces in both the axial and normal (to the film) directions.
The axisymmetric flow of an isothermal homogeneous Newtonian fluid was considered, in
steady state with gravity, surface tension, air drag and inertia effects neglected due to a
thin film approximation, i.e. the thickness of the film was assumed to be negligibly small
compared to the film’s radius and curvature. The resulting model was tractable and may
be readily extended to more sophisticated models.
The analysis of the Newtonian model of Pearson and Petrie [45] was extended to
include thermal effects by Petrie [47]. In this, the effects of the previously neglected factors
gravity, inertia and density variation were investigated. Inertia and density variation with
temperature were found to be extremely small. The effect of gravity was found to have a
small but definite effect on the bubble shape and an increased effect on the film velocity.
Petrie [47] stated that the next logical step in modelling the film blowing process was
that of using a viscoelastic fluid to model the polymer, which was then chosen to be a
Maxwell fluid. He reported numerical difficulties when solving the resulting governing
boundary value problem and hence postponed the study and opted for a purely elastic
model where the effects of any thermal variation were neglected. It was found that the
Newtonian and elastic model enveloped the experimental observations reaffirming the
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need for a viscoelastic fluid model.
Han and Park [24, 25] introduced a power law fluid to model the blown film process,
utilised later by Khonakdar et. al. [32]. Han and Park incorporated thermal effects by
assuming a power law fluid with an Arrhenius temperature variation along the film, and
followed Pearson and Petrie’s [44, 45] approach by using the theory of thin shells. In [24]
they experimentally investigated the behaviour of elongational flow for both uniaxial and
biaxial stretching. In all their experiments nonuniform biaxial stretching was observed.
In [25] Han and Park used a numerical iteration scheme to solve the governing equations
for their model and compared them with experimental data obtained. They focused on
two polymers, namely low density polyethylene (LDPE) and high density polyethylene
(HDPE). Their numerical results for LDPE agreed well with the experimental data but
in the case of HDPE there was a substantial difference.
Gupta et. al. [23] published a set of experimental results for polystyrene. They used the
White-Metzner equation to describe the viscoelastic nature, modified for non-isothermal
conditions, reported inaccuracies in their prediction of circumferential stress.
Luo and Tanner [36] examined, initially, a Newtonian model and compared their re-
sults with those of Pearson and Petrie [45] and Petrie [48]. They extended the work
of Pearson and Petrie [45] and Petrie [48] to a non-isothermal viscoelastic model where
they considered the convected Maxwell and Leonov models. Initially they considered an
isothermal Maxwell model and experienced numerical instabilities when solving the highly
nonlinear coupled system. The numerical difficulties encountered may be explained by
the presence of an initial layer in the stresses. In their analysis of the Leonov model,
Luo and Tanner [36] concluded that the governing system of equations is highly unsta-
ble, numerically. Finally, they considered the non-isothermal Maxwell model where the
temperature variation was assumed to have an Arrhenius variation. They compared their
numerical results with the experimental results of Gupta [22], where very good agreement
was shown, and concluded that numerical instability issues pose the greatest problem in
the modelling process.
Kanai and White [30] introduced crystallisation effects into the Newtonian model
with an Arrhenius temperature variation in the viscosity. They compared their model
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with experimental data for three types of polymers, namely, low density polyethylene
(LDPE), linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) and high density polyethylene (HDPE).
Their model followed the same assumptions as Pearson and Petrie [45], while their energy
equation included crystallisation effects. Good agreement with experimental data was
found.
Cain and Denn’s [15] analysis considered three models, namely the Newtonian, upper
convected Maxwell and Marrucci models. They observed the existence of multiple steady
state solutions in modelling the film blowing process, first noticed in the Newtonian model
by Pearson and Petrie [46], and reported that the existence of steady state solutions
disappeared rapidly with variations in the operating parameters.
Seo and Wissler [57] investigated the effects of extrudate swelling or die swell for the
film blowing process. The analysis was done for viscous fluids only, and was split into two
regions, the swell zone and the blowing zone. A finite element technique was employed to
obtain a solution in the swell zone and a shooting method was used in the blowing zone
based on Pearson and Petrie’s [46] work. It was reported that the inclusion of swelling
effects caused a significant improvement in the results for a low take up ratio (ratio of
the velocity at the freeze line with the extrusion velocity). The inclusion of such swelling
effects were found to have a negligible effect at high take up ratios.
Cao and Campbell [17] developed a new constitutive equation that extended the anal-
ysis past the freeze line. They assumed that below the freeze line the polymer may be
described as viscoelastic and as an elastic solid above the freeze line. A modified Maxwell
model was used until the model shifted to solid-like behaviour which was described by
a modified Hookean model. This transition is the plastic-elastic transition (PET) and
occurs when the von Mises yield condition [28] is satisfied. Cao and Campbell’s results
are in good agreement with the experimental results of Gupta [22]. Campbell et. al. [16]
investigated the effects of the air flow around the bubble using several rigid models to
simulate the bubble shape.
Alaie and Papanastasiou [3] analysed the film blowing process using a nonisothermal
nonlinear integral constitutive equation that incorporated shear history effects, spectrum
of relaxation times, shear thinning and extension thinning or thickening. Numerical solu-
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tions to the bubble shape, velocity, stress and thickness profiles were found by solving the
system of integrodifferential equations using a finite element discretisation with Newton
iteration and were compared with experimental data from the literature.
The work of Liu et. al. [34, 35] investigated the blown film process by comparing
a quasi-cylindrical model with experimental results. Their model included crystallinity
effects and an attempt was made to explain the “counterintuitive” results previously
reported by Pearson and Petrie (among others [25, 30]), where an increase in the inflation
pressure caused a decrease in the final bubble radius in certain parameter regimes. They
were unable to fault the assumptions of the Pearson-Petrie model based on thin shell
theory to explain the counterintuitive relationship between the final bubble radius and
the inflation pressure and favoured their quasi-cylindrical model which was subsequently
used by Doufas et. al. [19] in their analysis of flow-induced crystallization.
Sidiropoulos et. al. [60] carried out a computer simulation of temperature effects in
film blowing for nonisothermal, purely viscous, temperature dependant flow. Their model
showed good agreement with experimental and numerical simulation data and they found
successful prediction of the majority of processing parameters, with temperature being
the most important. Sidiropoulos and Vlachopoulos [61] investigated the effects of differ-
ent air ring positions. They found small changes in the position of the air ring caused the
temperature profiles in both the axial and thickness directions to change. In a subsequent
article Sidiropoulos and Vlachopoulos [62] investigated the assumption of negligible tem-
perature gradients across the thickness of the film. They reported that near the cooling
air ring the temperature difference between the inside and outside of the bubble is not
negligible but became insignificant towards the freeze line. Sidiropoulos and Vlachopou-
los [62] considered the effect of internal bubble cooling as well as the normal external
cooling. Temperature gradients across the thickness of the film were found to reduce with
internal bubble cooling and they concluded they could not be considered negligible.
Baird and Collias [5] present a broad overview of polymer processing. The isothermal
Newtonian film blowing model is covered in some detail with an example presented. The
remainder of the film blowing model analysis is restricted to discussion and where required
the reader is directed towards relevant research publications. The book is intended as an
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introduction to polymer processing.
Pontaza and Reddy [53] provided a detailed discussion on implementing the numerical
methods for the Cao-Campbell model. They employed a Runge-Kutta scheme and the
results agreed well with Cao and Campbell [17]. They highlighted several changes to the
constitutive models, such as the ability to predict the elastic stresses accurately, which
they suggested need to be explored.
Muke et. al. [38] introduced a nonisothermal viscoelastic Kelvin model to model the
film blowing process. Simulation results for a nonisothermal Newtonian model and both
isothermal and nonisothermal Kelvin models were compared with experimental results
for polypropylene (PP). The viscoelastic Kelvin models were found to agree with the
experimental data better than that of the nonisothermal Newtonian solution. In particular
the nonisothermal Kelvin model fitted the experimental data well. They found that the
stable operating window for PP increased until a freeze line height of 210mm was reached,
upon which the window decreased. This model was also implemented by Khan et. al. [31]
who employed a different numerical algorithm that optimised the pressure and take-up
force parameters to meet boundary conditions
Pirkle and Braatz [51] considered the dynamical modelling of the blown film process.
They reported qualitatively different simulation steady state results than Liu et. al. [35] for
the Pearson-Petrie [45] model but good qualitative agreement with with their experimental
results [34]. An increase in the bubble radius with an increase in inflation pressure was
reported which contradicted the counterintuitive simulation results by Liu et. al. which
saw a decrease. Pirkle and Braatz concluded that the differences are accounted for by
an incorrect boundary condition or numerical inaccuracies and their numerical method
avoided these difficulties. A subsequent paper [52] analysed the differences between the
dynamic thin shell and quasi-cylindrical models.
Muslet and Kamal [39] examined the blown film process, extending the analysis past
the freeze line using the Phan-Thien Tanner [50] (PTT) constitutive equation in the liquid-
like region, and a Neo-Hookean constitutive equation in the solid-like region. Their work
incorporated crystallisation effects and they reported good agreement with experimental
observations contained in the literature.
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Zatloukal and Vlcˇek [67] considered modelling the blown film process using variational
principles based on the assumptions of Pearson and Petrie [44, 45, 46, 48] of a thin shell in
tension. A minimum energy constraint was assumed and using variational principles, an
analytically solvable equation for the bubble shape was achieved, which agreed well with
the available experimental data. They concluded that the minimum energy constraint
along with the Pearson-Petrie [45] formulation may result in a reduction of numerical in-
stabilities. Zatloukal and Vlcˇek [68] considered an application of their variational principle
technique to high stalk bubbles. Very good agreement was found between their model
(along with Pearson and Petrie’s assumptions, i.e. Newtonian fluid, continuity and force
balance were included) and experimental data for high stalk bubbles for high molecular
weight HDPE.
Rao and Rajagopal [54] implemented a model to investigate crystallisation kinetics in
the film blowing process. Their model allowed for a smooth transition between liquid-
like and solid-like behaviour with the discontinuities previously encountered [17], when
extending the analysis past the freeze line, not apparent. They reported results consistent
with experimental observations.
Shin et al. [59] investigated multiplicity, bifurcation, stability and hysteresis in dy-
namic solutions to a non-isothermal viscoelastic model using a PTT [50] constitutive
equation. They reported that there is a maximum of three steady state solutions in their
non-isothermal runs. The solutions are compared with experimental data and accurate
predictions to the film bubble radius were obtained, for both the steady state and transient
cases.
There have been various authors that have analysed stability in blown film process.
Ast [4] (cited in [21]) first reported instabilities in film blowing. Han and Park [26]
investigated instabilities experimentally for uniaxial and biaxial stretching for low density
polyethylene, high density polyethylene and polypropylene. Low density polyethylene
was found to be the most sensitive to variances in the take up speed. Two types of flow
instability were observed depending on the type of stretching. In the case of uniaxial
stretching, draw resonance was observed when a critical value of the take up speed was
met. Draw resonance is when the bubble diameter oscillates. In the case of biaxial
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stretching, a surface wave type of instability was observed. The resulting bubble profile
resembled the shape of a water wave. Han and Park [26] reported that if the size of
the disturbances fell below some critical value, the bubble would stabilise. It was also
reported that a reduction in the extrusion temperature had a stabilising effect.
Yeow [66] investigated the stability of film blowing by applying the methods of linear
hydrodynamic stability to an isothermal axisymmetric Newtonian film model based on
Pearson and Petrie’s model [46, 44, 45]. Under the assumptions of the model considered
it was found that the model was stable for axisymmetric disturbances under normal
operating conditions. Extensions of the hydrodynamic stability analysis to more realistic
blown film models was discussed.
Petrie and Denn [49] provided a review of flow instabilities in polymer processing.
Their review for tubular film blowing reported the instabilities documented by Ast [4]
and Han and Park [26] were not yet characterised in terms of processing variables and
not all instabilities which occur have been documented in the literature.
An extensive stability investigation was carried out by White and coworkers [29, 37,
65]. Kanai and White [29] compare the stability characteristics of LDPE, LLDPE and
HDPE. It was reported that LDPE has the widest stable operating region. They postulate
the stability order to be LDPE>HDPE>LLDPE. Minoshima and White [37] observed four
different kinds of unstable bubble shapes. A periodic fluctuation in the bubble diameter
was observed, previously reported by Han and Park [26] and Kanai and White [29]. Mi-
noshima and White [37] observe two instability phenomena which are termed meta-stable
which describes the existence of two stable states. They correspond to fluctuations in the
freeze line height and tension for an unchanged bubble diameter. The final instability
reported for tubular film extrusion is helical instability.
Ghaneh-Fard et. al.[21] studied three types of instabilities for four different polymers,
LDPE, LLDPE, HDPE and PP (Polypropylene). They found the stability order to be
LDPE>HDPE>LLDPE>PP. The work of blown film instability is vast. Butler [14] de-
scribed seven different types of bubble instability. These were draw resonance, helical
instability, oscillations in the freeze line height, bubble sag, tearing of the bubble off the
die, bubble flutter and bubble breathing. Several authors have investigated the effect of
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process parameters on bubble instability [14, 26, 27, 69] (among others).
1.2 Description of the Film Blowing Process
The film blowing process is described schematically in Figure 1.2. Molten polymer is
extruded from a hopper upwards at a constant flow rate with extrusion velocity U0 through
an annular die of radius R0 and thickness E0. An applied internal air pressure ∆P causes
the polymer film to expand in radius and reduce in thickness whilst being drawn up by
drawing nip rolls. During this expansion the polymer is cooled by external air jets which
cause it to solidify at a point D0 above the die. This point is often referred to as the freeze
line or frost line. At the freeze line the film maintains constant radius RD0 and thickness
ED0 where the velocity is UD0 . The film is then drawn off by nip rollers as a thin double
layered sheet.
The expansion in radius due to the internal air pressure is often local in nature. It
is difficult for experimentalists to obtain a set of operating parameters to yield a stable
bubble and commonly tonnes of polymer resin is wasted. It is for this reason that in
modelling the process, it becomes very important to try to achieve a model that has
predictive capabilities. In this thesis we will not be constructing a new model, however,
we will analyse the structure of solutions for current models (three in particular) to try and
identify reasons for reported numerical instabilities when solving the governing nonlinear
equations. The region of rapid change in radius may be viewed as a layer and an insight
into the structure of the bubble may be obtained through analytical techniques.
1.3 Geometry of the Blown Film
The geometrical arguments used here are analogous to those of Agassant et. al. [2]. We
assume the bubble is symmetric about the vertical Z axis shown in Figure 1.2. The
thickness of the film is small compared to its radius and based on this, the film may be
regarded as a thin shell. The film geometry is displayed graphically in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the film blowing process
Applying simple geometrical arguments to Figure 1.3 yields the following relationships
cos θ =
[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]−1/2
(1.1)
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Figure 1.3: Vertical plane view of the film blowing process
and
sin θ =
dR
dZ
[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]−1/2
, (1.2)
where θ is the angle shown. Figure 1.4 displays a cross section of the bubble in the
horizontal plane. We will consider a local cartesian coordinate system (ξm, ξp, ξn) at the
point P displayed in Figures 1.3 and 1.4. Here subscript m corresponds to the meridional
(or machine) direction, p denotes the parallel (or transverse) direction and n denotes the
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outward direction normal to the film.
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Figure 1.4: Horizontal plane view of the film blowing process
The assumption of axial symmetry leads to the shape of the film being described by
one variable - the bubble radius R(Z). Since we view the film as a surface of revolution
the shape at each point may be described by two radii of curvature and their orthogonal
directions. The parallel radius of curvature, measured from the parallel centre of curvature
Op which lies on the Z axis, is
Rp =
R
cosθ
= R
√
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2
. (1.3)
The radius of curvature in the meridional direction measured from the meridional centre
of curvature Om, which may lie inside or outside the film, is
Rm = −
[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]3/2
d2R
dZ2
. (1.4)
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1.4 Kinematics of the Blown Film
We are considering an incompressible fluid operating in steady state with homogeneous
biaxial deformation. The rate of strain tensor or deformation tensor is defined to be
ε˙ij =
1
2
(
∂Ui
∂ξj
+
∂Uj
∂ξi
)
, i = m, p, n, (1.5)
where (Um,Up,Un) are the velocity components in the coordinates (ξm, ξp, ξn). Shear is
neglected and hence there are only three nonzero strain rates, i.e. the deformation tensor
becomes
ε˙ =


∂Um
∂ξm
0 0
0 ∂Up
∂ξp
0
0 0 ∂Un
∂ξn

 . (1.6)
In steady state, conservation of mass requires
ρQ = 2πρREUm, (1.7)
where Q is the volumetric flow rate, ρ is the constant incompressible fluid density, R is
the film bubble radius, E is the film thickness and Um is the meridional film velocity. The
velocity gradients for the velocity components (Um, Up, Un) are:
∂Um
∂ξm
=
1
Um
dUm
dτ
=
1
Um
dUm
dZ
dZ
dξm
dξm
dτ
,
∂Up
∂ξp
=
1
R
dR
dτ
=
1
R
dR
dZ
dZ
dξm
dξm
dτ
, (1.8)
∂Un
∂ξn
=
1
E
dE
dτ
=
1
E
dE
dZ
dZ
dξm
dξm
dτ
,
where τ is time. The rates of deformation (1.8) may be rearranged as
∂Um
∂ξm
=
dUm
dZ
cos θ,
∂Up
∂ξp
=
1
R
dR
dZ
Um cos θ, (1.9)
∂Un
∂ξn
=
1
E
dE
dZ
Um cos θ,
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since
dξm
dτ
= Um,
dZ
dξm
= cos θ, (1.10)
where the angle θ is as shown in Figure 1.3. Hence the deformation tensor (1.6) becomes
ε˙ = Um cos θ


1
Um
dUm
dZ
0 0
0 1
R
dR
dZ
0
0 0 1
E
dE
dZ

 . (1.11)
The continuity equation yields
ε˙mm + ε˙pp + ε˙nn = 0, (1.12)
where ε˙ii (i = m, p, n) correspond to the principal rates of strain (1.11).This shows that
one of the deformation rates is dependent on the other two.
The components of the extra stress tensor obey the relationship
τij = σij + p
Iδij, (1.13)
where σij is the total stress for each component, p
I is the isotropic pressure and δij is the
Kronecker delta. Now since the stress is equal to the atmospheric pressure on the outer
surface of the film, σnn = 0 and Equation (1.13) gives
τnn = p
I , (1.14)
hence the stresses in the meridional and parallel directions are
τmm = σmm + τnn, (1.15)
τpp = σpp + τnn, (1.16)
which depend on the extra stress in the normal direction τnn.
1.5 Dynamics of the Blown Film
Under the assumptions of axial symmetry and thin shell theory [41] a balance of forces in
the axial Z direction and the normal direction is sufficient. In what follows, as mentioned
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earlier, we assume that viscous forces dominate the flow characteristics of the fluid and
the film is thin enough so variations in the flow field across the thickness are negligible.
We also assume that gravity effects, surface tension, air drag and inertia of the film are
negligible. In the axial direction the total forces acting on the film between the die and
the freeze line must include the weight of the film, the force due to the internal pressure,
the force brought about by biaxial stretching and the frictional forces from the guiding
system. Between the die and the freeze line the frictional forces are negligible since any
such effect has dissipated by the rollers at the freeze line. Hence the force on the film is
F (Z) = F0 + ∆Pπ
(
R(Z)2 −R20
)
+ 2πρg
∫ Z
0
R(S)E(S)
cos θ
dS, (1.17)
where g is the constant acceleration due to gravity. The meridional stress is related to
the axial force by,
σmm(Z) =
F (Z)
2πR(Z)E(Z) cos θ
. (1.18)
Applying (1.18) to (1.17) gives the first equilibrium equation as
2πREσmm cos θ = F0 + ∆Pπ
(
R2 −R20
)
+ 2πρg
∫ Z
0
RE
cos θ
dS, (1.19)
where the effects of inertia have been neglected.
Consider a small element of fluid as displayed in Figure 1.5 under biaxial stretching.
The lengths of the sides of the fluid element are dm and dp for the meridional and parallel
directions respectively. We assume dm and dp are large compared to the thickness of
the element but small compared to the radius. The forces in the normal direction have
to be resolved. There are four contributing forces: the forces arising from the internal
pressure ∆P , the meridional stresses σmm, parallel stresses σpp and the weight force of
the element itself. The stresses acting on such a fluid element in the meridional plane are
shown in Figure 1.6. From Figure 1.6(b), the force arising from the meridional stresses
is 2 dpE σmm sin θm, i.e. the surface area multiplied by the stress resolved in the normal
direction.
The stresses acting on a fluid element in the parallel plane is shown in Figure 1.7.
From Figure 1.7(b), the force arising from the parallel stresses is 2 dmE σpp sin θp. Hence
a stress balance in the normal direction is
∆P dmdp = 2 dpE σmm sin θm + 2 dmE σpp sin θp − ρgE dmdp sin θ. (1.20)
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n
Figure 1.5: Film element
Since the fluid element is small, from Figure 1.6(a) and Figure 1.7(a) we get,
sin θm ≈ θm ≈ 1
2
dm
Rm
, (1.21)
and
sin θp ≈ θp ≈ 1
2
dp
Rp
, (1.22)
respectively. Therefore Equation (1.20) becomes
∆P
E
=
σmm
Rm
+
σpp
Rp
− ρg sin θ, (1.23)
which is the second stress equilibrium equation.
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Figure 1.6: Stresses acting in the meridian plane
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Figure 1.7: Stresses acting in the parallel plane
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Chapter 2
The Newtonian Film Model
2.1 Introduction
Mathematical models of the film blowing process are complex even at the simplest level.
In this Chapter it is assumed that the polymer may be modelled as a Newtonian fluid,
that is, a fluid with viscosity that does not depend on the rate of strain, i.e., the rate of
strain is proportional to the shear stress. However, we do allow that the viscosity may
vary with other quantities, specifically temperature here. A few examples of real world
materials that act like Newtonian fluids are water, petrol and air [18].
In this Chapter we will initially investigate an isothermal Newtonian model, i.e. one
which shows no variation in temperature, so that the viscosity is constant. Subsequently,
an Arrhenius thermal variation along the film will be introduced into the viscosity function
and the temperature profile will be determined by a thermal energy balance throughout
the film.
This Chapter presents the analysis for the construction of a closed form approximate
solution for the bubble radius for both the isothermal and thermal Newtonian models.
The material of the subsequent Chapters 3 and 4 both has its basis in the analysis con-
tained here. The main ideas are discussed for the simplest model, namely the isothermal
Newtonian model, while the extension to the case of a thermal variation along the film
is included to help the reader understand the more complicated power law and Maxwell
model approximations. We note that the disadvantage of modelling the blown film pro-
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cess with a Newtonian fluid is that the model does not account for the true viscoelastic
nature of polymers.
2.2 Governing Equations
For a Newtonian fluid the extra stress τij is related to the rate of strain ε˙ij by
τij = 2ηε˙ij, (2.1)
where η is the viscosity of the film. Hence from Equation (1.13), the Newtonian consti-
tutive equation for the total stress is
σij = 2ηε˙ij − pIδij, (2.2)
where pI is the isotropic pressure. Hence the total stress tensor is
σij =


2η(2ε˙mm + ε˙pp) 0 0
0 2η(ε˙mm + 2ε˙pp) 0
0 0 0

 , (2.3)
since pI = 2ηε˙nn (Equations (1.14, 2.1)). Note that ε˙nn has been eliminated from Equa-
tion (2.3) using the continuity Equation (1.12).
Using the rate of deformation tensor (1.11), σmm and σpp become
σmm = 2η cos θ
(
2
dU
dZ
+
U
R
dR
dZ
)
(2.4)
and
σpp = 2η cos θ
(
dU
dZ
+ 2
U
R
dR
dZ
)
, (2.5)
where the meridional velocity Um(Z) is now denoted by U(Z). The first stress equilibrium
equation, Equation (1.19) then becomes
2πRE
[
2η cos θ
(
2
dU
dZ
+
U
R
dR
dZ
)]
cos θ
= F0 + ∆Pπ
(
R2 −R20
)
+ ρg
∫ Z
0
2πR(S)E(S)
cos θ
dS. (2.6)
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We may eliminate the thickness E(Z) from (2.6) using conservation of mass (1.7) and
further simplify by applying Equation (1.1), yielding
(
Q
U
)[
2η
(
2
dU
dZ
+
U
R
dR
dZ
)][
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]−1
= F0 + ∆Pπ
(
R2 −R20
)
+ ρg
∫ Z
0
Q
U(S)
[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]1/2
dS, (2.7)
which may be rearranged as
(
4
U
dU
dZ
+
2
R
dR
dZ
)[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]−1
=
F0
ηQ
+
∆Pπ
ηQ
(
R2 −R20
)
+
ρg
η
∫ Z
0
[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]1/2
U(S)
dS. (2.8)
With (2.4) and (2.5) the second stress equilibrium equation, Equation (1.23), becomes
2π∆PRU
Q
= −2η cos θ
(
2dU
dZ
+ U
R
dR
dZ
)
d2R
dZ2[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]3/2 + 2η cos θ
(
dU
dZ
+ 2U
R
dR
dZ
)
R
√
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2 − ρg sin θ, (2.9)
which may be written as
(
4
dU
dZ
+
2U
R
dR
dZ
)
d2R
dZ2
−
(
2
R
dU
dZ
+
4U
R2
dR
dZ
)[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]
(2.10)
+
ρg
η
dR
dZ
[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2] 32
+
(
2π∆PRU
ηQ
)[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]2
= 0,
upon applying Equations (1.1, 1.2, 1.7). Hence the governing equations that describe the
radius and velocity along the film are Equations (2.8, 2.10), with corresponding boundary
conditions:
R(0) = R0,
dR
dZ
(D0) = 0, U(0) = U0, (2.11)
where R0 is the annular die radius, D0 is the distance to the freeze line and U0 is the
extrusion velocity (see Figure 1.2). The second of (2.11) corresponds to the change in
bubble radius ceasing at the freeze line. The thickness profile is given by conservation of
mass (1.7) as
E(Z) =
Q
2πR(Z)U(Z)
, (2.12)
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subject to the boundary condition
E(0) = E0, (2.13)
where E0 is the initial thickness of the fluid.
2.3 The Dimensionless Problem
We propose dimensionless variables for the axial distance, radius, velocity, thickness and
pulling force as follows:
z =
Z
D0
, r =
R
R0
, u =
U
U0
, e =
2πR0U0E
Q
, f =
FR0
η0Q
, ηˆ =
η
η0
, (2.14)
where η0 is a Newtonian reference viscosity (constant for isothermal extrusion). It should
be noted that in isothermal extrusion conditions, ηˆ is unity. However, for thermal variation
along the film, ηˆ will be a function of temperature.
Substituting (2.14) into the governing equations (2.8, 2.10), we obtain
2C2 (2ru′ + ur′)− Cru
ηˆ
[
f0 +B
(
r2 − 1)] [1 + C2 (r′)2] (2.15)
−Aru
ηˆ
[
1 + C2 (r′)
2
] ∫ z
0
[
1 + C2 (r′)2
]1/2
u
ds = 0,
and
2C3r (2ru′ + ur′) r′′ − 2C (ru′ + 2ur′)
[
1 + C2 (r′)
2
]
(2.16)
+
ACr2r′
ηˆ
[
1 + C2 (r′)
2
] 3
2
+
2Br3u
ηˆ
[
1 + C2 (r′)
2
]2
= 0,
where the dimensionless parameters A, B, C, and f0 are defined by
A =
ρgR20
η0U0
, B =
π∆PR30
η0Q
, C =
R0
D0
, f0 =
F0R0
η0Q
, (2.17)
respectively and primes denote (ordinary) derivatives taken with respect to the dimen-
sionless axial variable z.
The parameter A may be regarded as a gravity parameter since setting A = 0 removes
any gravity effects from Equations (2.15, 2.16). Often in the literature [36, 44, 63] (among
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others) the effects of gravity are neglected (particularly in the normal stress balance) due
to a small but definite effect. We will be neglecting gravity effects for both the axial and
normal stress balances in all subsequent analysis, enabling Equations (2.15) and (2.16) to
be decoupled.
The parameter B arises from the applied internal air pressure ∆P , and may be re-
garded as a pressure parameter. The parameter C is a geometric ratio, that is, the ratio
of the initial radius R0 to the distance to the freeze line D0, while the parameter f0 is the
scaled initial pulling force.
We will be ignoring gravity effects from here on, so that the governing equations (2.15)
and (2.16) become
2C2
(
2
u′
u
+
r′
r
)
− C
ηˆ
[
f0 +B
(
r2 − 1)] [1 + C2 (r′)2] = 0, (2.18)
and
2C3r
(
2
u′
u
+
r′
r
)
r′′ − 2C
(
u′
u
+ 2
r′
r
)[
1 + C2 (r′)
2
]
+
2Br2
ηˆ
[
1 + C2 (r′)
2
]2
= 0. (2.19)
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the neglect of gravity effects is valid in most film blowing
operations [45]. However, in the analysis here, we are constructing an approximation
to the film radius which is then used as a base approximation and a numerical solution
to the model is found iteratively. With small adjustments, the procedure used may be
extended to include neglected factors, for example, gravity effects. Hence, we may use the
same approximation constructed below to approximate the solution of the model when
gravity effects are included, to obtain a solution iteratively. This is not considered in this
dissertation, however, the solution process with the inclusion of a thermal variation which
is described in Section 2.10.4 is analogous.
Equation (2.18) may be used to remove the velocity terms from (2.19). For, from (2.18)
u′
u
=
1
4Cηˆ
[
f0 +B
(
r2 − 1)] [1 + C2 (r′)2]− r′
2r
, (2.20)
and, with this, Equation (2.19) converts to
2C2r2
[
f0 +B
(
r2 − 1)] r′′ − 6Cηˆr′
−r [f0 +B (r2 − 1)] [1 + C2 (r′)2]+ 4Br3 [1 + C2 (r′)2] = 0, (2.21)
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or
2C2r2
[
f0 +B
(
r2 − 1)] r′′ − 6Cηˆr′ − r [f0 −B (3r2 + 1)] [1 + C2 (r′)2] = 0. (2.22)
Hence, with the removal of gravity effects, (A = 0), we obtain a single differential equa-
tion (2.22) for the bubble radius r(z) that does not contain any velocity terms u(z). The
associated dimensionless boundary conditions are
r(0) = 1, r′(1) = 0, (2.23)
where the first condition corresponds to the radius of the film being initially equal to
the die radius (neglecting die swell, refer to Seo and Wissler [57]). The second of (2.23)
describes cessation of the bubble radius deformation, i.e. the radius at the freeze line and
beyond is constant.
Upon solving Equation (2.22) subject to (2.23), we obtain the radial profile r(z). The
velocity profile u(z) may then be obtained by solving Equation (2.20) subject to
u(0) = 1, (2.24)
once the radial solution has been substituted.
An integral representation for the velocity u(z) may be obtained by integrating Equa-
tion (2.20) and applying (2.24) to get
u(z) = r−
1
2 (z)exp
{∫ z
0
[f0 +B (r
2(s)− 1)] [1 + C2 (r′(s))2] ds
4Cηˆ
}
. (2.25)
Applying the dimensionless variables (2.14) to Equation (1.7) gives mass conservation in
dimensionless form as
r(z) e(z)u(z) = 1, (2.26)
which gives the thickness e(z) given r(z) and u(z).
The dimensionless axial pulling force is (from Equation (1.17))
f(z) = f0 +B
(
r2(z)− 1) , (2.27)
where gravity effects have been neglected. Therefore only the radial differential equation
needs to be solved and the velocity, thickness and axial pulling force are then able to
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be determined. If gravity effects are included, the problem involves solving the coupled
system of equations for the velocity and radius (2.15, 2.16) and the thickness and velocity
determinable via their algebraic equations (2.26, 2.27).
2.4 Numerical Solution of the Newtonian Film Prob-
lem using a Shooting Method
Throughout the literature a shooting method is often used to numerically solve the prob-
lem (2.22, 2.23). However, it has been reported [36, 47, 64] that instabilities often occur
when solving the problem by this method. As the polymer is injected, the rate of change
of radius is usually approximately constant (i.e. variation in the bubble radius is almost
linear), and small, until the expansion of the film bubble caused by the applied internal air
pressure occurs. This expansion is local in nature and may give rise to such instabilities.
Solving (2.22, 2.23) using a shooting method requires transforming the two point
boundary value problem into an initial value problem, i.e, Equation (2.22) is solved nu-
merically subject to
r(0) = 1, r′(0) = k, (2.28)
where k is a nominated initial gradient. Upon solving the system, the right hand boundary
condition r′(1) = 0 is checked and then updated by adjusting k until the right hand
boundary condition is met. Thus to solve Equation (2.22) using (2.28) requires an initial
estimate for k. From the discussion above, we may assume that the film trajectory is
approximately linear as it exits the die and so we may approximate r(z) by a linear
function (locally) around z = 0, i.e. r(z) = 1 + kz where k is in many cases small. In the
analysis that follows we make the assumption that k is small which will be shown to be
valid. The problem now is to determine k. Substituting this linear approximation into
Equation (2.22) and setting ηˆ = 1, appropriate to isothermal conditions as discussed in
the previous Section gives
−6Ck − (1 + kz) [f0 −B (3(1 + kz)2 + 1)] [1 + C2k2] = 0. (2.29)
Setting z = 0 and neglecting C2k2, which is small, in (2.29), yields an approximation for
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the initial gradient as
k =
4B − f0
6C
. (2.30)
In the following calculations we employ data from Luo and Tanner [36] displayed in
Table 2.1, converted to our parameter values. Note that the blow up ratio ρBU is defined
Table 2.1: Data from Luo and Tanner [36]
Parameter Value
B 0.2
C 0.1
f0 0.742
ρBU 2.7
as the ratio between the radius at the freeze line and the initial radius, i.e.,
ρBU =
RD0
R0
, (2.31)
where R0 and RD0 are shown in Figure 1.2.
Using the data in Table 2.1, we obtain our approximation to the initial gradient
as k = 0.092. Solving Equation (2.22) subject to (2.28) numerically, using a Fehlberg
fourth-fifth order Runge-Kutta method in Maple yields the film radius profile shown in
Figure 2.1. The right hand boundary condition has not been met and a singularity has
been encountered. If we consider a small perturbation in our approximation to k, i.e. we
set k = k + 0.01 = 0.102 and solve Equation (2.22) subject to r(0) = 1 and r′(0) = k we
obtain the profile shown in Figure 2.2. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show that a small change in the
initial gradient results in a large change at the freeze line, therefore such a forward shoot
may be unstable. These numerical instabilities were reported by Luo and Tanner [36].
We may expect from Figures 2.1 and 2.2 that the optimal value of the initial gradient
lies somewhere in the interval [k, k + 0.01]. Luo and Tanner solve Equation 2.22 using a
backward shooting procedure, i.e. the conditions
r(1) = ρBU , r
′(1) = 0, (2.32)
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Figure 2.1: Radial profile for data in Table 2.1
are used. This entails guessing a blow up ratio ρBU and updating this guess until the
condition r(0) = 1 is met. Luo and Tanner obtained a blow up ratio of 2.7. Employing
the backward shooting method using the parameter values in Table 2.1 gives the radial
profile shown in Figure 2.3. The value for the initial gradient of the profile in Figure 2.3
is approximately r′(0) = 0.09756, so the initial approximation of k = 0.092 is reasonably
good. The backward shoot is more numerically stable since a small change in the blow
up ratio doesn’t cause a large change in the result at the left hand end. Note that
an improved value for the pressure parameter B is B = 0.1993 to satisfy the left hand
boundary condition of r(0) = 1 and blow up ratio of ρBU = 2.7. The film velocity is found
by substituting the radial profile r(z), shown in Figure 2.3, into Equation (2.25). Hence
the velocity profile u(z) for the parameter values in Table 2.1 is shown in Figure 2.4. The
corresponding thickness is found by substituting r(z) and u(z) into (2.26) and solving for
e(z), which is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.2: Radial profile for perturbed initial film gradient
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Figure 2.3: Radial profile for the backward shoot (final solution)
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Figure 2.4: Velocity profile
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Figure 2.5: Thickness profile
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Let us now consider a case that exhibits a phenomenon known as necking. Necking
is where the bubble shrinks in radius upon extrusion before the internal pressure causes
the film to expand rapidly. Table 2.2 gives the data set used, adapted from [63]. Solving
Table 2.2: Data for a case where necking is present
Parameter Value
B 0.21
C 0.15
f0 0.969
ρBU 3.85
Equation (2.22) subject to the forward shooting conditions (2.28) using the parameter set
in Table 2.2 gives the radial solution shown in Figure 2.6, where the approximation to
z
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Figure 2.6: Radial profile for data in Table 2.2
the initial gradient (2.30) is approximately k = −0.143 (negative) which is encouraging.
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Figure 2.7: Radial profile with necking for perturbed initial film gradient
Figure 2.6 shows that the initial forward shoot almost satisfies the right hand boundary
condition of zero gradient. Let us consider a small perturbation in the initial gradient, i.e.,
k = k− 0.01 = −0.153 which yields the bubble profile shown in Figure 2.7. Again, as for
the case where there was no necking, small changes must be made in the initial gradient
around our approximate value, otherwise singularities often result. The approximation
k is good and was negative for the necking case. Carrying out a backwards shoot yields
the bubble radius profile shown in Figure 2.8. The corresponding velocity and thickness
profiles are shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, respectively.
The previous two examples show that for the problem (2.22), (2.23), shooting methods
appear to be numerically unstable. While this is likely to arise from the region of rapid
change in the bubble profile, it is also possible that other factors may be involved. The
purpose of these two examples is to simply highlight the instabilities often faced using
a shooting method to solve a differential equation that displays layer characteristics.
Pirkle and Braatz [51] employed the Numerical-Method-of-Lines (NMOL) [55] to solve
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Figure 2.8: Radial profile with necking present for the backward shoot (final solution)
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Figure 2.9: Velocity profile for necking case
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Figure 2.10: Thickness profile for necking case
the system of partial differential equations in their dynamic modelling of blown film
extrusion which avoids the difficulty of prescribing an initial gradient as with the forward
shooting method.
The instabilities that often occur when using a shooting method, as described in this
Section, to solve a boundary value problem with a region of rapid change, motivates an
analysis of the structure of the solutions. If we apply analytical arguments based on
physically observed behaviour of the solutions, an insight may be gained as to where the
instabilities encountered occur. An approximation for the radius may be used as an initial
estimate to the bubble radius r(z) and a numerical solution for the difference between
solutions may be found by employing an iterative technique. The original highly nonlinear
problem (2.22, 2.23), can not be solved as a boundary value problem. It is the purpose
of this dissertation to construct an approximation that displays similar characteristics
as the numerical solution so the resulting problem for the difference may be solved as
a boundary value problem avoiding the need to prescribe the initial gradient. In what
follows, the region of rapid change in radius will be examined as an interior layer. This
allows arguments, analogous to that applied to singular perturbation problems [40], to be
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employed, to obtain an asymptotic approximation to the radial profile of the film. This
will be discussed in more detail in the next Section.
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2.5 An Approximation to the Radial Film Profile
based on a Perturbation Method
In Section 2.4 it was shown that instabilities often occur when applying shooting methods
to the Newtonian film problem, particularly in the forward shooting case. This arises
from the rapid local growth of the radius profile function r(z) at a point interior to
the bubble region, as typified in Figures 2.3 and 2.8. In this Section, we re-examine
the problem under the assumption of the presence of an interior layer region and show
how this leads to the construction of a closed form approximate solution to the radius
r(z). This leads to analogous approximations for the velocity u(z) and film thickness e(z)
via (2.25) and (2.26). We will be considering isothermal conditions and hence ηˆ = 1 in
Equation (2.22).
It should be noted that the analysis of this Section has been published in Shepherd
and Bennett [58] and Bennett [7].
It should also be noted that our calculation below will be based on the limit of small
C values; i.e., C → 0. This raises an important question - does the boundary value
problem (2.22), (2.23) in fact have a solution when C is arbitrarily small? Preliminary
numerical studies2 imply that there is a value C∗ of C such that for C < C∗, this problem
has no solution. Moreover, C∗ varies somewhat with B and f0. Thus, for the B and
f0 values relevant to the engineering applications of this thesis, C
∗ ≈ 0.09. However,
for film bubbles of realistic geometry, C values ar typically around C = 0.1 or higher.
Thus, we expect our C values used to be in a regime where (2.22), (2.23) has a solution.
The fact that our analysis is based on C → 0 does not cause a contradiction. The
approximation (2.66) obtained from arguments based on C → 0 is only applied in a
range of C values where (2.22), (2.23) can be expected to have a solution. This is further
reinforced by the numerical solutions constructed for comparison, as in Figures 2.3 and 2.8.
This approach is also adopted when considering the more complex fluid models of
Chapters 3 and 4.
2De Hoog, F. R.; personal communication
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Equation (2.22) may be rearranged in the form;
C2r′′ + α(r, r′, C)r′ + β(r) = 0, (2.33)
where
α(r, r′, C) =
C2 (3Br2 − f0 +B) rr′ − 6C
2r2 (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) , (2.34)
and
β(r) =
(3Br2 − f0 +B)
2r (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) . (2.35)
Let us consider the data in Table 2.2 and look at the role played by changes in the
parameter C. Figures 2.11 – 2.13 display results obtained from numerical solutions of
the problem (2.22, 2.23) based on the data in Table 2.2. Figure 2.11 shows the effect of
reducing the parameter C on the profile r(z). Physically, this reduction would correspond
to a freeze line occurring later in the process, i.e., further along the bubble axis. This
C = 0.15 C = 0.13 C = 0.11 C = 0.09
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Figure 2.11: Radial profile with varying C.
shows that decreasing the value of C leads to a steepening transition region in r(z) (a
transition layer) located at an interior point (about z ≈ 0.65 here) essentially independent
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of C. This can be seen more clearly when the gradient of the radius r(z) is plotted, as
in Figure 2.12, which shows the appearance of a much larger gradient as the parameter
C decreases. These results lead us to seek to construct an approximation to the profile
C = 0.15 C = 0.13 C = 0.11 C = 0.09
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Figure 2.12: Derivative of radial profile with varying C.
function r(z) based on the limit as C → 0, using arguments analogous to those used in
singular perturbation problems [40].
We note that for boundary value problems involving a linear analogue of (2.33) on an
arbitrary interval
C2r′′ + α(z)r′ + β(z)r = 0, r(0) = A, r(a) = B, (2.36)
any layer structure on 0 ≤ z ≤ a is governed by the sign of α(z), the coefficient of r′ [42].
Thus, in particular, if α < 0 on 0 ≤ z ≤ a, the solution of (2.36) displays a boundary
layer at z = a, of thickness O (C2) as C → 0. Extension of this gives the result that if α
has a simple zero at z = a, and α < 0 in 0 ≤ z < a, the solution of (2.36) displays a layer
at z = a, which is now of thickness O
(√
C2
)
= O(C) as C → 0.
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While such theory extends readily to semilinear equations of the form
C2r′′ + α(z, r)r′ + β(z, r) = 0 (2.37)
under analogous conditions on α, extensions to highly nonlinear equations of the form
of (2.33) are few, and are really based on case-by-case analyses.
As noted above, Figure 2.11 shows that a region of rapid change occurs interior to
the boundaries and an interior layer is clearly evident. To motivate drawing an analogy
between the solutions of (2.33) and the linear problem (2.36), we examine the behaviour of
the function α(r, r′, C) in the region 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 as C → 0. Note that r and r′ occurring in
α(r, r′, C) are provided by the numerical solutions of (2.22, 2.23). Figure 2.13 shows plots
of α(r, r′, C) against z for decreasing positive C. It is apparent from this that α(r, r′, C)
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Figure 2.13: Plot of α(r, r′, C) with varying C.
1. is strictly negative on 0 ≤ z < a, where a is a point interior to 0 < z < 1, and which
varies minimally as C → 0;
2. α = 0 at z = a;
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3. α is small and mostly positive on a < z ≤ 1.
Thus, based on drawing a parallel between the solutions of (2.33) and the linear prob-
lem (2.36), our analysis will proceed assuming the solutions of (2.33) display an interior
layer of thickness O(C) as C → 0 located at z = a, whose characteristics are governed
by the small parameter C. We seek an approximation to r(z), the bubble profile, dis-
playing similar layer characteristics to those observed in the numerical solution of the
problem (2.22, 2.23). To separate the changing structure of the radius profile, we split
the interval 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 into the two regions displayed in Figure 2.14. The change point
Region 1
Region 2
a
λ
Figure 2.14: Plot of division of Regions at z = a.
(z = a) between Region 1 and Region 2 occurs at the position of the layer which occurs
where α(r, r′, C) = 0, and varies only slightly with C. In what follows, we ignore this
variation, and regard z = a as a constant point. It should be noted that in some parame-
ter regimes α(r, r′, C) does not cross the z-axis, which would suggest a layer at the right
hand boundary [40] which is counterintuitive, since the profile reaches a zero gradient at
z = 1. Our analysis is still effective though. Although α(r, r′, C) is not strictly zero at
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the position of the layer, it is small there and we may still obtain an approximation to the
radius using the method described in the following Sections which enforces α(r, r′, C) = 0
at z = a.
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2.5.1 Approximation in Region 1
In Region 1 upon extrusion, the polymer bubble continues to expand (or contract) mono-
tonically until the internal air pressure causes it to expand rapidly, an example of which
is shown in Figure 2.14. Thus, for small C, Region 1 contains layer characteristics in r(z)
away from z = 0 and near z = a. Hence, our approximation must display a region away
from z = a that doesn’t contain layer effects (outer approximation) and a region near
z = a where these effects are apparent (inner approximation).
We seek an approximation to the radius by simplifying Equation (2.33) using the
characteristics of the bubble radius structure present in Region 1. Continuing in this
manner, near z = 0, r ≈ 1 and r′, r′′ are O(1) as C → 0. Since r ≈ 1 and r′ ≈ 0 in
Region 1 away from z = a, the approximations r = 1 and r′ = 0 may be substituted
into α(r, r′, C) and β(r), with the essential nature of Equation (2.33) retained to arrive
at a simpler differential equation that may be solved analytically. Under this process, the
differential equation governing the radius of the polymer bubble in Region 1 away from
z = a becomes
C2r′′ − 3C
f0
r′ +
B − f0
2f0
r +
3B
2f0
r3 = 0. (2.38)
Since the differential equation (2.38) describes the radius profile from z = 0 to a neigh-
bourhood of z = a, its solution must meet the boundary condition at z = 0, r(0) = 1; i.e.
the first of (2.23). Proposing a perturbation expansion
r(z, C) = r0(z) + C
2r1(z) + · · · , (2.39)
substituting into Equation (2.38), incorporating the condition at z = 0 and collecting like
powers of C2, gives the leading order problem for r0(z) as
r′0 −
B − f0
6C
r0 − B
2C
r30 = 0, r0(0) = 1. (2.40)
Note that as C → 0, the r′ term in (2.38) vanishes also. However, it is assumed here
that C2 is small compared to C and hence terms involving C have been retained to
yield an appropriate problem for the leading approximation r0. Solving the initial value
problem (2.40), we obtain the leading order term in the outer solution for Region 1, valid
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away from z = a as
r0(z) =
{(
1− 3B
f0 −B
)
exp
[(
f0 −B
3C
)
z
]
+
3B
f0 −B
}
−
1
2
. (2.41)
In the layer region adjacent to z = a the situation is different. The radius r changes
rapidly and hence can no longer be approximated by r = 1. To analyse the layer region
we propose the following interior layer variable
ξ =
a− z
Cδ
, (2.42)
and examine the orders of the terms contained in Equation (2.33). Substituting (2.42)
into Equation (2.33) gives
C2−2δ
d2r˜
dξ2
+
C2−2δ (3Br˜2 − f0 +B) r˜
(
dr˜
dξ
)2
+ 6C1−δ dr˜
dξ
2r˜2 (f0 +B (r˜2 − 1)) +
(3Br˜2 − f0 +B)
2r˜ (f0 +B (r˜2 − 1)) = 0, (2.43)
where r˜(ξ, C) ≡ r(a−Cξ,C). Equation (2.43) contains three different orders of C, which
are,
O
(
C2−2δ
)
, O
(
C1−δ
)
, O
(
C0
)
. (2.44)
A balance of powers for these three terms yields δ = 1. Hence to retain the structure
of Equation (2.33) in the limit as Cδ → 0 we require δ = 1 and hence the interior layer
variable is
ξ =
a− z
C
. (2.45)
Therefore the gradient r′ is O(1/C) since the layer is of thickness O(C). We seek a dif-
ferential equation that reflects the same interior layer structure found in Equation (2.33).
Thus, we expect it to take the form
C2r′′ + κ(z)r′ + β(r) = 0, (2.46)
where κ(z) vanishes at z = a and is, in some sense, an approximation to α(r, r′, C) near
z = a.
If we approximate α(r, r′, C) as a two term Taylor expansion around the position of
the layer, z = a, we obtain
α(r, r′, C) = α
∣∣
z=a
+ α′
∣∣
z=a
(z − a) + · · · . (2.47)
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Since α(r, r′, C) vanishes at z = a the approximation κ(z) above may be taken to be
κ(z) = α′
∣∣
z=a
(z − a), (2.48)
and to proceed further, an approximation to α′
∣∣
z=a
is required. Note that this is a simple
zero, and the plots of Figure 2.13 reflect this.
Near z = a, r′′ ≈ 0, i.e. the profile is approximately linear and α(r, r′, C) ≈ 0.
Substituting these approximations into (2.33) gives
0 + 0.r′ + β(r) ≈ 0, (2.49)
which implies an approximation to r near z = a is
r ≈
√
f0 −B
3B
, (2.50)
where f0 > B. Note that in all situations of interest here, this condition is met.
Rearranging Equation (2.33) using the fact that r′′ near z = a is approximately zero
and solving for r′ gives the two solutions
r′1,2 =
3±
√
9− (3Br2 − f0 +B)2r2
Cr(3Br2 − f0 +B) , (2.51)
near z = a. We note here the occurrence of a singularity when the approximation (2.50)
is substituted into the approximations r′1,2 above. This singularity is removed however
when r′1,2 is substituted into α(r, r
′, C). Hence an estimate of α(r, r′, C) away from (to
the left of) z = a is
α =
−27BC
4(f0 −B)2 , (2.52)
where r′1,2 and (2.50) have been used. Note that our estimate for α(r, r
′, C) (2.52) is
negative, as expected, to the left of z = a. Hence an estimate for α′ in the layer may be
taken to be
α′ =
α(final)− α(initial)
C
=
27B
4(f0 −B)2 = M, say, (2.53)
where C is the approximate thickness of the layer. Note, our estimate for α′ is positive
and hence the estimate for α(r, r′, C) (2.52) is becoming less negative as we go through
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the layer. Therefore throughout the layer the function κ(z) may be taken as
κ(z) = M(z − a), (2.54)
where κ(z) < 0 for z < a since M > 0 and vanishes with a simple zero at z = a, as
required. Thus, a differential equation that might be expected to have solutions that
behave like those of (2.33) for the radius of the film to the left of z = a is
C2r′′ +M(z − a)r′ + β(r) = 0. (2.55)
Thus, to analyse the structure of the radial profile r(z) in the layer region to the left of
z = a shown in Figure 2.14, we propose the interior layer variable (2.45)
ξ =
a− z
C
, (2.56)
where ξ → +∞ to leave the layer. With the stretching transformation (2.56), Equa-
tion (2.55) becomes
d2r˜
dξ2
+Mξ
dr˜
dξ
= 0, (2.57)
where r˜(ξ, C) ≡ r˜(a − Cξ,C), upon neglecting β(r˜) since we argue the essential nature
of solutions to Equation (2.55) are governed by the first two (derivative) terms. This
assumption was not necessary in the analysis presented by Tam [63]. The problem,
considered here as, in effect, a turning point problem, was treated there as a boundary
value problem with a boundary layer at the right hand end of Region 1. This analysis
resulted in a layer of thickness O (C2), which upon transformation using the corresponding
stretching transformation, resulted in a small parameter multiplying the function β(r˜).
This may be made clearer by substituting δ = 2 into Equation (2.43). Proposing the
interior layer expansion
r˜(ξ, C) = r˜0(ξ) + Cr˜1(ξ) + · · · , (2.58)
and solving the leading order problem subject to r˜(0) = λ yields
r˜(ξ) = L
√
π√
2M
erf
(
ξ
√
2M
2
)
+ λ, (2.59)
where L is a constant, λ is the corresponding scaled radius at z = a shown in Figure 2.14
and erf(z) is the error function [1]. Leading order matching between (2.41) and (2.59)
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requires that
r0(a) = r˜(∞), (2.60)
which gives
L =
√
2M (r0(a)− λ)√
π
. (2.61)
Hence a leading order composite expansion valid for z ∈ [0, a] is
rc(z, C) = r0(z) + r˜
(
a− z
C
,C
)
− common part
= r0(z) + (r0(a)− λ) erf
(√
2M(a− z)
2C
)
+ λ− r0(a). (2.62)
2.5.2 Approximation in Region 2
Figure 2.13 shows that α(r, r′, C) > 0 for a < z ≤ 1 but is relatively small there. Hence
any layer effects may be regarded as negligible in comparison with such effects contained in
Region 1. In some cases, as seen in Figure 2.13, in the limit as C → 0, α(r, r′, C) vanishes
at some point close to z = 1 which suggests another (soft) layer structure present. This is
neglected on the basis that any effects from this extra layer are small and can be ignored.
In a similar approach to that used in Region 1, we seek to simplify Equation (2.33) in
Region 2 to achieve an analytic approximation.
In Region 2, r is bounded and may be (roughly) approximated in the differential
equation (2.33) by r = ρBU , the blow up ratio, defined by Equation (2.31). Substituting
this approximation judiciously into Equation (2.33) to still retain the second order nature
of the differential equation gives the simplified governing equation for Region 2 as
C2r′′2 −
3Cr′2
ρ2BU (f0 +B (ρ
2
BU − 1))
− f0 −B (3ρ
2
BU + 1)
2ρBU (f0 +B (ρ2BU − 1))
= 0. (2.63)
This is to be solved subject to the boundary conditions
r2(a) = λ, r
′
2(1) = 0, (2.64)
where λ is the corresponding bubble radius at z = a. The second condition in (2.64)
corresponds to the second of (2.23) which enforces zero gradient at the freeze line. Solving
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Equation (2.63) subject to the boundary conditions (2.64) yields the following solution
valid for z ∈ [a, 1],
r2(z) = λ+
1
18
ρ3BUσγ
(
eν(z,C) − eν(a,C))− ρBU
6C
γ (z − a) , (2.65)
where
σ =
(
f0 +B
(
ρ2BU − 1
))
,
γ =
(
f0 −B
(
3ρ2BU + 1
))
,
and
ν(z, C) =
3 (z − 1)
Cσρ2BU
.
2.5.3 Composite Leading Order Approximation
The leading order approximate solution for the bubble radius r(z) of the film over all
z ∈ [0, 1] may be constructed in the form
ra(z, C) = rc(z, C)(H(z)−H(z − a)) + r2(z)(H(z − a)−H(z − 1)), (2.66)
where H(z) is the Heaviside function. The approximation (2.66) is constructed by using
the two approximations (2.62) and (2.65) in Region 1 and Region 2, respectively and
switching between the two approximations using the Heaviside function.
The position of the layer a and the corresponding radius λ arising in the approx-
imation (2.66) are as yet unknown. These quantities may be found by enforcing the
condition that the approximations for both Regions meet smoothly at z = a and the
condition ra(1, C) = ρBU is met at the right hand end, i.e., the freeze line. In other words
the pair of conditions,
r′c(a, C) = r
′
2(a), r2(1) = ρBU , (2.67)
are used to obtain a highly nonlinear pair of simultaneous equations for a and λ which
may then be solved numerically. Upon solving for a and λ our approximation is defined
and we may carry out a numerical iteration process using the approximation (2.66) as an
initial estimate for the solution of Equation (2.33).
Mathematically we would expect the blow up ratio to be a consequence of the solution
process, and not have to be prescribed. Thus, all of a, λ and ρBU can be seen as quantities
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to be determined. It is common practice in industry, though, for a specific blow up ratio
to be sought which may be obtained by modifying the applied air pressure difference
∆P and/or the pulling force F0. The air flow rate through the ring located past the die
may also be altered to meet the required blow up ratio. One possible set of equations to
determine a, λ and ρBU is
r′c(a, C) = r
′
2(a), r
′′
c (a, C) = r
′′
2(a), r2(1) = ρBU , (2.68)
i.e., we impose the condition that the slope and curvature at the junction of Regions 1 and
2 be continuous, as well as that of the profile taking on the value ρBU at the freeze line.
Solving Equations (2.68) numerically yields the results for a, λ and ρBU for the process
parameters B, C and f0 contained in Table 2.2. Table 2.3 shows that the computed
Table 2.3: Values for a, λ and ρBU for data in Table 2.2
Parameter Value
B 0.21
C 0.15
f0 0.969
a 0.480
λ 1.073
ρBU 1.517
blow up ratio does not match that of Table 2.2. For the parameter values contained in
Table 2.1 the set of Equations (2.68) do not yield a feasible solution for a, λ and ρBU .
Hence we do not ask for a continuous transition in the curvatures between Regions 1 and
2, i.e. the blow up ratio is taken to be a quantity requiring specification. This leads to
an approximate solution (2.66) which has a discontinuity in curvature in the layer region.
As it will be seen in the calculations below, this discrepancy is small and well within the
tolerable error bounds of the problem.
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2.6 Linearisation and an Iteration Procedure
It was noted in Section 2.4 that instabilities often occur when solving Equation (2.22),
due to the presence of the internal layer region. The linearisation process introduced in
this Section recasts the full nonlinear problem (2.22, 2.23) in a format suitable to solve
for corrections between the approximation (2.66) found in Section 2.5 and the solution
of (2.22, 2.23), and a numerical solution is found by iterating. Since the approxima-
tion (2.66) contains layer effects similar to that of the solution of Equation (2.22), solving
for corrections should reduce such effects, with the problem being solved as a two-point
boundary value problem.
We may rewrite Equation (2.22) in the following form:
N [r] ≡ C2r′′ + f(r, r′, C) = 0, (2.69)
where
f(r, r′, C) =
(3Br2 − f0 +B) r (1 + C2(r′)2)− 6Cηˆr′
2r2 (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) , (2.70)
where ηˆ is unity for the isothermal Newtonian fluid model. In Section 2.5 we constructed
our approximation (2.66), based on an observation that the radial profile solution dis-
played an interior layer of thickness O(C). Hence we may expand our problem around
this approximation and recast the problem (2.22, 2.23) in a form in which we solve for
(small) corrections.
The radius, r(z), may be expanded in the form
r(z) = R(z) + v(z), (2.71)
where R(z) could be any approximation, but is chosen here to be our perturbation ap-
proximation (2.66) (i.e. R(z) = ra(z, C)). Thus v(z) is the correction, or the difference
between the (unknown) exact solution and our approximate solution (2.66).
Substituting (2.71) with R(z) = ra(z, C) into (2.69) gives
C2r′′a + C
2v′′ + f(ra + v, r
′
a + v
′, C) = 0, (2.72)
which may be rearranged as
C2v′′ + fr′v
′ + frv +N [ra] +Q(v, v
′, C) = 0, (2.73)
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where fr′ and fr are the partial derivatives of f with respect to r
′ and r, respectively,
evaluated at (ra, r
′
a, C), and
Q(v, v′, C) = f(ra + v, r
′
a + v
′, C)− f(ra, r′a, C)− vfr − v′fr′ , (2.74)
where Q(v, v′, C) is at least quadratic in v, v′. N [ra] is the residual of (2.69) at ra.
Hence Equation (2.22) is recast as a boundary value problem for the correction terms
v(z), comprising the differential equation
C2v′′ + fr′v
′ + frv = −N [ra]−Q(v, v′, C), (2.75)
together with the associated boundary conditions
v(0) = 1− ra(0, C), v′(1) = 0. (2.76)
There is a small error in the approximation ra(z, C) at z = 0 which is removed with the
first of (2.76). In the limit C → 0 this error should approach zero. To set up the iteration
process the system (2.75, 2.76) is replaced by
C2v′′n + fr′v
′
n + frvn = −N [ra]−Q(vn−1, v′n−1, C) = 0, (2.77)
vn(0) = 1− ra(0, C), v′n(1) = 0, (2.78)
where n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., defining a sequence of boundary value problems which, for a given
initial function v0, upon solving, generate a sequence of functions vn(z) which, hopefully,
converge to a solution of (2.75, 2.76). A flowchart of this iteration process is contained in
Figure 2.15. Equation (2.77) is solved subject to (2.78), using the Galerkin finite element
procedure described in Section 2.7, with v0 = 0 to obtain v1. v1 is then substituted into
Q(v, v′, C) and the system (2.77, 2.78) is solved again to yield a second update v2 and
so the process continues. The nodal values Vi, i = 1 . . . N , where N is the number of
nodes, are interpolated by cubic spline interpolation and passed back into the iteration
process as a function. Whilst other interpolation methods are possible, cubic splines were
chosen to enforce second order continuity through the nodes. This describes the inner
loop depicted in Figure 2.16. During the iteration process, upon exiting from the inner
loop, the linear differential operator on the left hand side of (2.77) and the residual, N [ra],
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Begin
End
Inner loop 
Successive iterate and  
residual
tolerance met?
No
Yes
Update linear  
operator and 
N[ra] with 
ra(z,C)=rn(z).
Solution for radius 
 has been found.
Refer to cut out
Figure 2.15: Flowchart of Newtonian model iteration process
in Equation (2.77) are updated (Figure 2.15) using ra(z) = rn(z), where n is the iteration
number. In other words the approximation ra(z) is replaced with the current iterated
numerical approximation rn(z) and the process continues with the updated approxima-
tion. The iteration process then re-enters the inner loop. We measure the validity of our
numerical solutions by measuring the size of the difference between successive iterates
as well as that of the residual N [ra] of Equation (2.69). The inner loop continues until
the size of successive iterates, i.e. vn − vn−1, has met some prescribed tolerance, or the
maximum number of iterations has been met, upon which the process terminates and
exits to the outer loop. However, due to the linear differential operator and N [ra] in
Equation (2.77) needing to be updated to converge to the solution of Equation (2.69), we
found that a fixed number of three iterations for the inner loop was sufficient. The whole
iteration process continues until a prescribed successive iterate and residual tolerance are
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Set v(z)=0 in Q(v,v',C), 
i.e. Q(v,v',C)=0.
Update Q(v,v',C) 
with new v(z).
Successive
 iterate tolerance 
met?
Update radius, i.e., 
rn(z)=ra(z,C)+vn(z).
Inner loop
Solve
C2v''+fr'v'+frv+N+Q(v,v',C)=0.
Yes
No
Figure 2.16: Flowchart of the inner loop of Newtonian model iteration process
satisfied, upon which our radial solution is taken as the current rn(z). A strict iteration
process may force the inner loop to meet the successive iterate tolerance set each time
it is executed. This slows computation time and is unnecessary since until the linear
operator is updated sufficiently, the inner loop converges to a solution different to that
of (2.75, 2.76). Hence three inner loop iterates were used as mentioned earlier.
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2.7 The Galerkin Finite Element Method
The two point boundary value problem of Section 2.6 is solved at each iteration using a
Galerkin finite element procedure [70] with cubic shape functions. The residual statement
of (2.75) is ∫ 1
0
[
C2v′′a + fr′v
′
a + frva +N [ra] +Q(v, v
′, C)
]
Wi dz = 0, (2.79)
where the Wi are weight functions. Integrating the first term by parts gives
[
C2v′aWi
]1
0
−
∫ 1
0
C2v′aW
′
i dz +
∫ 1
0
fr′v
′
aWi dz +
∫ 1
0
frvaWi dz = −
∫ 1
0
(N +Q)Wi dz,
(2.80)
which is the weak form of the residual statement. Since v′a(1) = 0 and requiring Wi(0) = 0,
Equation (2.80) reduces to∫ 1
0
C2v′aW
′
i dz −
∫ 1
0
fr′v
′
aWi dz −
∫ 1
0
frvaWi dz =
∫ 1
0
(N +Q)Wi dz. (2.81)
Since we are using the Galerkin method we denote the weight functions as Wi = Ni and
write va =
∑
j vjNj to get
∑
j
vj
∫ 1
0
(
C2N ′iN
′
j dz − fr′N ′jNi − frNiNj
)
dz =
∫ 1
0
(N +Q)Ni dz. (2.82)
Defining the transformation
χ =
2
he
(z − zec),
d
dz
=
2
he
d
dχ
, (2.83)
where he and zec are the element length and midpoint respectively, we may define our
element matrix and vector as
Keij =
h
2
∫ 1
−1
(
4
h2
C2
dNi(χ)
dχ
dNj(χ)
dχ
− 2
h
fr′(χ)
dNj(χ)
dχ
Ni(χ)− fr(χ)Ni(χ)Nj(χ)
)
dχ,
(2.84)
bei =
h
2
∫ 1
−1
(N(χ) +Q(χ))Ni(χ)dχ. (2.85)
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The cubic shape functions Ni are defined locally by
N1(χ) = − 9
16
(χ− 1)
(
χ− 1
3
)(
χ+
1
3
)
,
N2(χ) =
27
16
(χ− 1) (χ+ 1)
(
χ− 1
3
)
,
(2.86)
N3(χ) = −27
16
(χ− 1) (χ+ 1)
(
χ+
1
3
)
,
N4(χ) =
9
16
(χ+ 1)
(
χ− 1
3
)(
χ+
1
3
)
,
which are displayed in Figure 2.17. Hence the matrix equation
N
1
N
2
N
3
N
4
K1.0 K0.5
0
0.5 1.0
K0.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
Figure 2.17: Plot of the cubic shape functions.
Kv = b, (2.87)
is solved to give the vector of nodal values, v.
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2.8 Comparison Between Approximate Analytic and
Numerical Solutions using Iteration
Figure 2.18 shows a comparison between the approximation (dashed curve) given in Sec-
tion 2.5 and the iterated numerical solution (solid curve) for a case where necking is not
apparent. The iteration scheme required only 25 elements to achieve a successive iterate
Numerical Approximation 
z
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
r
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
Figure 2.18: Comparison between approximate and numerical radial solutions (no neck-
ing).
tolerance of 10−6 and a residual of 10−3 and converged after 5 iterations. The correspond-
ing position of the layer is z = 0.68. A comparison of the velocity profiles is shown in
Figure 2.19, which shows that the approximation for the velocity gives values very close
to the iterated numerical solution. There is a small effect from the layer present around
z =≈ 0.68. Thickness profiles are compared in Figure 2.20, which shows that the approx-
imate thickness agrees very well with the iterated numerical solution. The approximate
profiles for the velocity and thickness are found by substituting for the radial approxima-
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Numerical Approximation 
z
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
u
1
2
3
4
5
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7
8
9
Figure 2.19: Comparison between approximate and numerical velocity solutions (no neck-
ing).
tion (2.66) in Equations (2.25) and (2.26) respectively. The numerical solutions are found
in the same way, with the iterated numerical solution being substituted instead. Note
that the thickness profiles are affected by the layer in the radial profile, like the velocity.
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Numerical Approximation 
z
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0.9
1.0
Figure 2.20: Comparison between approximate and numerical thickness solutions (no
necking).
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We now consider another situation commonly arising in film blowing, namely the
occurrence of necking (discussed in Section 2.4). Figure 2.21 shows the analytic approxi-
mation of Section 2.5.3 compared with the iterated numerical solution, for a case where
necking arises. The approximation models the necking phenomenon rather well, with the
expansion in radius occurring sooner than in the numerical solution.
Numerical Approximation 
z
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
r
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
Figure 2.21: Comparison between approximate and numerical radial solutions.
Figure 2.21 also shows that the approximation agrees least well with the numerical
solution around the layer region centred at z ≈ 0.48. This difference is probably due
to the somewhat coarse assumptions used to obtain our approximation (2.66). However,
our analysis has led to a closed form approximate solution that displays the inherent
characteristics of the film profile.
Figure 2.22 shows a comparison between the velocity profiles of the analytic approxi-
mation and the iterated numerical solution. Clearly, the profiles agree well, though they
display a small difference at the layer, although this is hard to see, due to the scale.
Figure 2.23 compares the thickness profiles given by the analytic approximation and
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Numerical Approximation 
z
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
u
10
20
30
40
Figure 2.22: Comparison between approximate and numerical velocity solutions.
the iterated numerical solution. The profiles differ most in the layer region, as may be
expected from the relationship (2.26) between the thickness, the radius and the velocity.
Therefore, there is a difference that coincides with the position of differences evident in
Figure 2.21.
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Numerical Approximation 
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Figure 2.23: Comparison between approximate and numerical thickness solutions.
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2.9 Existence of Multiple Solutions
In modelling the film blowing process, the solutions obtained often are not unique, i.e. for
a given set of parameters there may be more than one solution. This has been reported
in [15, 46, 59] among others. We will be considering similar arguments used by Ervin [20]
in the sense that we assume a fixed distance to the freeze line and investigate the occur-
rence of multiple blow up ratios for a fixed parameter set. Let us consider the isothermal
set of parameters from Luo and Tanner [36] displayed in Table 2.4. The numerical radial
Table 2.4: Multiple blow up ratios for fixed B, C and f0.
Parameter Value
B 0.2
C 0.1
f0 0.742
ρBU 1.65, 2.7, 12.9048
solutions corresponding to this data are displayed in Figure 2.24. It is apparent from this
that for the set of parameters contained in Table 2.4, three solutions may be obtained.
Such multiple solutions may be expected, since the degree of nonlinearity of the system
is very high. This is very interesting, since in a modelling sense, any one of these so-
lutions is valid, but only one may reflect the experimental observations. This is a loose
description, since such solutions of the governing equations are approximations, and do
not compare exactly with experimental observations. The existence of multiple steady
state solutions disappear rapidly with variations in the operating parameter [15]. This
means the occurrence of multiple solutions is parameter dependent.
2.10 Effects of a Thermal Variation along the film
We now consider the situation in which the polymer film displays temperature varia-
tion throughout the blowing process. The thermal energy balance equations following in
this Section are those as used by Han and Park [25]; so that we assume an Arrhenius
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Figure 2.24: Plot of multiple solutions for fixed B = 0.2, C = 0.1 and f0 = 0.742.
temperature variation in the viscosity given by
η = η0 exp
[
Ea
G
(
1
T
− 1
T0
)]
, (2.88)
where T is the temperature η0 is the viscosity at reference temperature T0, Ea is the
activation energy and G is the gas constant. We will see that such thermal effects enter
Equation (2.22) via the function ηˆ.
We thus consider an energy balance in the film given by
ρCvUm
∂T
∂ξm
= − ∂q
∂ξn
, (2.89)
where ρ is the density, Cv is the specific heat capacity, Um is the velocity component in
the ξm direction and q is the heat flux in the normal direction. In Equation (2.89) the
effects of crystallinity, heat conduction and the heat caused by frictional forces have been
neglected. Hence, the heat transfer is assumed convective and radiative. Integrating both
sides with respect to ξn from ξn = 0 to ξn = H (i.e. over the thickness of the film) yields
ρCv
Q cos θ
2πR
dT
dZ
= −q∣∣H
0
, (2.90)
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where mass conservation (1.7) has been used to eliminate Um and
dZ
dξm
= cos θ. At the
inner surface ξn = 0, the heat flux is zero (q = 0). At the outer surface ξn = H the
heat flux is assumed to be q = UH(T − Ta) + λsǫ (T 4 − T 4a ), where UH is the overall heat
transfer coefficient, Ta is the ambient temperature, λs is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
and ǫ is emissivity. Therefore the energy balance equation becomes
ρCv
Q cos θ
2πR
dT
dZ
= −UH(T − Ta)− λsǫ
(
T 4 − T 4a
)
, (2.91)
where heat loss is due to convection, UH(T − Ta) and radiation, λsǫ (T 4 − T 4a ).
2.10.1 Dimensionless form of the Energy Balance in the Film
We propose the dimensionless variables
z =
Z
D0
, r =
R
R0
, u =
U
U0
, e =
2πR0U0E
Q
,
(2.92)
f =
FR0
η0Q
, η =
η
η0
, s =
T
T0
,
as in the isothermal case, but with the dimensionless temperature s(z) added.
Substituting (2.92) into Equation (2.91) gives
s′ +Hr
√
1 + C2(r′)2 (s− sa) + Jr
√
1 + C2(r′)2
(
s4 − s4a
)
= 0, (2.93)
where the dimensionless parameters H, J and sa are defined to be
H =
2πR0UHD0
ρCvQ
, J =
2πλsǫR0D0T
3
0
ρCvQ
, sa =
Ta
T0
, (2.94)
and primes denote derivatives taken with respect to the dimensionless axial distance z.
Here H and J are scaled forms of the overall heat transfer coefficient, UH and the emissiv-
ity, ǫ, respectively. The corresponding dimensionless form of the Arrhenius temperature
variation (2.88), then becomes
ηˆ = exp
[
w
(
1
s
− 1
)]
, (2.95)
where the dimensionless parameter w is defined by
w =
Ea
GT0
. (2.96)
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2.10.2 Governing Dimensionless Equations for the Newtonian
Film Model with Thermal Variation
Combining the results of Section 2.3 with those of Section 2.10.1, we obtain the dimen-
sionless governing equations for the Newtonian film model displaying thermal variation
C2r′′ + α(r, r′, C)r′ + β(r) = 0, (2.97)
u′
u
+
r′
2r
− [f0 +B (r
2 − 1)] [1 + C2(r′)2]
4ηˆC
= 0, (2.98)
s′ +Hr
√
1 + C2(r′)2 (s− sa) + Jr
√
1 + C2(r′)2
(
s4 − s4a
)
= 0, (2.99)
where
α(r, r′, C) =
C2 (3Br2 − f0 +B) rr′ − 6Cηˆ
2r2 (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) , (2.100)
β(r) =
3Br2 − f0 +B
2r (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) , (2.101)
and
ηˆ = exp[w (1/s− 1)], (2.102)
subject to the conditions
r(0) = 1, r′(1) = 0, (2.103)
u(0) = 1, (2.104)
s(0) = 1. (2.105)
The thickness profile e(z) is found via
r(z) e(z)u(z) = 1. (2.106)
Thus including a temperature variation in the film produces an extra governing equation.
Equations (2.97) and (2.99) are coupled through the Arrhenius temperature function
ηˆ. Hence any numerical techniques applied to this model requires this coupled pair of
equations to be solved together subject to the boundary conditions (2.103) and (2.105).
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The velocity may then be found by solving Equation (2.98) subject to (2.104) and the
thickness profile by solving Equation (2.106). This contrasts with the isothermal case,
where we had a single radial differential equation which, upon being solved, could be used
to obtain the film velocity and thickness. Thus, the inclusion of thermal effects increases
the complexity of the system. Note that we recover the isothermal Newtonian model
when ηˆ ≡ 1.
2.10.3 An Approximation to the Radial Film Profile with a
Thermal Variation based on a Perturbation Method
In this Section we will construct an approximate solution to the film bubble radius r(z)
in a similar manner to that of the isothermal case in Section 2.5. We expect the thermal
variation to have only a limited effect on the film bubble radius, because typically, solu-
tions for the temperature profile do not change much over the interval [0, 1]. Therefore
we expect the thickness of the interior layer to be O(C) in the limit as C → 0, as in the
isothermal case. In the analysis to follow, the temperature profile is approximated by a
linear function to include the thermal effects arising in Equation (2.97), and a closed form
approximate solution to the film radius will be constructed in a similar manner to that of
Section 2.5. Since the analysis is parallel to that of Section 2.5, some of the details will be
omitted with due reference to the relevant Section where they were previously discussed.
It should be noted that the analysis of this Section has been published in Bennett and
Shepherd [8] and [10]. Discussion of the effects of variations in the thermal parameters is
contained in [11].
Thus, we approximate the temperature profile by a linear function,
s(z) = 1 + kz, (2.107)
where, based on experimental observations, k < 0 and is small. To estimate k, we
substitute (2.107) into Equation (2.99), giving
k ≈ −Hr
√
1 + C2(r′)2 (1 + kz − sa)− Jr
√
1 + C2(r′)2
(
1 + 4kz − s4a
)
, (2.108)
upon neglecting higher orders of k since they are small. Hence an approximation to the
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temperature gradient at z = 0 is
k = −H(1− sa)− J(1− s4a), (2.109)
since r(0) = 1 and C2r′(0) is small. The approximation (2.109) satisfies the requirement
that k < 0 since sa < 1. Thus, in what follows, the temperature variation appearing in
the radial differential equation (2.97) will be approximated by
ηˆT = exp
[
w
(
1
1 + kz
− 1
)]
, (2.110)
with k as given in (2.109).
We will now construct an approximation to the radial bubble profile using our approx-
imation to the temperature (2.110).
1. Approximation in Region 1
In Section 2.5.1 we made the approximations that near z = 0, r ≈ 1 and r′, r′′
are O(1) as C → 0. We employ the same assumptions here, except that thermal
variation will be taken into consideration. Hence, continuing in the same manner
as in Section 2.5.1, we obtain the differential equation governing the film bubble
profile in the subregion from z = 0 up to a neighbourhood of (to the left of) z = a
as
C2r′′ − 3Cηˆ
f0
r′ +
B − f0
2f0
r +
3B
2f0
r3 = 0. (2.111)
We may approximate the thermal variation ηˆ by
ηˆ ≈ ηˆT = exp
[
w
(
1
1 + kz
− 1
)]
≈ 1, (2.112)
since 1 + kz ≈ 1 near z = 0. Hence Equation (2.111) becomes
C2r′′ − 3C
f0
r′ +
B − f0
2f0
r +
3B
2f0
r3 = 0, (2.113)
i.e., the same as in the isothermal case of Section 2.5.1. Hence, following the same
arguments as in the isothermal case, we obtain the leading order term in the outer
solution for Region 1, valid away from z = a as
r0(z) =
{(
1− 3B
f0 −B
)
exp
[(
f0 −B
3C
)
z
]
+
3B
f0 −B
}
−
1
2
. (2.114)
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As mentioned previously, we propose the same layer structure as in the isothermal
case in the limit as C → 0. Hence we propose the interior layer variable
ξ =
a− z
C
, (2.115)
where the layer is centred around z = a and the layer thickness is O(C). Therefore,
the gradient in the layer region r′ is O(1/C). Again, as in the isothermal case,
we seek a differential equation that reflects the interior layer structure found in
Equation (2.97). Thus, we expect it to take the form
C2r′′ + κ(z)r′ + β(r) = 0, (2.116)
where κ(z) vanishes at z = a and is, in some sense, an approximation to α(r, r′, C)
near z = a. An approximation to α(r, r′, C) may be found in a similar way as in
Section 2.5.1.
Near z = a, r′′ ≈ 0, and we approximate
r ≈
√
f0 −B
3B
, (2.117)
where f0 > B as in the isothermal case. Rearranging Equation (2.97) using the fact
that r′′ near z = a is approximately zero and solving for r′ gives the two solutions
r′1,2 =
3ηˆ ±
√
9ηˆ2 − (3Br2 − f0 +B)2r2
Cr(3Br2 − f0 +B) , (2.118)
near z = a, which now depends on ηˆ. We may approximate ηˆ by
ηˆT (a) ≈ exp
[
w
(
1
1 + ka
− 1
)]
, (2.119)
which is to be used to approximate the thermal variation. Hence an estimate of
α(r, r′, C) away from (to the left of) z = a is
α =
−27ηˆT (a)BC
4(f0 −B)2 , (2.120)
where r′1,2 and (2.117) have been used. Hence an estimate for α
′ in the layer may
be taken to be
α′ =
α(final)− α(initial)
C
=
27ηˆT (a)B
4(f0 −B)2 = MT , say, (2.121)
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where C is the approximate thickness of the layer. Therefore throughout the layer
the function κ(z) may be taken as
κ(z) = MT (z − a), (2.122)
where κ(z) < 0 for z < a since MT > 0 and vanishes at z = a, as required. Thus, a
differential equation that might be expected to behave like (2.33) for the radius of
the film to the left of z = a is
C2r′′ +MT (z − a)r′ + β(r) = 0. (2.123)
With the stretching transformation (2.115), Equation (2.123) becomes
d2r˜
dξ2
+MT ξ
dr˜
dξ
= 0, (2.124)
where r˜(ξ, C) ≡ r˜(a − Cξ,C), upon neglecting β(r˜) discussed in Section 2.5.1.
Proposing the interior layer expansion
r˜(ξ, C) = r˜0(ξ) + Cr˜1(ξ) + · · · , (2.125)
solving the leading order problem subject to r˜(0) = λ and applying leading order
matching gives a leading order composite expansion for the radius in the presence
of thermal variation valid for z ∈ [0, a] as
rc(z, C) = r0(z) + r˜
(
a− z
C
,C
)
− common part
= r0(z) + (r0(a)− λ) erf
(√
2MT (a− z)
2C
)
+ λ− r0(a). (2.126)
The details have been omitted here since they are parallel to that of the isothermal
case considered in Section 2.5.1.
2. Approximation in Region 2
Applying the same assumptions as in the isothermal case, i.e. negligible interior
layer effects and the radius r approximated by r = ρBU yields an approximate
differential equation for the radial profile in Region 2 as
C2r′′2 −
3Cηˆr′2
ρ2BU (f0 +B (ρ
2
BU − 1))
− f0 −B (3ρ
2
BU + 1)
2ρBU (f0 +B (ρ2BU − 1))
= 0. (2.127)
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subject to the boundary conditions
r2(a) = λ, r
′
2(1) = 0, (2.128)
The difference between the isothermal and thermal approximate differential equa-
tions for Region 2 is the presence of ηˆ which is approximated by
ηˆT (1) ≈ exp
[
w
(
1
1 + k
− 1
)]
, (2.129)
where z = 1 has been substituted into our linear approximation for the tempera-
ture (2.107). Solving Equation (2.127) subject to (2.128) yields the following solu-
tion valid for z ∈ [a, 1],
r2(z) = λ+
1
18ηˆ2T (1)
ρ3BUσγ
(
eν(z,C) − eν(a,C))− ρBU
6CηˆT (1)
γ (z − a) , (2.130)
where
σ =
(
f0 +B
(
ρ2BU − 1
))
,
γ =
(
f0 −B
(
3ρ2BU + 1
))
,
and
ν(z, C) =
3ηˆT (1) (z − 1)
Cσρ2BU
.
The leading order approximate solution for the bubble radius r(z) of the film that
contains thermal effects, over all z ∈ [0, 1], may be constructed in the form
ra(z, C) = rc(z, C)(H(z)−H(z − a)) + r2(z)(H(z − a)−H(z − 1)), (2.131)
based on the limit as C → 0 where H(z) is the Heaviside function.
The position of the layer a and the corresponding radius λ arising in the approxima-
tion (2.131) are found by enforcing the pair of conditions,
r′c(a, C) = r
′
2(a), r2(1) = ρBU , (2.132)
and solving the resulting nonlinear equations numerically.
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A closed form approximate solution to the bubble radius that contains thermal effects
has been constructed using arguments similar to that in Section 2.5. The thermal variation
is approximated by piecewise constant values given by
ηˆ ≈


ηˆT (0) = 1 if 0 ≤ z < a
ηˆT (a) = exp
[
w
(
1
1+ka
− 1)] if in layer region
ηˆT (1) = exp
[
w
(
1
1+k
− 1)] if a ≤ z ≤ 1
(2.133)
2.10.4 Linearisation and an Iteration Procedure for the Thermal
Newtonian Model
As noted above, the differential equations governing the radius and temperature (Equa-
tions (2.97) and (2.99)) are coupled. Upon obtaining solutions for the coupled system,
the velocity and thickness may be obtained. If an effective approximation to the bubble
radius is available, then a solution to Equations (2.97, 2.99) may be found by the process
of iteration in two ways. In what follows, we will obtain a numerical solution iteratively
using our radial approximation (2.66) as a base approximation to the radius of the film,
in a similar manner to our analysis of the isothermal Newtonian model. We expect the
solution for the film radius for this thermal Newtonian model to have a similar structure
to that of the isothermal case and we seek to obtain a solution which incorporates ther-
mal effects, using the isothermal approximation. The other solution method is to obtain a
solution iteratively in the same way as the isothermal case. This means using our approxi-
mation to the radius of the film that contains thermal effects as a base approximation and
obtaining a numerical solution iteratively. The difference between these two approaches
is in the need to prescribe the blow up ratio. If we use the isothermal approximation, we
do not need to prescribe the blow up ratio, we just need an initial guess. If the thermal
approximation is used then the blow up ratio needs to be defined before the iteration
process begins.
A similar linearisation method is used here as that of Section 2.6 for the isothermal
case. The system of Equations (2.97, 2.99) are coupled through the Arrhenius temperature
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function ηˆ (2.102). Hence the iteration method will determine numerical solutions for the
bubble radius and temperature profiles.
We may rewrite Equation (2.97) in the following form:
N [r] ≡ C2r′′ + f(r, r′, s, C) = 0, (2.134)
where
f(r, r′, s, C) =
(3Br2 − f0 +B) r (1 + C2(r′)2)− 6Cηˆr′
2r2 (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) , (2.135)
where
ηˆ = exp[w (1/s− 1)]. (2.136)
As in Section 2.6, we expand the radius in the form
r(z) = R(z) + v(z), (2.137)
where, as in the isothermal model, the approximation R(z) is assumed to be our radial
approximation ra(z, C) given in Section 2.5.3, if we are using the isothermal approxima-
tion as our base approximation. If we are using our thermal approximation as the base
approximation then ra(z, C) is given by (2.131) in Section 2.10.3.
Substituting (2.137) with R(z) = ra(z, C) into Equation (2.134) gives
C2r′′a + C
2v′′ + f(ra + v, r
′
a + v
′, s, C) = 0, (2.138)
which may be rearranged as
C2v′′ + fr′v
′ + frv +N [ra] +Q(v, v
′, s, C) = 0, (2.139)
where fr′ and fr are the partial derivatives of f(r, r
′, s, C) with respect to r′ and r,
respectively, evaluated at (ra, r
′
a, s, C), and
Q(v, v′, s, C) = f(ra + v, r
′
a + v
′, s, C)− f(ra, r′a, s, C)− vfr − v′fr′ , (2.140)
where Q(v, v′, s, C) is at least quadratic in v, v′. Hence Equation (2.97) is recast as a
boundary value problem for the correction terms, v(z);
C2v′′ + fr′v
′ + frv = −N [ra]−Q(v, v′, s, C), (2.141)
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with the associated boundary conditions as
v(0) = 1− ra(0, C), v′(1) = 0. (2.142)
As in the isothermal case, we set up the system for an iteration procedure by express-
ing (2.141, 2.142) as
C2v′′n + fr′v
′
n + frvn = −N [ra]−Q(vn−1, v′n−1, sn−1, C), (2.143)
with the associated boundary conditions as
vn(0) = 1− ra(0, C), v′n(1) = 0. (2.144)
The iteration scheme employed is that displayed in Figures 2.25 and 2.26. Before the
Begin
End
Inner loop 
Successive iterate and  
residual
tolerance met?
No
Yes
Update linear operator 
and N[ra] with 
ra(z,C)=rn(z) 
and updated temperature.
Solutions for radius 
and temperature
 have been found.
Refer to cut out
Figure 2.25: Flowchart of the Newtonian film model iteration process with thermal vari-
ation
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Set v(z)=0 in Q(v,v',s,C), 
i.e. Q(v,v',s,C)=0.
Update Q(v,v',s,C) 
with new v(z) and  
new temperature.
Successive
 iterate tolerance 
met?
Update temperature 
with rn(z).
Update radius, i.e., 
rn(z)=ra(z,C)+vn(z).
Inner loop
Solve
C2v''+fr'v'+frv+N+Q(v,v',s,C)=0.
Yes
No
Update temperature with  
rn(z)=ra(z,C)+vn(z).
Figure 2.26: Flowchart of the inner loop of the Newtonian film model iteration process
with thermal variation
iteration process can begin we need to have an initial approximation for the temperature
profile s(z) since Equation (2.143) contains terms involving temperature, as opposed to the
isothermal case. An initial temperature profile s0 may be found by solving Equation (2.99)
numerically subject to (2.105) with r(z) = ra(z, C). This is therefore a temperature profile
that fits our radial approximation ra(z, C). Our iteration process may now begin.
Equation (2.143) is solved subject to (2.144), using the Galerkin finite element pro-
cedure described in Section 2.7, with v0 = 0, to obtain v1. An updated temperature
profile, s1, is found by solving Equation (2.99) numerically, subject to (2.105) with
r(z) = ra(z, C) + v1(z). The updates v1 and s1 are then substituted into Q(v, v
′, s, C)
and the system (2.143, 2.144) is solved again to yield a second update v2 which is used
to update the temperature in the way described above, and so the process continues.
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This describes the inner loop of the iteration process shown in Figure 2.26. The nodal
values Vi, i = 1..N , where N is the number of nodes, and the temperature updates are
interpolated by cubic spline interpolation and passed back into the iteration process as
functions.
After the prescribed inner iteration loop number, or if the successive iterate tolerance
has been met, the inner loop terminates where the radial profile r(z) used in the process
is updated with ra(z) = rn(z). The corresponding temperature (sn(z)) profile is found
the same way as in the inner loop above except r(z) = rn(z) is used for the radial
terms. The linear differential operator on the left hand side of (2.143) and residual N [ra]
in Equation (2.143) are updated using ra(z) = rn(z) and s(z) = sn(z), where n is the
iteration number. This describes the outer loop of the process depicted in Figure 2.25. The
iteration process then re-enters the inner loop. The process continues until the difference
between iterates satisfies a successive iterate tolerance and the residual of (2.134) meets
the residual tolerance upon which the loop terminates and the radial and temperature
are rn(z) and sn(z), respectively.
To illustrate the flexibility of the solution process two cases will be considered in the
following Sections. We will compare the approximation (2.131) with the iterated numerical
solution of (2.97, 2.103) to determine the accuracy of our thermal approximations. This
entails using (2.131) as the base approximation for the iterative scheme. The other case
will be obtaining an iterated numerical solution to (2.97, 2.103) using (2.66) as the base
approximation. This means the blow up ratio is not prescribed.
2.10.5 Comparison Between Approximate Analytic and Numer-
ical Solutions with a Thermal Variation using Iteration
In this Section we will compare the closed form approximate solution for the bubble ra-
dius (2.131), that contains effects from a thermal variation in the film, with the iterated
numerical solution found by employing the iteration technique described in Section 2.10.4.
We will use the parameter set contained in Table 2.1 along with the set of thermal pa-
rameter values contained in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5: Thermal parameter values
Parameter Value
H 0.02
J 0.03
w 5.13
sa 0.1
A comparison between the approximate and iterated numerical solutions is shown in
Figure 2.27. This shows the approximate solution for the bubble radius constructed agrees
Numerical Approximation 
z
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
r
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
Figure 2.27: Comparison between approximate and iterated numerical radial solutions.
very well with the numerical solution. There is only a small difference in the layer region
located at z = a ≈ 0.63 with corresponding radius λ = 1.65. The iteration procedure
required 11 iterations with 50 elements to achieve a successive iterate tolerance of 10−5
and a residual tolerance of 5 × 10−4. Note that if the tolerances were relaxed a little
the required number of iterations and elements reduces. The maximum successive iterate
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value for each iterate is shown in Table 2.6. This shows that initially the successive iterate
Table 2.6: Successive iterates and residual
Iteration Successive iterate Residual
n |vn − vn−1|max |rn|max
1 0.7539320
2 1.0802993
3 0.7084816 1.8329431
4 0.1655654
5 0.0438103
6 0.0054251 0.0371531
7 0.0038265
8 0.0003089
9 0.0000318 0.0027198
10 0.0000258
11 0.0000030 0.0004915
size fluctuates before settling down. This occurs since until the linear operator and N [ra]
get updated in Equation (2.141) there is a different problem being solved and the updates
fluctuate.
A comparison between the initial temperature approximation s0 and the iterated nu-
merical solution sn is shown in Figure 2.28. This shows that the initial approximation is
almost the same as the iterated numerical solution. The two profiles only differ minutely
past the layer located at z ≈ 0.63.
A comparison between the approximate velocity, found by solving Equation (2.98)
numerically subject to (2.104) with r(z) = ra(z, C) (2.131) and s(z) = s0, and the iterated
numerical solution is shown in Figure 2.29. This shows very good agreement between the
profiles with the layer effect present at z ≈ 0.63 described very well by the approximation.
The iterated numerical solution was found by solving Equation (2.98) numerically subject
to (2.104) with r(z) = rn(z) and s(z) = sn.
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Figure 2.28: Comparison between approximate and iterated numerical temperature solu-
tions.
Finally, a comparison between the approximate thickness profile and the iterated nu-
merical solution is shown in Figure 2.30. This shows very good agreement between the
approximate and iterated numerical thickness profiles. Again the disturbance caused by
the layer is approximated well.
This Section shows how the approximation process can be adapted to include other
factors such as temperature variation. This will be explored in Chapters 3 and 4 where
the ideas from this Chapter are extended to more complicated models. The next Section
shows that the bubble radius profile with a thermal variation can be found iteratively using
the isothermal approximation (2.66) as a base approximation. This allows the restriction
of having to prescribe the blow up ratio to be relaxed.
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Figure 2.29: Comparison between approximate and iterated numerical velocity solutions.
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Figure 2.30: Comparison between approximate and iterated numerical thickness solutions.
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2.10.6 Comparison Between Isothermal and Thermal Numerical
Solutions
To see the effects that including a thermal variation along the film has, we will compare
the iterated numerical solutions for both the isothermal and thermal Newtonian cases.
We will use the data from [36] contained in Table 2.1 along with the thermal parameter
values contained in Table 2.5. The iteration procedure described in Section 2.10.4 is used
to obtain a numerical solution with the isothermal approximation (2.66) used as a base
approximation.
Using this iterative scheme, a comparison between isothermal and thermal radial nu-
merical solutions is shown in Figure 2.31. This shows that the inclusion of thermal effects
Isothermal Thermal
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Figure 2.31: Comparison between isothermal and thermal numerical radial solutions.
has quite a large influence on the bubble profile. There is an increase in blow up ra-
tio of approximately 34%. This radial solution has been obtained iteratively using the
isothermal approximation (2.66) as the base approximation and hence the resulting blow
up ratio is obtained through the iteration process and does not have to be prescribed as
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in the isothermal case. A table of successive iterates is shown in Table 2.7, which shows
the number of iterations required to achieve a successive tolerance of 10−5 and a residual
of 5 × 10−4. Since our bubble radius approximation contains similar structure to the
Table 2.7: Successive iterates and residual
Iteration Successive iterate Residual
n |vn − vn−1|max |rn|max
1 0.2664648
2 0.8934099
3 0.4720650 0.6405876
4 0.2578962
5 0.0256344
6 0.0043781 0.0109663
7 0.0010286
8 0.0001143
9 0.0000114 0.0005011
10 0.0000301
11 0.0000028 0.0002204
numerical solution, the required amount of iterations is small. The number of iterations,
however, is the same as in Section 2.10.5 where the thermal radial approximation was used
as a base approximation. This suggests that the amount of iteration required is based on
the coupling rather than how accurate the initial bubble radius profile is. The residual
is checked whenever the linear operator is updated with the new approximation to r(z).
When the successive iterate tolerance is met the inner loop (Figure 2.26) is terminated
and the linear operator is updated. For example, in Table 2.7 after 11 iterations the inner
loop terminates and then the residual is checked. A comparison between the isothermal
and thermal velocity numerical solutions is displayed in Figure 2.32. Figure 2.32 shows
that the inclusion of thermal effects results in a increase in the velocity at the freeze line.
There is a increase of approximately 36%. Finally, a comparison between isothermal and
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Figure 2.32: Comparison between isothermal and thermal numerical velocity solutions.
thermal thickness numerical solutions is shown in Figure 2.33. Figure 2.33 shows that the
inclusion of thermal effects results in a thinner bubble at the freeze line. The decrease is
approximately 1.7%. Hence from Figures 2.31, 2.32 and 2.33 the inclusion of a thermal
variation affects the resulting solutions considerably which is summarised in Table 2.8.
Table 2.8: Changes in blow up ratio, take up ratio and thickness ratio by including thermal
effects.
Parameter Isothermal Value Thermal value % change
ρBU 2.7 3.62 34%
ρTU 9.8 13.33 36%
ρTR 0.0378 0.0207 -1.7%
The corresponding temperature profile is shown in Figure 2.34.
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Figure 2.33: Comparison between isothermal and thermal numerical thickness solutions.
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Figure 2.34: Temperature profile for data contained in Table 2.5.
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We will now consider the the case presented in Section 2.4 where necking is present.
The parameter values in Table 2.2 are used along with the thermal parameter values
in Table 2.5. A comparison between the radial profiles between isothermal and thermal
radial profiles is shown in Figure 2.35. As in the case where there was no necking the blow
Isothermal Thermal
z
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
r
1
2
3
4
Figure 2.35: Comparison between isothermal and thermal numerical radial solutions.
up ratio increases when there is a thermal variation present. A table of successive iterates
and residuals is shown in Table 2.9. In the case where necking is present the iteration
scheme only takes 9 iterations to achieve the tolerances.
A comparison between velocity profiles is shown in Figure 2.36. The opposite effect
to the case where there is no necking occurs here. We see that the inclusion of a thermal
variation has caused the velocity at the freeze line to decrease instead of increasing. A
comparison between the thickness profiles is shown in Figure 2.37. Figure 2.37 shows
that including a thermal variation causes the film to thin more rapidly in the layer region
before ending up as a slightly thicker bubble. Table 2.10 shows the respective changes
in the blow up ratio ρBU (2.31), take up ratio ρTU and thickness ratio ρTR. The take up
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Table 2.9: Successive iterates and residual for the case where necking is present
Iteration Successive iterate Residual
n |vn − vn−1|max |rn|max
1 0.2278051
2 0.2737513
3 0.0450355 0.0131344
4 0.0247865
5 0.0027313
6 0.0003036 0.0007873
7 0.0001104
8 0.0000140
9 0.0000017 0.0002089
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Figure 2.36: Comparison between isothermal and thermal numerical velocity solutions.
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Figure 2.37: Comparison between isothermal and thermal numerical thickness solutions.
ratio is defined as the ratio of the initial velocity to the velocity at the freeze line
ρTU =
UD0
U0
(2.145)
and the thickness ratio is the ratio of the initial thickness to the thickness at the freeze
line
ρTR =
ED0
E0
. (2.146)
The temperature profile for the necking case is shown in Figure 2.38.
It is of interest to consider the possible reasons for the differences displayed in Table 2.8
(no necking) and Table 2.10 (necking) cases. If we look at the data used in arriving at
these results, we see from Tables 2.1 and 2.2 that, for the two cases, the obvious differences
in the isothermal data lie in the values of f0 and C - the “pulling force” acting on the film
at the die exit, and the “aspect ratio” of the film; i.e. entry radius to length ratio. In the
necking case, these are both increased by 30% - 50% compared to their no necking values.
Based on this, we could note that increasing the pulling force f0 (and hence moving from
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Table 2.10: Changes in blow up ratio, take up ratio and thickness ratio by including
thermal effects.
Parameter Isothermal Value Thermal value % change
ρBU 3.85 4.19 8.8%
ρTU 48.95 24.5 -49.9%
ρTR 0.0053 0.0097 0.44%
z
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1.00
Figure 2.38: Temperature profile for data contained in Table 2.5.
no necking to necking) noticeably reduces the effects of a thermal profile in the film.
Further, increasing C may also accelerate this phenomenon.
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2.10.7 Existence of Multiple Solutions including a Thermal Vari-
ation
Here, we investigate the existence of multiple solutions when a thermal variation is in-
cluded in the film. We will consider the three cases described in Section 2.9 to see if
they converge to one solution or multiple distinct solutions. The iterative scheme of Sec-
tion 2.10.4 is employed here with the base approximation, in each case, corresponding to
the isothermal approximation (2.66).
A comparison between the three isothermal solutions is displayed in Figure 2.24 and
their corresponding iterated numerical solutions once a thermal variation is included are
shown in Figure 2.39. The thermal data used is that of Table 2.5. Interestingly, the
three isothermal solutions corresponding to the data contained in Table 2.4 each converge
to a different solution when a thermal variation is included along the film. Hence there
exists multiple solutions in the thermal case as well and the number of solutions in this
parameter regime has not been reduced. None of the three solutions converged to the
same profile.
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(a) Solution 1
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(c) Solution 3
Figure 2.39: Comparison between isothermal numerical solution and iterated numerical
solution for multiple solutions.
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2.11 Conclusion
This Chapter analysed the Newtonian film model by means of applying approximation
techniques to simplify the governing equations so that they may be solved to give an
approximate film bubble radius profile. The arguments used to construct the approxima-
tion are based on singular perturbation theory. The method of approximation was shown
to be adaptable from the isothermal case to a model that contained a thermal variation
in the film. This extension is stressed here since, in the following Chapters, we will be
extending the base analysis presented here in the simplest case to more complex models.
The approximation obtained to the film bubble radius showed good accuracy which
validated the presence of interior layer structure. The iteration procedure was very effec-
tive and not many iterations were necessary due to the accuracy of the approximation.
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Chapter 3
The Power Law Model
3.1 Introduction
In this Chapter the polymer film is assumed to behave as a power law fluid. Two classes of
such a fluid are investigated; pseudoplastic (shear-thinning) where the viscosity decreases
with the rate of shear and dilatant (shear-thickening) where the viscosity increases with
the rate of shear. This is shown in Figure 3.1. Molten polyethylene and polypropylene
are examples of a shear-thinning fluid. Few polymers are classed as shear-thickening [12].
The power law model does not account for the true viscoelastic nature of polymers.
In this Chapter we seek to employ the methods discussed in Chapter 2 to the more
complicated power law model. In a similar way to the Newtonian model we will construct
approximations to the film bubble radius for both the shear-thinning and shear-thickening
cases. There is an added degree of complexity in the interior layer analysis with the
inclusion of viscosity varying with the rate of strain as well as the temperature variation
shown in Section 2.10. It will be shown that the thickness of the layer depends on the
material constant. This material constant, or power law exponent, describes the amount
of shear-thinning or shear-thickening the fluid is. The power law exponent is unity for
the Newtonian film blowing model.
In the Newtonian model, the governing equations displayed coupling between the
radial differential equation and the temperature equation when a thermal variation is
included in the film entering through the viscosity function. In this Chapter the viscosity
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ηRate of shear
Figure 3.1: Plot of viscosity against the rate of shear for shear-thinning, Newtonian and
shear-thickening polymers.
also depends on the rate of strain which adds the extra coupling of the velocity governing
equation. This extra coupling makes the governing system of equations more complicated
than in the Newtonian model. We will show that similar arguments can be applied as were
applied in the Newtonian case to determine a closed form approximation to the bubble
radius and a solution may be obtained iteratively.
It should be noted that the analysis contained in this Chapter is presented in Bennett
and Shepherd [9].
In the next Section the governing equations for the power law model are determined.
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3.2 Governing Equations
For the power law fluid considered in this Chapter, the extra stress τij from Equation (1.13)
is related to the deformation by
τij = 2ηB(II)ε˙ij, (3.1)
where ηB is the elongational viscosity given by
ηB(II) = η0
(
II
2
)n−1
2
(3.2)
and II is the second invariant of the deformation tensor (neglecting shear), ε˙ij, i.e.
II = ε˙2mm + ε˙
2
pp + ε˙
2
nn, (3.3)
where ε˙mm, ε˙pp and ε˙nn are components of the deformation tensor (1.9) corresponding
to the meridional, parallel and normal directions. The behaviour of ηB is described by
Figure 3.1. Hence the total stress is given by
σij = 2ηB(II)ε˙ij − pIδij, (3.4)
where the isotropic pressure pI = τnn = 2ηB(II)ε˙nn since σnn = 0 for a thin film approxi-
mation. Therefore, the nonzero stress components are
σmm = 2ηB(II) (ε˙mm − ε˙nn) , (3.5)
and
σpp = 2ηB(II) (ε˙pp − ε˙nn) , (3.6)
From the continuity equation (1.12), the stress components in the m and p directions
become
σmm = 2ηB cos θ
(
2
dU
dZ
+
U
R
dR
dZ
)
, (3.7)
and
σpp = 2ηB cos θ
(
dU
dZ
+ 2
U
R
dR
dZ
)
, (3.8)
respectively.
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The first stress equilibrium (1.19) becomes
(
Q
U
)[
2ηB
(
2
dU
dZ
+
U
R
dR
dZ
)][
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]−1
= F0 + ∆Pπ
(
R2 −R20
)
, (3.9)
upon applying mass conservation (1.7) to eliminate the thickness and neglecting gravity
effects. The second stress equilibrium equation (1.23) becomes
(
2π∆PRU
ηBQ
)[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]2
= −2
(
2
dU
dZ
+
U
R
dR
dZ
)
d2R
dZ2
(3.10)
+
(
2
R
dU
dZ
+
4U
R2
dR
dZ
)[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]
,
neglecting gravity effects. The elongational viscosity ηB incorporating thermal effects is
given by
ηB(II, T ) = η0 exp
[
Ea
G
(
1
T
− 1
T0
)](
II
2
)n−1
2
, (3.11)
where T = T (Z) is the temperature along the film, Ea is the activation energy in elonga-
tional flow, G is the gas constant, η0 is the elongational viscosity at T = T0 and n is the
material constant [25]. Hence thermal effects (as for the thermal Newtonian model) are
included in the model through the Arrhenius variation contained in the viscosity ηB. A
power law exponent n < 1 describes a shear-thinning polymer, n > 1 describes a shear-
thickening polymer and the special case n = 1 yields the Newtonian model. We will use
the same thermal energy balance as for the Newtonian case in Section 2.10, i.e.,
ρCv
Q cos θ
2πR
dT
dZ
= −UH(T − Ta)− λsǫ
(
T 4 − T 4a
)
, (3.12)
where ρ, Cv, Q, UH , Ta, λs and ǫ have the same meanings as described in Section 2.10.
3.3 The Dimensionless Problem
We propose the dimensionless variables
z =
Z
D0
, r =
R
R0
, u =
U
U0
, e =
2πR0U0E
Q
,
(3.13)
f =
FR0
ηQ
, η =
ηB
η0 (U0/D0)
n−1 , s =
T
T0
.
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Substituting the dimensionless variables (3.13) into Equations (3.9, 3.10) gives
2η
R0
D0
(
2
u
du
dz
+
1
r
dr
dz
)[
1 +
(
R0
D0
)2(
dr
dz
)2]−1
=
R0 [F0 + ∆PπR
2
0 (r
2 − 1)]
η0Q (U0/D0)
n−1 , (3.14)
and
2π∆PR30
η0Q (U0/D0)
n−1 ru
[
1 +
(
R0
D0
)2(
dr
dz
)2]2
= −2η
(
2
du
dz
+
u
r
dr
dz
)(
R0
D0
)3
d2r
dz2
(3.15)
+
2η
r
(
R0
D0
)(
du
dz
+
2u
r
dr
dz
)[
1 +
(
R0
D0
)2(
dr
dz
)2]
,
We propose the dimensionless parameters
B =
π∆PR30
η0Q (U0/D0)
n−1 , C =
R0
D0
, f0 =
F0R0
η0Q (U0/D0)
n−1 , (3.16)
Equation (3.14) becomes
1
u
du
dz
+
1
2r
dr
dz
=
[f0 +B (r
2 − 1)]
[
1 + C2
(
dr
dz
)2]
4ηC
, (3.17)
and Equation (3.15) becomes
2Br3
[
1 + C2
(
dr
dz
)2]2
= −2ηC3r2
(
2
u
du
dz
+
1
r
dr
dz
)
d2r
dz2
(3.18)
+2ηCr
(
1
u
du
dz
+
2
r
dr
dz
)[
1 + C2
(
dr
dz
)2]
.
In a similar approach to that used in the Newtonian case (Section 2.3), we may remove the
velocity terms on the right hand side of Equation (3.18), by rearranging Equation (3.17)
as
1
u
du
dz
=
[f0 +B (r
2 − 1)]
[
1 + C2
(
dr
dz
)2]
4ηC
− 1
2r
dr
dz
, (3.19)
and substituting into (3.18), which results in
2C2r2
[
f0 +B
(
r2 − 1)] d2r
dz2
−6Cηdr
dz
−r [f0 −B (3r2 + 1)]
[
1 + C2
(
dr
dz
)2]
= 0, (3.20)
where η is the dimensionless form of ηB. Applying the dimensionless variables (3.13) to
ηB gives
ηB = η0 exp
[
Ea
GT0
(
1
s
− 1
)](
Π
2
)n−1
2
, (3.21)
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where II becomes
II = ε˙2mm + ε˙
2
pp + ε˙
2
nn, (3.22)
= 2
(
ε˙2mm + ε˙mmε˙pp + ε˙
2
nn
)
, (from continuity (1.12)), (3.23)
= 2
[
1 + C2
(
dr
dz
)2]−1(
U0
D0
)2 [(
du
dz
)2
+
u
r
dr
dz
du
dz
+
(u
r
)2(dr
dz
)2]
. (3.24)
Hence the dimensionless function η is
η =
ηB
η0 (U0/D0)
n−1 = exp
[
w
(
1
s
− 1
)][
1 + C2
(
dr
dz
)2] 1−n2
(3.25)
×
[(
du
dz
)2
+
u
r
dr
dz
du
dz
+
(u
r
)2(dr
dz
)2]n−12
, (3.26)
where we have defined a new dimensionless parameter
w =
Ea
GT0
. (3.27)
The dimensionless form of the energy Equation (3.12) is, as in Section 2.10.1
s′ +Hr
√
1 + C2(r′)2 (s− sa) + Jr
√
1 + C2(r′)2
(
s4 − s4a
)
= 0, (3.28)
where the dimensionless quantities H and J are
H =
2πR0UHD0
ρCvQ
, J =
2πλsǫR0UHD0T
3
0
ρCvQ
. (3.29)
Hence the governing equations are in dimensionless form. We note that the governing
equations (3.19, 3.20, 3.28) reduce to the Newtonian model with a thermal variation
when n = 1 and to the isothermal case when H = J = 0.
3.4 Numerical Analysis of the Power Law Film Model
For completeness, the equations governing the power law model are as given below: the
differential equations
C2r′′ + α(r, r′, u, u′, s, C)r′ + β(r) = 0, (3.30)
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u′
u
+
r′
2r
− (f0 +B (r
2 − 1)) (1 + C2(r′)2)
4ηC
= 0, (3.31)
s′ +Hr
√
1 + C2(r′)2 (s− sa) + Jr
√
1 + C2(r′)2
(
s4 − s4a
)
= 0, (3.32)
where
α(r, r′, u, u′, s, C) =
C2 (3Br2 − f0 +B) rr′ − 6Cη
2r2 (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) , (3.33)
β(r) =
3Br2 − f0 +B
2r (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) , (3.34)
and the dimensionless viscosity
η = exp[w (1/s− 1)] [r2 (1 + C2(r′)2)] 1−n2 [r2(u′)2 + rur′u′ + u2(r′)2]n−12 . (3.35)
As in Chapter 2, the differential equations (3.30), (3.31), (3.32) are to be solved subject
to the conditions
r(0) = 1, r′(1) = 0, (3.36)
u(0) = 1, (3.37)
s(0) = 1, (3.38)
and the thickness profile is found via conservation of mass (1.7) which in dimensionless
form is
r(z) e(z)u(z) = 1. (3.39)
Equations (3.30) are analogous to those describing the Newtonian model in Chapter 2
except that now that the viscosity η depends nonlinearly on the two variables r and u,
together with their derivatives. As in the Newtonian case the small parameter C multiplies
the highest derivative and hence in the limit as C → 0 we lose our second derivative term
and both boundary conditions cannot be met.
In what follows, our approach will parallel that of our earlier analysis of the Newtonian
film (Section 2.5), based on the limit as C → 0. As in the Newtonian case, we investigate
the sign of α(r, r′, u, u′, s, C) to determine the nature of the solutions of (3.30) as C → 0.
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We will use our Newtonian approximate solutions from Chapter 2 to represent the radius
and velocity appearing in α(r, r′, u, u′, s, C), since we expect them to contain similar struc-
ture to the (unknown) power law solutions. The temperature s(z) in α(r, r′, u, u′, s, C)
is represented by the numerical solution of (3.32, 3.38) with r(z) in Equation (3.32) rep-
resented by our Newtonian approximation. Figure 3.2 displays α(r, r′, u, u′, s, C) plotted
over [0, 1] for varying C, showing that α(r, r′, u, u′, s, C) vanishes at some point interior
to [0, 1], as in the Newtonian case of Section 2.5. Hence, we have a similar interior layer
C = 0.17 C = 0.15 C = 0.13
C = 0.11 C = 0.105
z
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
K0.4
K0.3
K0.2
K0.1
0
Figure 3.2: Plot of α with varying C
structure in the radius profile of the film located at z = a and we seek to employ simi-
lar arguments to those applied to the Newtonian model to obtain a closed form analytic
approximation to the radius. In some parameter regimes α(r, r′, u, u′, s, C) does not have
a zero in the region 0 < z < 1, however there is a point where it is small. In the same
way as discussed in the Newtonian case in Section 2.5 we apply our analysis enforcing
α(r, r′, u, u′, s, C) to have a zero at z = a to obtain our approximation to the radius r(z).
This means we solve a problem with similar structure to obtain an approximation which
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is used as an approximation to the actual problem. A typical α(r, r′, u, u′, s, C) profile
where this is evident is shown in Figure 3.3.
z
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
K0.25
K0.20
K0.15
K0.10
K0.05
Figure 3.3: Illustrative plot for when α(r, r′, u, u′, s, C) 6= 0 in 0 < z < 1.
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3.5 An Approximation to the Radial Film Profile of a
Shear-thinning Polymer based on a Perturbation
Method
The film radius profile equation for the power law model displaying thermal variation is
C2r′′ + α(r, r′, C)r′ + β(r) = 0, (3.40)
where
α(r, r′, C) =
C2 (3Br2 − f0 +B) rr′ − 6Cη
2r2 (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) , (3.41)
and
β(r) =
(3Br2 − f0 +B)
2r (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) . (3.42)
The thermal variation (as in the Newtonian case) enters via the function η (which now
depends on the second invariant of the rate of deformation tensor, or, more specifically
the functions r, u and their derivatives), given by
η = exp[w (1/s− 1)] [r2 (1 + C2(r′)2)] 1−n2 [r2(u′)2 + rur′u′ + u2(r′)2]n−12 . (3.43)
Note that in the Newtonian case, η = ηˆ as in (2.95), and for the isothermal Newtonian film,
η = 1. In the Newtonian film model we carried out a balance of orders and determined
the thickness of the layer to be O(C). In the next Section, similar arguments will be
applied to the power law film model; though in our discussion we have found it necessary
to split our balance of orders analysis into the shear-thinning case (n < 1), considered in
this Section and the shear-thickening case, (n > 1), delayed until Section 3.7.1. Hence, in
the next Section we are analysing the shear-thinning case (n < 1).
3.5.1 A Balance of Orders
Proposing the interior layer stretching transformation
ξ =
a− z
Cδ
, (3.44)
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where δ > 0 and the layer is centred around z = a. We may recast Equation (3.40) in
a form appropriate to analysis of the orders of the terms. Substituting (3.44) into (3.40)
yields
C2−2δ
d2r˜
dξ2
+
C2−2δ (3Br˜2 − f0 +B) r˜
(
dr˜
dξ
)2
+ 6C1−δη˜ dr˜
dξ
2r˜2 (f0 +B (r˜2 − 1)) +
(3Br˜2 − f0 +B)
2r˜ (f0 +B (r˜2 − 1)) = 0, (3.45)
where
r˜ ≡ r˜(ξ, C) ≡ r(a− Cδξ, C), u˜ ≡ u(a− Cδξ, C), s˜ ≡ s(a− Cδξ, C) (3.46)
and
η˜ = exp[w (1/s˜− 1)]
{
r˜2
[
1 + C2−2δ
(
dr˜
dξ
)2]} 1−n2
×
[
C−2δ r˜2
(
du˜
dξ
)2
+ C−2δ r˜u˜
dr˜
dξ
du˜
dξ
+ C−2δu˜2
(
du˜
dξ
)2]n−12
(3.47)
is the transform of (3.43). We require a balance of orders in (3.45) that allows us to
obtain a differential equation that reflects the structure of the problem, i.e. the second
derivative term must be retained in the limit as C → 0. Here, we are considering a shear
thinning polymer, n < 1. Rewriting η˜ in the following form
η˜ = exp[w (1/s˜− 1)]


r˜2
[
1 + C2−2δ
(
dr˜
dξ
)2]
r˜2C−2δ
(
du˜
dξ
)2
+ r˜u˜C−2δ dr˜
dξ
du˜
dξ
+ u˜2C−2δ
(
dr˜
dξ
)2


1−n
2
(3.48)
gives a positive exponent and there is a switching of orders between δ < 1 and δ > 1,
so that we need to consider these cases separately. This switching of orders arises in the
terms
r˜2
[
1 + C2−2δ
(
dr˜
dξ
)2]
∼ O(1) +O (C2−2δ) , (3.49)
i.e., if δ < 1 the term C2−2δ is small in the limit C → 0 and the O(1) term dominates.
On the other hand, if δ > 1, the term C2−2δ dominates in the limit C → 0. We consider
the various possibilities.
Case 1. δ < 1: If δ < 1 then
η˜ ∼
[
O(1)
O (C−2δ)
] 1−n
2
= O
(
Cδ(1−n)
)
. (3.50)
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Han and Park [25] showed that a smaller n corresponds to a steeper transition
region. We seek to reflect this structure in our approximation. If we seek a balance
between
C2−2δ
d2r˜
dξ2
and 6C1−δη˜
dr˜
dξ
, (3.51)
that is, a balance between
O
(
C2−2δ
)
and O
(
C1−δ+δ(1−n)
)
, (3.52)
we require that δ = 1
2−n
. Hence a smaller n < 1 gives a smaller δ which yields a
thicker layer region, contradicting the observations of Han and Park [25]. So, we
try a balance between
6C1−δη˜
dr˜
dξ
and β(r˜), (3.53)
that is a balance between
O
(
C1−δ+δ(1−n)
)
and O
(
C0
)
, (3.54)
which requires δ = 1
n
which is not valid since it violates δ < 1, when n < 1. On
these grounds, we reject the possibility that δ < 1.
Case 2. δ = 1: If δ = 1 then
η˜ ∼
[
O (C0)
O (C−2)
] 1−n
2
= O
(
C(1−n)
)
, (3.55)
hence Equation (3.45) is of the form
O(1)
d2r˜
dξ2
+O(1)
(
dr˜
dξ
)2
+O
(
C1−n
) dr˜
dξ
+O(1) = 0, (3.56)
which in the limit as C → 0 tends to
dr˜
dξ
= 0, (3.57)
since n < 1. Equation (3.57) is not a valid differential equation for the layer-type
function r˜(ξ). Thus, we reject δ = 1 when n < 1.
For the case where δ = 1 we may have n = 1, giving (3.56) as an appropriate second-
order form. This corresponds to the Newtonian case, with a layer of thickness O(C).
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Case 3. δ > 1: If δ > 1 then
η˜ ∼
[
O
(
C2−2δ
)
O (C−2δ)
] 1−n
2
= O
(
C(1−n)
)
. (3.58)
If we seek a balance between the terms in (3.51), that is, we balance
O
(
C2−2δ
)
and O
(
C1−δ+1−n
)
, (3.59)
we require δ = n, which is not valid, since n < 1 and δ > 1.
Hence we seek a balance between the terms in (3.53), which requires a balance
between
O
(
C1−δ+1−n
)
and O
(
C0
)
. (3.60)
This yields δ = 2− n which is a valid choice, since when n < 1, δ > 1 as required.
Upon division, the three terms of (3.45) then have the orders
O
(
C0
) d2r˜
dξ2
+O
(
C0
)(dr˜
dξ
)2
+O
(
C2n−2
) dr˜
dξ
+O
(
C2n−2
)
= 0; (3.61)
that is, the last term (involving β(r)) is negligible. The choice δ = 2−n also reflects
the results of Han and Park [25] since a smaller n results in a larger δ and hence a
steeper layer. Thus we choose
ξ =
a− z
C2−n
(3.62)
as our interior layer variable. As may have been expected, the thickness of the
transition region depends on the power law exponent n.
3.5.2 The Temperature Approximation
In our radial perturbation approximation we will need to approximate the temperature
contribution. In Section 2.10.6 Figures 2.34 and 2.38 show that, typically, the temper-
ature profile does not change much over the interval z ∈ [0, 1] and can be effectively
approximated by a linear function. Hence we approximate temperature s(z) by a linear
profile
s(z) = 1 + kz, (3.63)
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where k < 0, as in the Newtonian film model with a temperature variation in Sec-
tion 2.10.3. To find k we substitute (3.63) for s(z) into Equation (3.32) which gives
k ≈ −Hr
√
1 + C2(r′)2 (1 + kz − sa)− Jr
√
1 + C2(r′)2
(
1 + 4kz − s4a
)
, (3.64)
upon neglecting higher orders of k. Hence an approximation to the temperature gradient
at z = 0 is
k = −H(1− sa)− J(1− s4a), (3.65)
since r(0) = 1 and C2r′(0) is small. The approximation k (3.65) has the property k < 0,
since sa < 1, as required. Therefore, the temperature variation appearing in the radial
differential equation (3.40) will be approximated by
ηT = exp
[
w
(
1
1 + kz
− 1
)]
, (3.66)
with k as given in (3.65).
3.5.3 The Velocity Approximation
In Equation (3.40) there is a velocity variation that arises via the viscosity term η. To
construct an approximation to the film radius profile we need to approximate this velocity
variation. We use Equation (3.31) to obtain ua, such an approximation. Near z = 0, r ≈ 1,
r′ is small and s ≈ 1. With these assumptions Equation (3.31) becomes
u′a
ua
=
f0
4C
(u′a)
1−n
, (3.67)
which upon solving subject to ua(0) = 1 yields
ua =
[
n− 1
n
(
f0
4C
)1/n
z + 1
] n
n−1
. (3.68)
For the special case n = 1 (Newtonian) the approximation for u(z) is
ua = exp
(
f0
4C
z
)
. (3.69)
An example of the limited accuracy that the Newtonian velocity approximation above has,
is shown in Figure 3.4, where the velocity profiles correspond to the above approximation
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between approximate and numerical velocity solutions for the
Newtonian case.
ua and the numerical solution found by a shooting method in Section 2.4 (Figure 2.4).
Although these approximations are accurate near z = 0 only, they will be used as an
approximation for the interval z ∈ [0, 1] and the error away from z = 0 is not expected
to be significant in a base approximation for an iterative scheme. They are solutions
corresponding to an initial profile in a shooting method.
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3.5.4 The Shear-Thinning Radial Profile Approximation
In Section 3.5.1 a balance of orders was carried out and it was found that the layer thick-
ness depends on our power law exponent n. In this Section a closed form approximation
is sought based on the limit as C → 0. The approach used here is analogous to that used
in Chapter 2. Figure 2.14 shows the split of the interval 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 into Regions 1 and 2.
1. Approximation in Region 1
Arguing in a similar manner to that of Section 2.5.1 and making the assumptions
that from z = 0 up to a neighbourhood of the transition layer at z = a, r ≈ 1 and
r′, r′′ are O(1), we arrive at a differential equation that governs the radial bubble
profile r(z) in Region 1 away from the interior layer as
C2r′′ − 3Cη
f0
r′ +
B − f0
2f0
r +
3B
2f0
r3 = 0. (3.70)
The function η may be approximated in this subregion as follows:
η = exp[w (1/s− 1)] [r2 (1 + C2(r′)2)] 1−n2 [r2(u′)2 + rur′u′ + u2(r′)2]n−12 ,
≈ exp[w (1/s− 1)] [1] 1−n2 [(u′a(0))2]n−12 ,
≈
(
f0
4C
)n−1
n
. (3.71)
Since the differential equation (3.70) describes the radius profile from z = 0 up to a
neighbourhood of z = a, its solution must meet the boundary condition at z = 0 ,
i.e. the first of (3.36). Proposing the outer expansion
r(z, C) = r0(z) + C
2r1(z) + · · · , (3.72)
and substituting into Equation (3.70), the leading order problem is
r′0 −
B − f0
6Cη
r0 − B
2Cη
r30 = 0, r0(0) = 1, (3.73)
where the boundary condition at z = 0 has been incorporated. Solving the prob-
lem (3.73), we obtain leading term, r0(z) of the expansion (3.72) (the outer expan-
sion) for Region 1 valid away from z = a as
r0(z) =
{(
1− 3B
f0 −B
)
exp
[(
f0 −B
3C
)(
f0
4C
)(n−1)/n
z
]
+
3B
f0 −B
}
−
1
2
. (3.74)
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In the layer region we have a similar situation as in the Newtonian case except now r′
is O(1/C2−n) there, i.e. the layer is of thickness O(C2−n). We approximate r ≈ rapp,
where rapp is an approximation to the value of r at z = a (to be determined), and
the gradient throughout the layer by
r′ =
rapp − 1
C2−n
. (3.75)
The approximation rapp = λ was tried but yielded no solution when the nonlinear
equations corresponding to the conditions
r′c(a, C) = r
′
2(a), r2(1) = ρBU , (3.76)
were solved numerically to determine a and λ. This may be due to the frequency
of λ in the nonlinear pair of equations. Using the approximations given above, the
function α(r, r′, u, u′, C) becomes
α =
Cn
(
3Br2app − f0 +B
)
rapp(rapp − 1)− 6Cη
2r2app
(
f0 +B
(
r2app − 1
)) , (3.77)
where we approximate η by
η ≈ exp[w (1/s− 1)] [r2app (1 + C2n−2(rapp − 1)2)] 1−n2 [u2C2(n−2)(rapp − 1)2]n−12 ,
(3.78)
≈ exp
[
w
( −ka
1 + ka
)] [
r2app
(
1 + C2n−2(rapp − 1)2
)] 1−n
2
[
ua(a)
2C2(n−2)(rapp − 1)2
]n−1
2 ,
where the temperature has been approximated at z = a using s(z) = 1 + ka, where
k is given by (3.65). In the limit as C2−n → 0, the (r′)2 term is dominant in η and
hence has been retained in the above approximation. Our estimate of α′ in the layer
is
α′ =
α(final)− α(initial)
C2−n
=
6Cη − Cn (3Br2app − f0 +B) rapp(rapp − 1)
2r2appC
2−n
(
f0 +B
(
r2app − 1
)) = M. (3.79)
We may write our approximation to α throughout the layer as
α ≈ α(a) +M(z − a) = M(z − a), (3.80)
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so that the simplified governing differential equation for the layer region is
C2r′′ +M(z − a)r′ + β(r) = 0. (3.81)
Proposing the interior layer variable
ξ =
a− z
C2−n
, (3.82)
and noting (3.61), we see that the dominant (leading order) terms in Equation (3.81)
may be rewritten as
d2r˜
dξ2
+Nξ
dr˜
dξ
= 0, (3.83)
where N = C2−2nM ∼ O(1)+O (C2−2n) ≈ O(1) and C2−2nβ is negligible. Proposing
the interior layer expansion
r˜(ξ, C) = r˜0(ξ) + C
2−nr˜1(ξ) + · · · , (3.84)
we may obtain the leading order differential equation
d2r˜0
dξ2
+Nξ
dr˜0
dξ
= 0, r˜0(0) = λ. (3.85)
Solving Equation (3.85) along with leading order matching (r0(a) = r˜(+∞)) yields
the leading order approximation for the layer region;
r˜
(
a− z
C2−n
, C
)
= (r0(a)− λ) erf
[√
2N(a− z)
2C2−n
]
+ λ. (3.86)
Hence a leading order composite expansion valid for z ∈ [0, a] is
rc(z, C) = r0(z) + r˜
(
a− z
C2−n
, C
)
− common part
= r0(z) + (r0(a)− λ) erf
[√
2N(a− z)
2C2−n
]
+ λ− r0(a). (3.87)
2. Approximation in Region 2
In Region 2 there are layer effects to the right of z = a but they are negligible in
comparison with Region 1. Hence we seek to construct a two-point boundary value
problem with the solution meeting the boundary conditions r(a) = λ and r′(1) = 0.
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Following similar arguments to those of Section 2.5.2, we arrive at the governing
differential equation valid for the region z ∈ [a, 1],
C2r′′2 −
3Cηr′2
ρ2BU (f0 +B (ρ
2
BU − 1))
− f0 −B (3ρ
2
BU + 1)
2ρBU (f0 +B (ρ2BU − 1))
= 0, (3.88)
subject to
r2(a) = λ, r
′
2(1) = 0. (3.89)
The function η may be approximated in Region 2 by
η = exp[w (1/s− 1)] [r2 (1 + C2(r′)2)] 1−n2 [r2(u′)2 + rur′u′ + u2(r′)2]n−12 ,
≈ exp[w (1/(1 + k)− 1)] [r2 (1 + C2(r′)2)] 1−n2 [r2(u′)2]n−12 ,
≈ exp[w (−k/(1 + k))] [u′a(1)]n−1 , (3.90)
where we have made the approximations that r2(u′)2 is the dominant term and have
neglected C2(r′)2. We may rewrite Equation (3.88) in the following form,
r′′2 −
3ηr′2
Cρ2BUσ
− γ
2C2ρBUσ
= 0, (3.91)
where, as in Section 2.5.2, σ and γ are given by
σ =
(
f0 +B
(
ρ2BU − 1
))
, γ =
(
f0 −B
(
3ρ2BU + 1
))
. (3.92)
Solving Equation (3.91) subject to (3.89) yields
r2(z) = λ+
1
18
ρ3BUσγ
(
eν(z,C) − eν(a,C))− ρBU
6Cη
γ (z − a) , (3.93)
where
ν =
3η(z − 1)
Cσρ2BU
. (3.94)
Hence we have an approximation valid for z ∈ [0, 1]. When the substitutions n = 1
and the initial temperature gradient k = 0 are made, we retain the Newtonian
approximation.
3.5.5 Composite Leading Order Approximation
Using the results from Section 3.5.4 a composite leading order approximation for the
radius of the film r(z) is
ra(z, C) = rc(z, C)(H(z)−H(z − a)) + r2(z)(H(z − a)−H(z − 1)), (3.95)
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whereH(z) is the Heaviside function and rc(z, C) and r2(z) correspond to (3.87) and (3.93)
respectively. As for the Newtonian approximation (2.66), we find the position of the layer
a and corresponding radius λ by enforcing the conditions that the approximations for
both regions meet smoothly at z = a and the blow up ratio is met at the right hand end,
i.e. the conditions (3.76).
We still need an approximation to the value of rapp used in the layer gradient approx-
imation in Equation (3.75). We may obtain our approximation by using the temperature
Equation (3.32), which is
s′ +Hr
√
1 + C2(r′)2 (s− sa) + Jr
√
1 + C2(r′)2
(
s4 − s4a
)
= 0. (3.96)
Using our approximations to the radial gradient (3.75) and the temperature profile (3.63)
this becomes
r2app
[
1 + C2n−2(rapp − 1)2
]
=
[
H(1− sa) + J(1− s4a)
H(s(a)− sa) + J(s(a)4 − s4a)
]2
. (3.97)
In the above, s(a) = 1 + ka, where k is the approximation to the gradient of the linear
temperature profile approximation (3.65). The positive real solution of the above is then
our approximation rapp.
3.6 Comparison between the Approximation and the
Iterated Numerical Solution for a Shear-Thinning
Polymer
The iteration process used to find the radial solution is similar to that described in Sec-
tion 2.6, except that now the velocity profile as well as the temperature profile are con-
structed in the iteration process. We may rewrite Equation (3.30) in the following form:
N [r] ≡ C2r′′ + f(r, r′, u, u′, s, C) = 0, (3.98)
where
f(r, r′, u, u′, s, C) =
(3Br2 − f0 +B) r (1 + C2(r′)2)− 6Cηˆr′
2r2 (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) (3.99)
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and
η = exp[w (1/s− 1)] [r2 (1 + C2(r′)2)] 1−n2 [r2(u′)2 + rur′u′ + u2(r′)2]n−12 . (3.100)
As in Chapter 2 we expand the radius in the form
r(z) = R(z) + v(z), (3.101)
where, as in the Newtonian model, the approximation R(z) is assumed to be our radial
approximation ra(z, C) given in Section 3.5.5. Substituting (3.101) with R(z) = ra(z, C)
into Equation (3.98) gives
C2r′′a + C
2v′′ + f(ra + v, r
′
a + v
′, u, u′, s, C) = 0, (3.102)
which may be rearranged as
C2v′′ + fr′v
′ + frv +N [ra] +Q(v, v
′, u, u′, s, C) = 0, (3.103)
where fr′ and fr are the partial derivatives of f(r, r
′, u, u′, s, C) with respect to r′ and r,
respectively, evaluated at (ra, r
′
a, u, u
′, s, C), and
Q(v, v′, u, u′, s, C) = f(ra+v, r
′
a+v
′, u, u′, s, C)−f(ra, r′a, u, u′, s, C)−vfr−v′fr′ , (3.104)
where Q(v, v′, u, u′, s, C) is at least quadratic in v, v′. Hence Equation (3.30) is recast as
a boundary value problem for the correction terms, v(z);
C2v′′ + fr′v
′ + frv = −N [ra]−Q(v, v′, u, u′, s, C), (3.105)
with the associated boundary conditions as
v(0) = 1− ra(0, C), v′(1) = 0. (3.106)
In a similar approach to that of the Newtonian model analysis, we set up the system for
an iteration procedure by expressing (3.105, 3.106) as
C2v′′n + fr′v
′
n + frvn = −N [ra]−Q(vn−1, v′n−1, un−1, u′n−1, sn−1, C), (3.107)
with the associated boundary conditions as
vn(0) = 1− ra(0, C), v′n(1) = 0. (3.108)
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Figure 3.5: Flowchart of the power law film model iteration process
A flowchart of the iteration procedure used is depicted in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The
isothermal Newtonian model iteration process was started by setting the initial correction
term v0 = 0. Equation (3.107) was then solved subject to (3.108) to obtain an update
v1. Here the situation is different. The terms N [ra] and Q(v, v
′, u, u′, s, C) contain the
unknown functions u(z) and s(z). Hence the system (3.107, 3.108) may only be solved
once functions for u(z) and s(z) are substituted. An initial temperature profile s0 may be
found by solving Equation (3.32) numerically subject to (3.38) with r(z) = ra(z, C). This
is therefore a temperature profile that fits our radial approximation ra(z, C). An initial
approximation to the velocity profile u0 is found by solving Equation (3.31) numerically
subject to (3.37) with r(z) = ra(z, C), s(z) = s0, while the velocity terms in η are
approximated by u(z) = ua(z) given in Equation (3.68). With the initial estimates of the
temperature s(z) and the velocity u(z) defined, the iteration process may begin.
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Figure 3.6: Flowchart of the inner loop of the power law film model iteration process
Equation (3.107) is solved subject to (3.108), using the Galerkin finite element pro-
cedure described in Section 2.7, with v0 = 0 to obtain v1. An updated temperature
profile, s1, is found by solving Equation (3.32) numerically subject to (3.38) with r(z) =
ra(z, C) + v1(z). An updated velocity profile, u1, is found by solving Equation (3.31)
subject to (3.37) with r(z) = ra(z, C) + v1(z), s(z) = s1(z) and the velocity terms in η
are approximated by u(z) = u0(z). The updates v1, s1 and u1 are then substituted into
Q(v, v′, u, u′, s, C) and the system (3.107, 3.108) is solved again to yield a second update
v2 which is used to update the temperature and velocity in the way described above, and
so the process continues. This describes the inner loop of the iteration process shown in
Figure 3.6. The nodal values vi, i = 1..n and the temperature and velocity updates are
interpolated by cubic spline interpolation and passed back into the iteration process as
functions.
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After the prescribed inner iteration loop number, or if the successive iterate tolerance
has been met, the inner loop terminates where the radial profile r(z) used in the process
is updated with ra(z) = rn(z). Corresponding temperature (sn(z)) and velocity (un(z))
profiles are found the same way as in the inner loop above except r(z) = rn(z) is used
for the radial terms. The differential operator on the left hand side of (3.107) and N [ra]
in Equation (3.107) are updated using ra(z) = rn(z), s(z) = sn(z) and u(z) = un(z),
where n is the iteration number. This describes the outer loop of the process depicted
in Figure 3.5. The iteration process then re-enters the inner loop. The process continues
until the difference between iterates satisfies a successive iterate tolerance and the residual
of (3.98) meets the residual tolerance upon which the loop terminates and the radial,
temperature and velocity solutions are rn(z), sn(z) and un(z), respectively. Note, in some
parameter regimes the updates vi change significantly until the process stabilises. In such
cases the velocity is not updated in the inner loop since the velocity profile changes a lot
with the changing radial profile which causes instabilities is the process when the velocity
profile is substituted back into Equation (3.107). Therefore the velocity is only updated
in the outer loop. A comparison between the approximation and the iterated numerical
solution for the film bubble radius, for the parameter set shown in Table 3.1, is shown
in Figure 3.7. This shows that our approximation agrees very well with the numerical
solution. The iteration procedure required 14 iterations with 50 elements to achieve a
successive iterate tolerance of 10−5 and a residual tolerance of 5 × 10−4. The maximum
successive iterate value for each iterate is shown in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.8 shows a comparison between the approximate and iterated numerical tem-
perature profiles. The approximate solution was found by solving Equation (3.32) subject
to (3.38) with the radial approximation describing the radial contribution. Figure 3.8
shows very good agreement between the approximate solution and numerical solution.
A comparison between the approximate velocity profile and the iterated numerical so-
lution is shown in Figure 3.9. The approximation corresponds to solving Equation (3.31)
with the radial perturbation approximation to represent the radial change. The temper-
ature contribution is described by the approximate temperature profile (dashed line in
Figure 3.8) and our velocity approximation found in Section 3.5.3 describes the velocity
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Table 3.1: Data for the shear-thinning case
Parameter Value
n 0.79
U0 0.3457
D0 17.53
B 0.384/
(
U0
D0
)n−1
= 0.1684
C 0.145
f0 1.7/
(
U0
D0
)n−1
= 0.7454
ρBU 4.778
H 0.06055
J 0.07098
w 7.448
sa 0.1
contained in η in (3.31). This allows Equation (3.31) to be solved numerically to obtain
an initial estimate for the velocity. An updated estimate for the velocity is then found
by updating the velocity terms in η in Equation (3.31) and re-solving to obtain a velocity
profile that matches our radial approximation. Hence the iterative scheme is reliant on the
accuracy of our interior layer approximation. Figure 3.9 shows that the approximation for
the velocity is good until the interior layer but then deviates from the numerical towards
the right hand boundary. Even though the approximation shown in Figure 3.9 deviates
from the numerical solution past the interior layer, it has a relatively small influence on
the radial profile because u appears in the lower order terms in Equation (3.40).
Finally, Figure 3.10 shows a comparison between the thickness profiles. The thickness
solution e(z) is found by substituting the radial and velocity solutions into Equation (3.39)
and solving for e(z). Similarly the approximate solution is found by substituting the
approximate radial and velocity solutions into Equation (3.39). Figure 3.10 shows that
the approximation to the thickness is good, while the deviations between the approximate
and numerical solutions occurs in the same regions as the radius and velocity. This is to
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between approximate and numerical radial solutions (shear thin-
ning)
be expected, due to the inverse relationship between them.
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Table 3.2: Successive iterates and residual
Iteration Successive iterate Residual
n |vn − vn−1|max |rn|max
1 0.166221
2 0.055575
3 0.031934 0.057800
4 0.018934
5 0.005038
6 0.002066 0.006290
7 0.000850
8 0.000425
9 0.000293 0.000846
10 0.000106
11 0.000052
12 0.000030 0.000846
13 0.000019
14 0.000008 0.000846
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between approximate and numerical temperature solutions (shear
thinning)
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between approximate and numerical velocity solutions (shear
thinning)
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between approximate and numerical thickness solutions (shear
thinning)
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3.7 An Approximation to the Radial Film Profile of
a Shear-thickening Polymer based on a Pertur-
bation Method
We will now consider the case of a shear-thickening polymer, i.e., n > 1. A shear-
thickening polymer is a polymer whose viscosity increases with the rate of shear. As
mentioned earlier few polymers are classed as shear-thickening. Shear thickening fluids
are used in a wide range of applications. An example is shear-thickening fluids are being
applied to strengthen clothing to repel projectiles [33]. For example, police issue bullet
proof vests are made up of many layers of Kevlar and often officers find them heavy
and restricting. Application of a shear-thickening fluid strengthens the garment whilst
maintaining flexibility until impact of a projectile and the amount of layers may be reduced
which reduces the weight and restrictiveness.
3.7.1 A Balance of Orders
Consider, again, the stretching transformation
ξ =
a− z
Cδ
. (3.109)
Substituting the transformation into Equation (3.40) we obtain
C2−2δ
d2r˜
dξ2
+
C2−2δ (3Br˜2 − f0 +B) r˜
(
dr˜
dξ
)2
+ 6C1−δη˜ dr˜
dξ
2r˜2 (f0 +B (r˜2 − 1)) +
(3Br˜2 − f0 +B)
2r˜ (f0 +B (r˜2 − 1)) = 0,
(3.110)
where
η˜ = exp[w (1/s˜− 1)]
{
r˜2
[
1 + C2−2δ
(
dr˜
dξ
)2]} 1−n2
×
[
C−2δ r˜2
(
du˜
dξ
)2
+ C−2δ r˜u˜
dr˜
dξ
du˜
dξ
+ C−2δu˜2
(
dr˜
dξ
)2]n−12
. (3.111)
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We are considering a shear-thickening polymer and we may rewrite η˜ in the following
form for a positive exponent:
η˜ = exp[w (1/s˜− 1)]


r˜2C−2δ
(
du˜
dξ
)2
+ r˜u˜C−2δ dr˜
dξ
du˜
dξ
+ u˜2C−2δ
(
dr˜
dξ
)2
r˜2
[
1 + C2−2δ
(
dr˜
dξ
)2]


n−1
2
. (3.112)
Case 1. δ < 1: For compactness we will ignore the case of δ < 1 since the coefficient of
the highest derivative is O
(
C2−2δ
)
which is small and hence we have lost our second
order differential equation structure.
Case 2. δ > 1: Here,
η˜ ∼
[
O
(
C−2δ
)
O (C2−2δ)
]n−1
2
= O
(
C(1−n)
)
. (3.113)
We may seek a balance between the terms in Equation (3.51), i.e. we balance
O
(
C2−2δ
)
and O
(
C1−δ+1−n
)
, (3.114)
which yields δ = n which is consistent. For completeness, we seek a balance between
the terms in Equation (3.53), which requires
O
(
C1−δ+1−n
)
and O
(
C0
)
, (3.115)
to balance. This yields δ = 2 − n which is not consistent since it violates the
condition n > 1. Hence we choose
ξ =
a− z
Cn
, (3.116)
as our interior layer variable for the shear-thickening case. Therefore, as in the
shear-thinning case in Section 3.5.4, the thickness of the layer depends on the power
law exponent n.
3.7.2 Velocity and Temperature Approximations
In Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 we constructed approximations to the temperature and velocity
profiles. Since these approximations are independent of the size of n we will use the same
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approximations as those used for the shear-thickening case. Hence, we approximate the
temperature by
s(z) = 1 + kz, (3.117)
where k is given as before, by
k = −H(1− sa)− J(1− s4a). (3.118)
The velocity is then approximated by
ua =
[
n− 1
n
(
f0
4C
)1/n
z + 1
] n
n−1
. (3.119)
3.7.3 Shear-Thickening Radial Approximation
1. Region 1 approximation
If we assume again that upon exiting the die the radius of the polymer doesn’t vary
much and hence we may approximate r ≈ 1 and r′, r′′ are O(1) we arrive at the
same approximation as in the shear-thinning case. Hence the approximation for the
radius away from the layer (outer expansion) in Region 1 is
r0(z) =
{(
1− 3B
f0 −B
)
exp
[(
f0 −B
3C
)(
f0
4C
)(n−1)/n
z
]
+
3B
f0 −B
}
−
1
2
, (3.120)
where n > 1 in this case.
In the layer, the situation is different to the shear-thinning case. In Section 3.7.1
we found a layer of thickness O (Cn), and therefore we approximate in the layer
r ≈ rapp and the gradient by
rapp − 1
Cn
, (3.121)
where rapp is to be determined. Using these assumptions α(r, r
′, u, u′, C) may be
approximated by
α =
C2−n
(
3Br2app − f0 +B
)
rapp(rapp − 1)− 6Cη
2r2app
(
f0 +B
(
r2app − 1
)) , (3.122)
= O
(
C2−n
)
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since η = O (C1−n). We approximate η by
η ≈ exp[w (1/s− 1)] [r2app (1 + C2−2n(rapp − 1)2)] 1−n2 [u2C−2n(rapp − 1)2]n−12 ,
≈ exp
[
w
( −ka
1 + ka
)] [
r2app
(
1 + C2−2n(rapp − 1)2
)] 1−n
2
[
ua(a)
2C−2n(rapp − 1)2
]n−1
2 ,
(3.123)
= O
(
C2−2n
)(1−n)/2
O
(
C−2n
)(n−1)/2
= O
(
C1−n
)
,
which is the correct order. Hence our approximation to α′ is
α′ =
6Cη − C2−n (3Br2app − f0 +B) rapp(rapp − 1)
2r2appC
n
(
f0 +B
(
r2app − 1
)) = M, (3.124)
while our approximation to α is
α = M(z − a). (3.125)
The governing equation for the layer region may then be simplified to
C2r′′ +M(z − a)r′ + β(r) = 0. (3.126)
With the interior layer variable
ξ =
a− z
Cn
, (3.127)
Equation (3.126) becomes
d2r˜
dξ2
+Nξ
dr˜
dξ
= 0, (3.128)
where N = C2n−2M = O(1) and C2n−2β is negligible. Proposing the interior layer
expansion
r˜(ξ, C) = r˜0(ξ) + C
nr˜1(ξ) + · · · , (3.129)
we obtain the problem determining r˜0 as
d2r˜0
dξ2
+Nξ
dr˜0
dξ
= 0, r˜0(0) = λ, (3.130)
which has solution
r˜
(
a− z
Cn
, C
)
= (r0(a)− λ) erf
[√
2N(a− z)
2Cn
]
+ λ, (3.131)
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upon applying leading order matching. The position of the layer a and the cor-
responding radius λ are to be determined. Therefore the leading order composite
expansion for the radius of the film valid for Region 1 is
rc(z, C) = r0(z) + r˜
(
a− z
Cn
, C
)
− common part
= r0(z) + (r0(a)− λ) erf
[√
2N(a− z)
2Cn
]
+ λ− r0(a). (3.132)
2. Region 2 approximation
In Region 2, as in the shear-thinning case, we assume any layer effects to be negligible
and we proceed under the same assumptions as in Section 2.5.2, i.e. r ≈ ρBU
we arrive at Equation (3.88). Solving Equation (3.88) subject to r2(a) = λ and
r′2(1) = 0 yields the solution
r2(z) = λ+
1
18
ρ3BUσγ
(
eν(z,C) − eν(a,C))− ρBU
6Cη
γ (z − a) , (3.133)
where
σ =
(
f0 +B
(
ρ2BU − 1
))
, γ =
(
f0 −B
(
3ρ2BU + 1
))
,
ν =
3η(z − 1)
Cσρ2BU
, η = exp
[
w
( −k
1 + k
)]
[u′a(1)]
n−1
.
3.7.4 Composite Leading Order Approximation
Using the results from Section 3.7.3 a composite leading order approximation for the
radius of the film r(z) is
ra(z, C) = rc(z, C)(H(z)−H(z − a)) + r2(z)(H(z − a)−H(z − 1)), (3.134)
whereH(z) is the Heaviside function and rc(z, C) and r2(z) correspond to (3.132) and (3.93)
respectively. The position of the layer and corresponding radius (a and λ) are found by
r′c(a, C) = r
′
2(a), r2(1) = ρBU , (3.135)
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which forces a smooth transition between Regions and the blow up ratio at the freeze line
is met.
We still need an approximation to the value of rapp used in the layer gradient ap-
proximation in Equation (3.121). As in the shear-thinning case, we may obtain our
approximation by using the temperature Equation (3.32), which is
s′ +Hr
√
1 + C2(r′)2 (s− sa) + Jr
√
1 + C2(r′)2
(
s4 − s4a
)
= 0. (3.136)
Using our approximations to the radial gradient (3.121) and the temperature profile (3.63)
this becomes
r2app
[
1 + C2−2n(rapp − 1)2
]
=
[
H(1− sa) + J(1− s4a)
H(s(a)− sa) + J(s(a)4 − s4a)
]2
, (3.137)
s(a) = 1 + ka where k is the approximation to the gradient of the linear temperature
profile approximation (3.65). The positive real solution of above is our approximation to
rapp.
3.8 Comparison between the Perturbation Approxi-
mation and the Iterated Numerical Solution for
a Shear-Thickening Polymer
The same iterative scheme that was employed for the shear-thinning case (depicted in Fig-
ure 3.5) was employed to solve the shear-thickening case. The data contained in Table 3.3
is a physically realistic set of data for a shear-thickening polymer. In this Section a com-
parison between the approximations and numerical iterated solutions is made, where, as
mentioned of Section 3.6, the approximations for the temperature, velocity and thickness
come from the perturbation radial approximation in Section 3.7.3.
The approximation and the iterated numerical solution for the bubble radius, for the
parameter set shown in Table 3.3 are compared, which is shown in Figure 3.11. This shows
that our approximation agrees well with the numerical solution except the approximation
exaggerates the degree of necking. The iteration procedure required 13 iterations with
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Table 3.3: Data for the shear-thickening case
Parameter Value
n 1.23
U0 0.3457
D0 17.53
B 0.384/
(
U0
D0
)n−1
= 0.9473
C 0.145
f0 1.7/
(
U0
D0
)n−1
= 4.1939
ρBU 2.9079
H 0.06055
J 0.07098
w 7.448
sa 0.1
50 elements to achieve a successive iterate tolerance of 10−5 and a residual tolerance of
5× 10−4. The maximum successive iterate value for each iterate is shown in Table 3.4.
A comparison between the approximate and iterated numerical temperature profiles
is shown in Figure 3.12. As in the shear-thinning case, the initial approximation s0 to
the temperature agrees very well with the iterated numerical solution. This shows, that
although the profile is not linear, the linear approximation (3.117) is effective. A compar-
ison between the approximate and iterated numerical solutions to the velocity is shown
in Figure 3.13. As in the shear-thinning case, the approximation corresponds to solving
Equation (3.31) subject to (3.37) with the radial perturbation approximation to repre-
sent the radial change. The temperature contribution is described by the approximate
temperature profile (dashed line in Figure 3.12) and our velocity approximation from
Section 3.7.2 describes the velocity contained in η in (3.31). This allows Equation (3.31)
to be solved numerically subject to (3.37) to obtain an initial estimate for the velocity.
An updated estimate for the velocity is then found by updating the velocity terms in
η in Equation (3.31) and re-solving to obtain a velocity profile that matches our radial
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Numeric Approximation
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Figure 3.11: Comparison between approximate and numerical radial solutions (shear
thickening)
approximation.
Finally, a comparison between the approximate and iterated numerical thickness so-
lutions is shown in Figure 3.14. This shows, as opposed to the shear-thinning case, the
approximation and iterated numerical solution are approximately in the shape of a nega-
tive exponential function, i.e. approximately e−z. The approximation is found by solving
Equation (3.39) with the approximate radial and velocity solutions shown as dashed lines
in Figures 3.11 and 3.13, respectively. Similarly the numerical thickness profile is found
by solving (3.39) with the numerical radial and velocity solutions shown as the solid lines
in Figures 3.11 and 3.13, respectively. The approximation to the thickness agrees well
with the numerical solution.
In Sections 3.5 and 3.7 we constructed approximations to the film bubble radius in a
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Table 3.4: Successive iterates and residual
Iteration Successive iterate Residual
n |vn − vn−1|max |rn|max
1 0.084970
2 0.083127
3 0.005966 0.025694
4 0.054574
5 0.008348
6 0.003561 0.001285
7 0.002000
8 0.000568
9 0.000222 0.000214
10 0.000133
11 0.000037
12 0.000019 0.000214
13 0.000010 0.000214
similar manner as in the Newtonian case in Chapter 2. In the next Section we will investi-
gate the effect that the power law exponent n has on the film bubble radius, temperature,
velocity and thickness.
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Numeric Approximation
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between approximate and numerical temperature solutions
(shear thickening)
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Numeric Approximation
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between approximate and numerical velocity solutions (shear
thickening)
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Numeric Approximation
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between approximate and numerical thickness solutions (shear
thickening)
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3.9 Variations in the power law exponent n
The power law exponent n controls whether the polymer is shear-thinning, shear-thickening
or Newtonian. In the shear-thinning case the smaller n is, the more shear-thinning the
polymer. Conversely, in the shear-thickening case the larger the n value, the more shear-
thickening the polymer. In this Section a comparison is made between the three cases.
Table 3.5 displays the data set used in this Section for the comparisons,
Table 3.5: Data for the shear-thinning, Newtonian and shear-thickening cases
Shear-thinning Newtonian Shear-thickening
Parameter Value Value Value
n 0.79 1 1.23
B 0.384/
(
U0
D0
)n−1
= 0.1684 0.384 0.384/
(
U0
D0
)n−1
= 0.9473
C 0.145 0.145 0.145
f0 1.7/
(
U0
D0
)n−1
= 0.7454 1.7 1.7/
(
U0
D0
)n−1
= 4.1939
ρBU 4.778 3.415 2.9079
H 0.06055 0.06055 0.06055
J 0.07098 0.07098 0.07098
w 7.448 7.448 7.448
sa 0.1 0.1 0.1
Figure 3.15 shows three radial numerical solutions for the shear-thinning, shear-thickening
and Newtonian polymers. From Figure 3.15 we can see that for the case of a shear-thinning
polymer we get a larger blow up ratio than a shear-thickening polymer. This is reflected
in Han and Park [25] who also found the blow up ratio was larger for more shear-thinning
the polymers. Temperature profiles are compared in Figure 3.16, which shows that the
smaller n corresponds to a cooler bubble at the freeze line. This is to be expected, due to
the relationship between the temperature gradient and the radius, i.e. at the freeze line
Equation (3.32) is like
s′f = −ρBU
[
H (sf − sa) + J
(
s4f − s4a
)]
, (3.138)
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 n = 0.79  n = 1  n = 1.23 
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Figure 3.15: Effect of power law exponent n on the radius
where s′f is the temperature gradient at the freeze line and sf is the temperature. Hence
s′f ∝ −ρBU so a larger blow up ratio results in a larger temperature gradient. A com-
parison between the velocity profiles is made in Figure 3.17, which shows that a smaller
the n results in a lower velocity at the freeze line. Figure 3.18 shows the comparison in
thickness profiles. The thickness reduces more quickly for the shear-thickening case and
also results in a thinner bubble at the freeze line.
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Figure 3.16: Effect of power law exponent n on the temperature
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 n = 0.79  n = 1  n = 1.23 
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Figure 3.17: Effect of power law exponent n on the velocity
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Figure 3.18: Effect of power law exponent n on the thickness
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3.10 Conclusion
In this Chapter we extended the analysis of Chapter 2 to include a non-Newtonian effect.
The approximation techniques used are similar to those that were used in the Newto-
nian model and a leading order composite approximation to the film bubble radius was
constructed in the cases of a shear-thinning polymer, and a shear-thickening polymer.
The difference between the analysis of this Chapter and that of Chapter 2 lies in the
need to not only approximate the thermal variation, but to also approximate velocity
effects. In both cases, the interior layer approximations constructed depended on the
power law exponent n. This is to be expected, since the value of n affects the shape of
the bubble profile, as seen in Section 3.9. The iterative scheme employed in this Chapter
obtained a numerical solution to the radius r(z), the temperature s(z) and the velocity
u(z).
Overall, the extension of the analysis of the Newtonian model into the power law model
was very successful with the approximations agreeing well with numerical solutions and
the iterative scheme not requiring many iterations for convergence.
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Chapter 4
The Maxwell Model
4.1 Introduction
In this Chapter the fluid is described by a Maxwell fluid operating in isothermal conditions.
The Maxwell model contains both viscous and elastic effects which true polymers exhibit.
The Newtonian and power law models were purely viscous with constant viscosity in the
Newtonian case and variable in the power law case. Here, we investigate the inclusion of
elastic effects via an initial layer at z = 0 arising from a new small parameter. As in the
previous Chapters, we consider small values of C, so that there is an interior layer present
in the solutions for the radial profile of the film, as well as this initial layer region. Hence
there are two small parameters present each having localised layer effects in separate
regions of the blown film. The small parameter arising from the inclusion of elastic effects
governs the characteristics of the initial layer in the stresses and the small parameter seen
in the earlier models arising from viscous effects governs the effects of the interior layer in
the radial profile. Closed form approximations are found for the stresses using arguments
similar to that in Chapters 2 and 3.
The model considered here is the convected Maxwell model considered by Luo and
Tanner [36].
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4.2 Governing Equations for the Maxwell Film Model
For the Maxwell model the constitutive equation for the components of the extra stress
tensor τij is
τij = σij + p
Iδij, (4.1)
where pI , is the isotropic pressure and σij is the total stress tensor, and
λτˆij + τij = 2ηε˙ij, (4.2)
where η is the (constant) viscosity and λ is the relaxation time (not to be confused with
the radius at the position of the layer used earlier). τˆij is the convected derivative defined,
in Bird et. al. [12] as
τˆij =
∂τij
∂t
+ (U.∇)τij − [(∇U) .τij + τij. (∇U)] , (4.3)
which becomes
τˆij = Uk
∂τij
∂ξk
− ∂Uj
∂ξk
τki − ∂Ui
∂ξk
τkj, (4.4)
since steady state conditions are assumed, where ξk, k = m, p, n is the coordinate system
described in Chapter 1.
We now set up the differential equations governing the stresses in the meridional,
parallel (circumferential) and normal directions. Since shear stress is neglected we only
need to consider the principal stresses.
1. Case i = j = m:
Substituting i = j = m into Equation (4.2) gives
λ
(
Uk
∂τmm
∂ξk
− ∂Um
∂ξk
τkm − ∂Um
∂ξk
τkm
)
+ τmm = 2ηε˙mm, (4.5)
which implies
λ
(
Um
∂τmm
∂ξm
− 2∂Um
∂ξm
τmm
)
+ τmm = 2ηε˙mm, (4.6)
since shear is neglected and Uk
∂τmm
∂ξk
is only nonzero for k = m. Equation (4.6)
simplifies to
dτmm
dZ
− 2τmm 1
U
dU
dZ
+
τmm
λU cos θ
=
2η
λ
1
U
dU
dZ
, (4.7)
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since
∂Um
dξm
=
1
U
dU
dZ
dZ
dT
=
dU
dZ
cos θ. (4.8)
Now, Equation (4.1) gives τnn = p
I , since σnn = 0 and δnn = 1. Therefore, Equa-
tion (4.7) simplifies to
dσmm
dZ
+
dτmm
dZ
− 2
(
σmm + τnn +
η
λ
) 1
U
dU
dZ
+
σmm + τnn
λU cos θ
= 0. (4.9)
2. We now consider the stress in the p direction. Case i = j = p:
In a similar manner to the case where i = j = m, Equation (4.2) becomes
dσpp
dZ
+
dτmm
dZ
− 2
(
σpp + τnn +
η
λ
) 1
R
dR
dZ
+
σpp + τnn
λU cos θ
= 0. (4.10)
3. Finally we consider the stress in the n direction. Case i = j = n:
For the case where i = j = n, Equation (4.2) becomes
dτnn
dZ
− 2
(
τnn +
η
λ
) 1
E
dE
dZ
+
τnn
λU cos θ
= 0. (4.11)
We may use Equation (4.11) to eliminate the derivative of τnn in Equations (4.9) and (4.10),
converting them to
dσmm
dZ
− 2
(
τnn +
η
λ
)( 1
R
dR
dZ
+
2
U
dU
dZ
)
− 2σmm 1
U
dU
dZ
+
σmm
λU cos θ
= 0 (4.12)
and
dσpp
dZ
− 2
(
τnn +
η
λ
)( 1
U
dU
dZ
+
2
R
dR
dZ
)
− 2σpp 1
R
dR
dZ
+
σpp
λU cos θ
= 0 (4.13)
respectively, where the continuity Equation (1.12) has been used to eliminate the film
thickness E(Z).
We also have the equilibrium equations (Equations (1.19, 1.23)), which are
2πREσmm cos θ = F0 + ∆Pπ
(
R2 −R20
)
, (4.14)
and
∆P
E
=
σmm
Rm
+
σpp
Rp
, (4.15)
neglecting gravity effects.
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Equation (4.14) may be rearranged as
σmm =
U
Q
[
F0 + ∆Pπ
(
R2 −R20
)] [
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]1/2
, (4.16)
where mass conservation (1.7) has been used to eliminate the thickness E(Z), and Equa-
tion (4.15) becomes
2πR∆P
[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2]
= − [F0 + ∆Pπ (R2 −R20)] d2RdZ2 + QσppRU
[
1 +
(
dR
dZ
)2] 12
.(4.17)
Therefore the governing equations for the isothermal convected Maxwell film blowing
model are Equations (4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.16, 4.17).
4.3 The Dimensionless Problem
We propose the dimensionless variables
z =
Z
D0
, r =
R
R0
, u =
U
U0
, m =
R0σmm
η0Q
, p =
R0σpp
η0Q
, n =
R0τnn
η0Q
, (4.18)
where z, r and u are the axial distance, radius and velocity defined previously in Sec-
tions 2.3 and 3.3. The new dimensionless variables m, p and n correspond to the stresses
in the meridional, parallel and normal directions respectively. In terms of these variables,
Equation (4.11) becomes
λ¯n′ = −2(λ¯n+ µ)
(
r′
r
+
u′
u
)
− n
(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
Cu
, (4.19)
where
µ = η/η0 = 1, (4.20)
since we are considering isothermal conditions,
C =
R0
D0
(4.21)
and
λ¯ =
λU0
R0
, (4.22)
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which is the Weissenberg number. The Weissenberg number measures the elastic proper-
ties of the polymer. In what follows we will consider a polymer with small elastic effects,
i.e. small λ¯. The parameter C is the geometric parameter that, when small, governs the
characteristics of the interior layer in Chapters 2 and 3. Equation (4.12) then becomes,
in terms of these dimensionless variables,
λ¯m′ = 2(λ¯n+ µ)
(
r′
r
+
2u′
u
)
+ 2λ¯m
u′
u
− m
(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
Cu
, (4.23)
where, as before, primes denote derivatives taken with respect to z. Equation (4.13) in
dimensionless form is then
λ¯p′ = 2(λ¯n+ µ)
(
u′
u
+
2r′
r
)
+ 2λ¯p
r′
r
− p
(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
Cu
. (4.24)
The dimensionless forms of the equilibrium equations (4.16, 4.17) become
m =
[
f0 +B
(
r2 − 1)] (1 + C2r′2)1/2 u (4.25)
and
C2r′′ =
p
ru [f0 +B (r2 − 1)]
(
1 + C2r′
2
)1/2
− 2Br
[f0 +B (r2 − 1)]
(
1 + C2r′
2
)
(4.26)
respectively, where f0 and B are (as in the Newtonian case),
B =
π∆PR30
η0Q
, f0 =
F0R0
η0Q
. (4.27)
Hence the problem has been non-dimensionalised and the dimensionless parameter set for
the isothermal Maxwell model is λ¯, B, C and f0. In the isothermal model considered here
µ is unity. It has been retained in the model for further discussion later.
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Collected, the system of governing equations is
C2r′′ =
p
ru [f0 +B (r2 − 1)]
(
1 + C2r′
2
)1/2
− 2Br
[f0 +B (r2 − 1)]
(
1 + C2r′
2
)
,(4.28)
m =
[
f0 +B
(
r2 − 1)] (1 + C2r′2)1/2 u, (4.29)
λ¯n′ = −2(λ¯n+ µ)
(
r′
r
+
u′
u
)
− n
(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
Cu
, (4.30)
λ¯p′ = 2(λ¯n+ µ)
(
u′
u
+
2r′
r
)
+ 2λ¯p
r′
r
− p
(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
Cu
, (4.31)
λ¯m′ = 2(λ¯n+ µ)
(
r′
r
+
2u′
u
)
+ 2λ¯m
u′
u
− m
(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
Cu
, (4.32)
and the associated boundary conditions are
r(0) = 1, r′(1) = 0, u(0) = 1, n(0) = 0, p(0) = P0, m(0) = M0, (4.33)
where n(0) = 0 since we expect the initial normal stress to be negligibly small. The
quantity P0 is the initial parallel stress and needs to be prescribed. The initial meridional
stress, M0, is given by Equation (4.34) and is dependent on the initial bubble radius
r′(0). The first three boundary conditions correspond to the same boundary conditions
considered in the Newtonian and power law cases for the radius (first two) and velocity
(third). Luo and Tanner assumed the initial conditions n(0) ≈ 0, p(0) ≈ 0 and reported
variations in these conditions only produced a small change in the solution. Here we
assume n(0) = 0 for simplicity and prescribe P0 for p(0) = P0. The value of the initial
stress in the meridional direction M0 is given via Equation (4.29) as
M0 = f0
(
1 + C2r′(0)
2
)1/2
, (4.34)
where r(0) = 1 and u(0) = 1 have been used. The system of Equations (4.28 – 4.32) is a
highly nonlinear highly coupled set of differential/algebraic equations. In the isothermal
Newtonian case we were able to decouple the radius and velocity equations completely;
and when thermal variation was considered there was only coupling between the radial
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and temperature equations (Equations (2.97) and (2.99)). In the power law model, the
introduction of the temperature variant viscosity that depended on the second invari-
ant of the rate of strain tensor brought in an added degree of coupling not apparent in
the Newtonian model. Coupling occurred between the radial, velocity and temperature
equations (Equations (3.30) – (3.32)) through the function η (3.32).
In the present model, the radial Equation (4.28) is coupled with the velocity Equa-
tion (4.29) and the parallel stress equation (4.31). The velocity Equation (2.20) itself
is coupled with the meridional stress Equation (4.32) which in turn links to the normal
stress Equation (4.30) and also involves radial and velocity terms. The parallel stress
Equation (4.31) is also coupled with the normal stress Equation (4.30) which involves
radial and velocity terms as well. Hence the system is highly coupled.
Note that this system reduces to the Newtonian model when λ¯ ≡ 0 is substituted
into Equations (4.28 – 4.32). It is interesting to note that the system of equations, while
complex, only involves the one independent variable, z.
The system (4.28 – 4.32) is difficult to solve numerically. Luo and Tanner [36] employed
a shooting technique using a fourth-order Runge Kutta method to solve the system and
reported instabilities when they integrated from the freeze line back to the die exit. This
is in contrast to the instabilities they faced when applying a forward shooting technique
to the radial profile equation for the Newtonian film model, described in Section 2.4. A
possible reason for this instability will be discussed later.
Here, we will assume that the geometric parameter C is small, hence we have similar
interior layer effects in the radial profile as those presented in the Newtonian and power
law cases. As mentioned earlier we are considering the case of a short relaxation time, i.e.
the parameter λ in Equation (4.2). This usually corresponds to considering cases where
the Weissenberg number λ¯ is small. In the next Section we will examine the presence of
an initial boundary layer in the stresses based on the limit λ¯ → 0. Hence we have two
small parameters, C and λ¯, which as will be shown in the analysis to come each have
localised leading order layer effects.
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4.4 Perturbation Approximation
As noted in Section 4.3, we will be considering the situation where the relaxation time
is short, which may be interpreted as λ¯ being small. This prompts analysis of Equa-
tions (4.30 – 4.32) using a perturbation process based on λ¯→ 0. If we expand r, u, m, p
and n as Poincare´ expansions in λ¯,
r(z) = r0(z) + λ¯r1(z) + λ¯
2r2(z) + · · · , (4.35)
u(z) = u0(z) + λ¯u1(z) + λ¯
2u2(z) + · · · , (4.36)
n(z) = n0(z) + λ¯n1(z) + λ¯
2n2(z) + · · · , (4.37)
p(z) = p0(z) + λ¯p1(z) + λ¯
2p2(z) + · · · , (4.38)
m(z) = m0(z) + λ¯m1(z) + λ¯
2m2(z) + · · · , (4.39)
on substituting into Equations (4.28 – 4.32) and collecting like powers of λ¯, we obtain the
leading order equations
m0 =
[
f0 +B
(
r20 − 1
)] (
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2
u0, (4.40)
C2r′′0 =
p0
(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2
r0u0 [f0 +B (r20 − 1)]
− 2Br0
(
1 + C2r′0
2
)
[f0 +B (r20 − 1)]
, (4.41)
0 = −2µ
(
r′0
r0
+
u′0
u0
)
− n0
(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2
Cu0
, (4.42)
0 = 2µ
(
u′0
u0
+
2r′0
r0
)
− p0
(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2
Cu0
, (4.43)
0 = 2µ
(
r′0
r0
+
2u′0
u0
)
− m0
(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2
Cu0
. (4.44)
Thus, in the limit λ¯ → 0 the highest (and only) derivative terms for m, p and n vanish.
The set of Equations (4.42 – 4.44) are now algebraic equations for n, p and m and therefore
the solutions can’t meet any arbitrary initial conditions at z = 0. Hence for small λ¯→ 0
we expect to have an initial boundary layer at z = 0 for m, p, and n. We seek to construct
leading order perturbation approximations for these profiles. Now, as λ¯→ 0, we recover
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the Newtonian model. Away from the initial layer at z = 0, we expect the solution to
Equations (4.28 – 4.32) to tend to a Newtonian structure, i.e. away from z = 0 we have
the leading order outer solutions
n0 =
−2µ ( r′
r
+ u
′
u
)
Cu(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2 , (4.45)
p0 =
2µ
(
u′
u
+ 2r
′
r
)
Cu(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2 , (4.46)
m0 =
2µ
(
r′
r
+ 2u
′
u
)
Cu(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2 , (4.47)
where r and u are the Maxwell radial and velocity approximations to be determined. In
the analysis to follow, we argue that initial layer effects may be considered as negligible to
leading order in the radial and velocity profiles and any such effect entering is described
by the stresses.
To analyse the initial boundary layer we propose the following stretching transforma-
tion
ξ =
z
λ¯δ
, (4.48)
where δ > 0. With the transformation (4.48), Equation (4.30) becomes
λ¯1−δ
dn˜
dξ
= −2(λ¯n˜+ µ)
(
r˜′
r˜
+
u˜′
u˜
)
−
n˜
(
1 + C2r˜′
2
)1/2
Cu˜
, (4.49)
to which we will apply a balance of orders argument. This Equation is of the form
O
(
λ¯1−δ
)
= O(λ¯) +O(1), (4.50)
since it is assumed that the radial and velocity profiles do not contain initial layer effects
arising from small λ¯. A balance between the terms
O
(
λ¯1−δ
)
, O(λ¯), (4.51)
yields δ = 0 which violates the condition δ > 0. Therefore we seek a balance between
O
(
λ¯1−δ
)
, O(1), (4.52)
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which gives δ = 1, where the second order nature of Equation (4.30) is retained. Therefore
the thickness of the layer is O(λ¯) and the boundary layer variable ξ is
ξ =
z
λ¯
. (4.53)
The same analysis applied to Equations (4.31) and (4.32) would give the same result since
there is the same order structure as in Equation (4.50). With the transformation (2.56),
Equation (4.30) becomes
λ¯
dn˜
dξ
1
λ¯
= −2(λ¯n˜+ µ)
(
r˜′
r˜
+
u˜′
u˜
)
−
n˜
(
1 + C2r˜′
2
)1/2
Cu˜
, (4.54)
where n˜(ξ, λ¯) ≡ n(λ¯ξ, λ¯), which becomes
dn˜
dξ
+
n˜
(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2
C
= −2µ (r′0 + u′0) , (4.55)
since we approximate r˜ = r˜(0) = 1, u˜ = u˜(0) = 1 and neglect λ¯n˜ since it is small. The
terms r′0 and u
′
0 are (constant) approximations to the gradients of r and u at z = 0.
Solving Equation (4.55) subject to n˜(0) = 0 gives
n˜ =
2µC(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2 (r′0 + u′0)
{
exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 ξ
C
]
− 1
}
. (4.56)
Hence a leading order composite expansion valid for z ∈ [0, 1] is
n(z, λ¯) = n0(z) + n˜
(
z/λ¯, λ¯
)− common part,
=
−2µ ( r′
r
+ u
′
u
)
Cu(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2 + 2µC (r′0 + u′0)(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2 exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 z
λ¯C
]
. (4.57)
With the transformation (4.53), Equation (4.31) becomes
λ¯
dp˜
dξ
1
λ¯
= 2(λ¯n˜+ µ)
(
r˜′
r˜
+
u˜′
u˜
)
−
p˜
(
1 + C2r˜′
2
)1/2
Cu˜
, (4.58)
which becomes
dp˜
dξ
+
p˜
(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2
C
= 2µ (r′0 + u
′
0) . (4.59)
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Solving Equation (4.59) subject to p˜(0) = P0 yields
p˜ =
2µC(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2 (r′0 + u′0)
{
1− exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 ξ
C
]}
(4.60)
+ P0 exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 ξ
C
]
.
Hence a leading order composite expansion valid for z ∈ [0, 1] is
p(z, λ¯) = p0(z) + p˜
(
z/λ¯, λ¯
)− common part,
=
2µ
(
u′
u
+ 2r
′
r
)
Cu(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2 − 2µC (u′0 + 2r′0)(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2 exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 z
λ¯C
]
(4.61)
+ P0 exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 z
λ¯C
]
.
Similarly, the composite leading order approximation for the meridional stress can be
shown to be
m(z, λ¯) =
2µ
(
r′
r
+ 2u
′
u
)
Cu(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2 − 2µC (r′0 + 2u′0)(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2 exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 z
λ¯C
]
(4.62)
+ M0 exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 z
λ¯C
]
,
upon applying the condition m˜(0) = M0.
Now that we have closed form approximations to m, p and n we need to construct
our radial approximation. The approximation sought needs to incorporate relaxation ef-
fects near z = 0, arising from the stresses, with these effects decreasing as z leaves the
initial layer. Therefore, as mention earlier, it is assumed that no initial layer structure is
explicitly apparent in the radial and velocity differential Equations (4.28, 4.29) and any
variation due to the small relaxation time in the profiles is delivered via the stresses. In
Equation (4.28) there is no loss of derivatives in the limit as λ¯ → 0 and so this is a rea-
sonable assumption. Hence in an O(λ¯) neighbourhood of z = 0 the radial approximation
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may contain a small layer effect, due to the parallel stress contained in Equation (4.28),
arising from the small relaxation parameter λ¯.
Substituting the approximation m(z, λ¯) into Equation (4.29) gives
2µ
(
r′
r
+ 2u
′
u
)
Cu(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2 − 2µC (r′0 + 2u′0 −M0)(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2 exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 z
λ¯C
]
(4.63)
=
[
f0 +B
(
r2 − 1)] (1 + C2r′2)1/2 u,
which gives
u′
u
=
[f0 +B (r
2 − 1)] (1 + C2r′2)
4µC
+
(r′0 + 2u
′
0)
2u
(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2 exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 z
λ¯C
]
(4.64)
−
M0 exp
[
−(1+C2r′0
2)
1/2
z
λ¯C
] (
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
4µCu
− r
′
2r
.
Equation (4.28) becomes
[
f0 +B
(
r2 − 1)]C2r′′ = 2µC
r
(
u′
u
+
2r′
r
)
− 2Br
(
1 + C2r′
2
)
− 2µC
ru
(u′0 + 2r
′
0)
(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2 exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 z
λ¯C
]
+
P0
ru
(
1 + C2r′
2
)1/2
exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 z
λ¯C
]
, (4.65)
upon substitution of p = p(z, λ¯).
Applying (4.64) converts (4.65) to
C2r′′ + α(r, r′, C)r′ + β(r) =
(4.66)
−
(
M0 − 2P0 + 6µCr
′
0(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2
) (
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
2ru [f0 +B (r2 − 1)] exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 z
λ¯C
]
,
where
α(r, r′, C) =
C2 (3Br2 − f0 +B) rr′ − 6Cµ
2r2 (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) , (4.67)
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and
β(r) =
(3Br2 − f0 +B)
2r (f0 +B (r2 − 1)) . (4.68)
As λ¯→ 0 Equation (4.66) approaches the Newtonian model (Equation (2.33)) for z away
from the initial layer since the exponential term approaches zero. In what follows, we
split the interval 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 into two Regions, as seen in Chapter 2 (see Figure 2.14). We
will employ similar techniques to those used in Chapters 2 and 3 to construct a close form
approximate solution to the film bubble radius.
4.4.1 Approximation in Region 1
In Region 1 there are some relaxation effects in the stresses which become negligible
outside an O(λ¯) neighbourhood of z = 0. Therefore an approximation must contain these
effects near z = 0 before matching into the interior layer present at z = a. Making the
same assumptions for the region bounded away from z = a as in Section 2.5.1 yields an
approximate differential equation for r(z) in Region 1 away from the transition layer at
z = a as
C2r′′ − 3µC
f0
r′ +
B − f0
2f0
r +
3B
2f0
r3 =
(4.69)
− r
2f0
(
M0 − 2P0 + 6µCr
′
0(
1 + C2r′0
2
)1/2
)
exp
[
− (1 + C2r′02)1/2 z
λ¯C
]
.
Proposing the outer expansion
r(z, C) = r0(z) + C
2r1(z) + · · · , (4.70)
and substituting into (4.70) gives the following leading order problem
r′0 −
B − f0 + (M0 − 2P0) exp
(
−z
λ¯C
)
6µC
r0 − B
2µC
r30 = 0, r0(0) = 1, (4.71)
where Cr′0 ≈ Cr′(0) and C2r′02 ≈ Cr′(0)2 have been neglected since locally near z = 0
they are small. Upon solving the Bernoulli Equation (4.71) we obtain
r0 =
(
1
I
− B
µCI
∫ z
0
I(s) ds
)
−1/2
, (4.72)
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where
I = exp
[∫ z
0
B − f0 + (M0 − 2P0) exp
(
−z
λ¯C
)
3µC
ds
]
. (4.73)
Away from z = 0 Equation (4.66) becomes
C2r′′ + α(r, r′, C)r′ + β(r) = 0, (4.74)
where α(r, r′, C) and β(r) are as defined in Equations (4.67) and (4.68), respectively.
Hence if we follow the same arguments for the layer region in Section 2.5.1 the interior
layer approximation is
rˆ
(
a− z
C
,C
)
= (r0(a)− λ) erf
[√
2M(a− z)
2C
]
+ λ, (4.75)
where M is as defined in Equation (2.53). The quantities a and λ are yet to be determined.
Therefore a leading order composite expansion valid for z ∈ [0, 1] is
rc(z, C) = r0(z) + rˆ
(
a− z
C
,C
)
− r0(a), (4.76)
where r0(z) is defined in Equation (4.72), rˆ
(
a−z
C
, C
)
is defined in Equation (4.75) and a
and λ correspond to the position of the layer and radius at that point, respectively.
4.4.2 Approximation in Region 2
In Region 2 we regard relaxation effects and interior layer effects as negligible. The
initial layer effects are only present in as O(λ¯) neighbourhood of z = 0 and hence have
no effect in Region 2. In the Newtonian case, Figure 2.13 showed that α(r, r′, C) > 0
in the region a < z ≤ 1 but is small relative to Region 1. In some cases α(r, r′, C)
reaches a zero in Region 2 suggesting another (small) layer structure present which is
assumed negligible. Hence since we have similar structure here as in the Newtonian case,
we regard any interior layer effect to be negligible in Region 2. The problem takes on
the Newtonian structure as seen in Section 2.5.2 with the stresses n, p and m given (as
Newtonian) by Equations (4.45), (4.46) and (4.47), respectively. The only difference is
that the Newtonian blow up ratio ρBU is replaced by the Maxwell model blow up ratio, i.e.
the blow up ratios for the Newtonian and Maxwell blown film models are different. With
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the same approximations as employed in the Newtonian model the simplified differential
equation governing the film bubble profile r2(z) in Region 2 is
C2r′′2 −
3Cr′2
ρ2BU (f0 +B (ρ
2
BU − 1))
− f0 −B (3ρ
2
BU + 1)
2ρBU (f0 +B (ρ2BU − 1))
= 0, (4.77)
subject to the boundary conditions
r2(a) = λ, r
′
2(1) = 0. (4.78)
Solving Equation (4.77) subject to (4.78) gives our Region 2 approximation to be
r2(z) = λ+
1
18
ρ3BUσγ
(
eν(z,C) − eν(a,C))− ρBU
6C
γ (z − a) , (4.79)
where
σ =
(
f0 +B
(
ρ2BU − 1
))
,
γ =
(
f0 −B
(
3ρ2BU + 1
))
,
and
ν(z, C) =
3 (z − 1)
Cσρ2BU
.
4.4.3 The Leading Order Approximation in Regions 1 and 2
The leading order approximation to the radius of the film is then given by
ra(z, C) = rc(z, C)(H(z)−H(z − a)) + r2(z)(H(z − a)−H(z − 1)), (4.80)
where rc(z, C) and r2(z) are given in Equations (4.76) and (4.79) respectively. Note that
this approximation still involves the unknown quantities a and λ. To obtain these the
same conditions are imposed as those used in the Newtonian and power law models, i.e.,
r′c(a, C) = r
′
2(a), r2(1) = ρBU . (4.81)
The expression (4.80) is a leading order approximation to the film radius, valid over
the whole of Regions 1 and 2. Any effects of the initial layer (at z = 0) on the radial
profile arising from the stresses may be regarded as being confined to Region 1. The
perturbation approximations m(z) = m(z, λ¯) and p(z) = p(z, λ¯), used to construct the
radial approximation incorporate such initial layer effects, which are then transmitted to
the radius.
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4.4.4 Initial gradient approximations
Equations (4.57, 4.61, 4.62), involve the initial gradients of the radius and velocity, (r′0 and
u′0 respectively) as unknown quantities. We seek to obtain approximate values for these.
An approximation to the initial gradient for the radius may be obtained by differentiating
Equation (4.72) and substituting in z = 0, yielding
r′0 =
4B − f0 +M0 − 2P0
6Cµ
. (4.82)
Note that this implies that the profile approximation will display necking when f0+2P0 >
4B + M0. To obtain an initial approximation to the velocity profile we solve Equa-
tion (4.29) incorporating the Newtonian meridional stress and our radial perturbation
approximation ra(z, C), i.e. we solve
2µ
(
r′a
ra
+
2u′
u
)
Cu =
[
f0 +B
(
r2a − 1
)] (
1 + C2r′a
2
)
u, (4.83)
subject to u(0) = 1, where ra is the approximation to the radius (4.80). An approximation
to the initial velocity gradient u′0 is
u′0 =
f0
(
1 + C2r′0
2
)
4µC
− r
′
0
2
, (4.84)
where Equation (4.83) has been rearranged to display u′(0), using ra(0) = 1, u(0) = 1
and r′a(0) = r
′
0 which is as given by Equation (4.82).
4.5 Linearisation and an Iteration Procedure for the
Maxwell Model
In this Section, we apply a similar method to that contained in Chapters 2 and 3 to con-
struct a numerical solution by iteration about the radial approximate solution. To proceed
with our iteration towards a numerical solution from the radial approximation we need
to recast the differential equation for the radius (4.28) as one involving the the difference
between this approximation and the (unknown) solution of Equation (4.28), which may
then be solved iteratively. We expand around our radial approximation (4.80) as in the
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Newtonian and power law cases but here, for the Maxwell model, the p(z) occurring in
Equation (4.28) is also expanded around the Newtonian parallel stress. Improved stability
in the numerical procedure was obtained by doing this, and Equation (4.28) becomes,
C2r′′ =
p0 + ω
ru [f0 +B (r2 − 1)]
(
1 + C2r′
2
)1/2
− 2Br
f0 +B (r2 − 1)
(
1 + C2r′
2
)
, (4.85)
where p0 is given by Equation (4.46) and ω is the difference between the (unknown)
solution to Equation (4.31), p(z), and p0. Following the same process as in the Newtonian
case we express (4.85) in the following form,
C2r′′ + f(r, r′, u, u′, ω, C) = 0, (4.86)
where
f(r, r′, u, u′, ω, C) =
2Br
(
1 + C2r′2
)
f0 +B (r2 − 1) −
[
2
(
u′
u
+ 2 r
′
r
)
Cu√
1 + C2r′2
+ ω
] (
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
ru [f0 +B(r2 − 1)] .
(4.87)
In a similar way to the analysis of Chapter 2 (Section 2.6) we expand the radius in the
form
r(z) = R(z) + v(z), (4.88)
where, as in the Newtonian model, the approximation R(z) is assumed to be our radial
approximation ra(z, C) given in Section 4.4.3 (Equation (4.80)). Substituting (4.88) with
R(z) = ra(z, C) into Equation (4.86) gives
C2r′′a + C
2v′′ + f(ra + v, r
′
a + v
′, u, u′, ω, C) = 0, (4.89)
which may be rearranged as
C2v′′ + fr′v
′ + frv +N [ra] +Q(v, v
′, u, u′, ω, C) = 0, (4.90)
where fr′ and fr are the partial derivatives of f(r, r
′, u, u′, ω, C) with respect to r′ and r,
respectively, evaluated at (ra, r
′
a, u, u
′, ω, C), and
Q(v, v′, u, u′, ω, C) = f(ra+v, r
′
a+v
′, u, u′, ω, C)−f(ra, r′a, u, u′, ω, C)−vfr−v′fr′ , (4.91)
where Q(v, v′, u, u′, ω, C) is at least quadratic in v, v′. Hence Equation (4.28) is recast as
a differential equation for the correction terms, v(z);
C2v′′ + fr′v
′ + frv = −N [ra]−Q(v, v′, u, u′, ω, C), (4.92)
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with the associated boundary conditions as
v(0) = 0, v′(1) = 0. (4.93)
In a like manner to the Newtonian case, we set up the system for an iteration procedure
from (4.92, 4.93) as the differential equation
C2v′′n + fr′v
′
n + frvn = −N [ra]−Q(vn−1, v′n−1, un−1, u′n−1, ω, C), (4.94)
with the associated boundary conditions as
vn(0) = 0, v
′
n(1) = 0. (4.95)
As in the power law case of Section 3.6, our iteration process to determine updates vi
can’t be started until approximations for u(z) and the difference ω(z) between the New-
tonian and Maxwell parallel stresses have been found. Due to the coupling between
Equations (4.29 – 4.32) it is necessary to perform an initial loop that determines approxi-
mations to u(z), n(z), p(z) and m(z). This will be denoted as the stress loop even though
we also obtain the velocity. The initial stress iteration procedure is set up as follows. The
Equations for the stress loop are
mn−1 =
[
f0 +B
(
r2a − 1
)] (
1 + C2r′a
2
)1/2
un, (4.96)
λ¯n′n = −2(λ¯nn + µ)
(
r′a
ra
+
u′n
un
)
− nn
(
1 + C2r′a
2
)1/2
Cun
, (4.97)
λ¯p′n = 2(λ¯nn + µ)
(
u′n
un
+
2r′a
ra
)
+ 2λ¯pn
r′a
ra
− pn
(
1 + C2r′a
2
)1/2
Cun
, (4.98)
λ¯m′n = 2(λ¯nn + µ)
(
r′a
ra
+
2u′n
un
)
+ 2λ¯mn
u′n
un
− mn
(
1 + C2r′a
2
)1/2
Cun
, (4.99)
where ra is the approximation to the radius of the bubble given by (4.80). Potentially
this system of equations may be solved numerically to yield profiles for u(z), n(z), p(z)
and m(z), however in its current form instabilities were encountered. An initial estimate
for m0 was substituted into Equation (4.96) to give an update u1, which was then used
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subsequently in Equations (4.97 – 4.99). This yielded instabilities in the iteration process
possibly due to the structure of the radius and velocity terms, and their derivatives,
not being explicitly apparent in the function that was substituted for m0. Hence our
estimate m0 which only depended on the axial distance z was insufficient. This led to a
reformulating of Equation (4.96), as is described below.
Consider Equation (4.32),
λ¯m′ = 2(λ¯n+ µ)
(
r′
r
+
2u′
u
)
+ 2λ¯m
u′
u
− m
(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
Cu
, (4.100)
which may be rearranged in the form
m′ − 2mu
′
u
+
m
(
1 + C2r′2
)1/2
Cλ¯u
= 2
(
n+
µ
λ¯
)(r′
r
+
2u′
u
)
. (4.101)
The integrating factor is
I = eχ, (4.102)
where
χ =
∫ z
0
{
−2u
′(s)
u(s)
+
[1 + C2(r′(s))2]
1/2
Cλ¯u(s)
}
ds, (4.103)
= ln(u)−2 +
∫ z
0
[1 + C2(r′(s))2]
1/2
Cλ¯u(s)
ds, (4.104)
which gives
I = u−2eψ, ψ =
∫ z
0
[1 + C2(r′(s))2]
1/2
Cλ¯u(s)
ds. (4.105)
Hence the solution to Equation (4.101) subject to m(0) = M0 is
m = 2u2e−ψ
∫ z
0
u(s)−2eψ(s)
(
n(s) +
µ
λ¯
)(r′(s)
r(s)
+
2u′(s)
u(s)
)
ds+M0u
2e−ψ. (4.106)
Using (4.106), Equation (4.29) may be rewritten as
2ue−ψ
∫ z
0
u(s)−2eψ(s)
(
n(s) +
µ
λ¯
)(r′(s)
r(s)
+
2u′(s)
u(s)
)
ds
+M0ue
−ψ =
[
f0 +B
(
r2 − 1)] (1 + C2r′2)1/2 , (4.107)
which becomes
2u−2eψ
(
n+
µ
λ¯
)(r′
r
+
2u′
u
)
=
d
dz
{
[f0 +B (r
2 − 1)] (1 + C2r′2)1/2
ue−ψ
}
. (4.108)
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Equation (4.29) is replaced by Equation (4.108) for the iteration process. Hence the
iteration is set up as follows,
2u−2n e
ψn−1
(
nn−1 +
µ
λ¯
)(r′a
ra
+
2u′n
un
)
=
d
dz
{
[f0 +B (r
2
a − 1)]
(
1 + C2r′a
2
)1/2
une−ψn−1
}
, (4.109)
λ¯n′n = −2(λ¯nn + µ)
(
r′a
ra
+
u′n
un
)
− nn
(
1 + C2r′a
2
)1/2
Cun
, (4.110)
λ¯p′n = 2(λ¯nn + µ)
(
u′n
un
+
2r′a
ra
)
+ 2λ¯pn
r′a
ra
− pn
(
1 + C2r′a
2
)1/2
Cun
, (4.111)
λ¯m′n = 2(λ¯nn + µ)
(
r′a
ra
+
2u′n
un
)
+ 2λ¯mn
u′n
un
− mn
(
1 + C2r′a
2
)1/2
Cun
, (4.112)
where
ψn =
∫ z
0
[1 + C2(r′a(s))
2]
1/2
Cλ¯un(s)
ds. (4.113)
The associated boundary conditions are
un(0) = 1, nn(0) = 0, pn(0) = P0, mn(0) = M0. (4.114)
To begin the iteration process we require initial approximations to the velocity profile u0
and the normal stress profile n0 in Equation (4.109). To obtain the initial velocity profile
we substitute m = m0, where m0 is given by Equation (4.47), into Equation (4.29) and
solve the resulting equation numerically, subject to u(0) = 1, which gives u0. To obtain the
initial normal stress n0 we substitute u(z) = u0(z) into Equation (4.30) and solve numer-
ically subject to n(0) = 0. The initial stress iteration may now begin. Equation (4.109)
is solved subject to the first of (4.114), upon substitution of the initial approximations
u0 and n0, which yields an update u1. An update ψ1 is then found by substituting the
update u1 into Equation (4.113). An update to the normal stress n1 is found by solving
Equation (4.110) numerically subject to the second of (4.114) with u1. Equations (4.111)
and (4.112) are then solved numerically subject to p1(0) = P0 and m1(0) = M0 using the
updated velocity u1 and normal stress n1. Therefore we have obtained updated profiles
for the velocity, normal stress, parallel stress and meridional stress. The process is then
repeated to obtain a series of corrected solutions u2, ψ2, n2, p2 and m2. The initial stress
iteration process terminates when a prescribed successive iterate tolerance for the function
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u(z) is achieved where the profiles that match the radial approximation ra(z, C) are un,
nn, pn and mn, where n is the iteration number. This process is described in Figure 4.2.
Upon the initial stress loop being completed, we have a set of approximations ra, un,
nn, pn and mn. The iteration process for Equation (4.94) still requires an initial approxi-
mation for the difference ω between the Maxwell parallel stress p(z) and the approximate
parallel stress p0. This correction ω is found by evaluating
ω = pn − p0, (4.115)
where pn is the iterated numerical stress and p0 is the stress given by (4.46) with r(z) =
ra(z, C) and u(z) = un(z). Our main iteration process may begin. Equation (4.94) is
solved subject to (4.95), using the Galerkin finite element procedure described in Sec-
tion 2.7, with v0 = 0 to obtain v1. v1 is then substituted into Q(v, v
′, u, u′, ω, C) and
the system (4.94, 4.95) is solved again to yield a second update v2 and so the process
continues. This describes the inner loop depicted in Figure 4.3. The inner loop continues
until a prescribed successive iterate tolerance is met or the maximum number of inner
loop iterations is reached. The inner loop terminates and the radial bubble profile is
updated with ra(z) = rn(z) = ra(z) + vn(z) where the initial condition for the meridional
stress is updated using M0 = f0
(
1 + C2r′n(0)
2)1/2 from Equation (4.34). The stress loop
is then performed once with the new ra to obtain updated velocity and stress profiles. The
difference between the Maxwell parallel stress and the approximation ω is then updated
using
ω = pn − p0, (4.116)
with pn being the parallel stress obtained from the stress loop and p0 is updated with
u(z) = un(z) and r(z) = rn(z). The operator and N [ra] in Equation (4.94) are updated
with ra(z) = rn(z), u(z) = un(z) and ω and then reenters the inner loop. The process
continues until a successive iterate tolerance and residual tolerance have both been met.
This describes the outer loop of the process depicted in Figure 4.1.
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Update M0:
M0 = f0 [1+C
2 r'n(0)] 
1/2
, 
and ω:
ω=pn - p0|rn,un 
Begin
End
Initial velocity
and stress loop
Inner loop 
Successive iterate and  
residual
tolerance met?
No
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Update linear operator and 
N[ra] with ra(z,C)=rn(z) 
and updated velocity
 and stresses.
Solutions for radius, 
velocity and stresses 
have been found.
Refer to 
stress loop
Refer to inner loop
Perform stress loop  
with ra(z,C)=rn(z).
Figure 4.1: Flowchart of Maxwell model iteration process
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Set i=1 and find 
u0(z) and n0(z).
Increment 
i=i+1.
Successive
 iterate tolerance 
met?
Solutions that fit ra(z,C) 
 have been found.
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart of the stress loop for the Maxwell model iteration process
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Set v(z)=0 in Q(v,v',u,u',ω,C), 
i.e. Q(v,v',u,u',ω,C)=0.
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Yes
No
Figure 4.3: Flowchart of the inner loop of Maxwell model iteration process
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4.6 Comparison Between Approximate and Iterated
Numerical Solutions
In this Section we compare the approximations constructed in Section 4.4 with their
corresponding iterated solutions for the parameter set shown in Table 4.1. The values
for a and λ are calculated using the conditions (4.81) and the value M0 is found after
this iteration process using Equation (4.34) using the iterated numerical solution initial
gradient value. The iterative scheme employed is as described in Section 4.5 and is
Table 4.1: Data for the Maxwell model solutions with λ¯ = 0.1.
Parameter Value
λ¯ 0.1
B 0.2
C 0.165
f0 0.742
ρBU 2.741
P0 0.2
M0 0.74253
a 0.52189
λ 1.50009
illustrated by the flowchart in Figure 4.1. The initial stress loop determines the velocity
and stresses that fit the radial perturbation approximation. Figure 4.4 makes a comparison
between the base approximation and the iterated numerical solution, showing that our
approximation agrees well with the numerical solution, with most of the discrepancy lying
adjacent and to the right of the layer at z = a ≈ 0.52. The approximation exaggerates the
steepness of the layer region, since the approximation is effectively Newtonian. Luo and
Tanner [36] observed this phenomenon in their Newtonian model and commented that it
was not in quantitative agreement with experimental data. The inclusion of viscoelastic
effects softens this rapid transition in radius somewhat. The fact that the leading order
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between the base approximation and numerical radial solutions
for λ¯ = 0.1.
approximation displayed here does not display this characteristic suggests that there is a
higher order effect arising from the small parameter λ¯.
With 50 elements, the required number of iterations for a successive tolerance of 10−6
and a residual of 5× 10−4 was 16. The successive iterates and residuals are displayed in
Table 4.2. A comparison between the base approximation, the first iterate and the numer-
ical solution for the velocity profile is shown in Figure 4.5. The first iterate corresponds
to the iterated velocity approximation following the stress loop shown in Figure 4.2. It
is the base approximation for the main loop and corresponds to the velocity profile that
matches our radial approximation. Figure 4.5 shows that the base perturbation approxi-
mation agrees well with the numerical solution up to a neighbourhood of the layer region.
The first iterate is a better approximation, particularly past the layer. A similar com-
parison between the base approximation, first iterate and iterated numerical solution for
the normal stress is shown in Figure 4.6. This shows that the initial layer approximation
agrees well with the iterated numerical solution but deviates from it near the interior layer
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Table 4.2: Successive iterates and residual for λ¯ = 0.1
Iter. Success. iter. Resid. Iter. Success. iter. Resid.
n |vn − vn−1|max |rn|max n |vn − vn−1|max |rn|max
1 0.152316 9 0.000012 0.039645
2 0.048278 10 0.006255
3 0.005698 0.255904 11 0.000034
4 0.066656 12 0.000000 0.016562
5 0.002564 13 0.001669
6 0.000147 0.104463 14 0.000006 0.006926
7 0.024544 15 0.000860
8 0.000506 16 0.000002 0.003898
 Numerical Approximation First iterate
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u
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and numerical
velocity solutions for λ¯ = 0.1.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and numerical
normal stress solutions for λ¯ = 0.1.
region. A further discrepancy towards z = 1 arises from the approximation to n including
the approximate velocity which deviated appreciably from the numerical solution past the
interior layer. The initial layer is clear in Figure 4.6. The approximation agrees well with
the numerical solution near z = 0 where the initial layer effects are apparent.The first
iterate compares well with the numerical solution past the layer region but still has an
error in the interior layer region due to the approximation to n including the perturbation
radial solution.
Figure 4.7 shows a comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and it-
erated numerical solution for the parallel stress, p. It shows that the base approximation
agrees well near z = 0 but deviates from z = 0.1 onwards. The initial layer is clearly evi-
dent near z = 0 and the base approximation agrees well in this region with the numerical
solution. There is an effect apparent in the base approximation arising from the interior
layer region from the radial profile which causes the approximation to deviate from the
numerical solution. The approximation overestimates the parallel stress at z = 1. The
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and numerical
parallel stress solutions for λ¯ = 0.1.
first iterate is a better approximation, particularly towards z = 1, but still deviates from
the numerical solution noticeably, particularly in the interior layer region. In both the
approximations, it is clear the interior layer is having a significant effect on the profile.
The successive iteration process removes this local layer effect, as the iterated numerical
solution shows.
A comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and iterated numerical
solution for the meridional stress is shown in Figure 4.8. This shows that the perturbation
approximation agrees well until approximately z = 0.6 where it under-approximates the
meridional stress. The initial layer is soft for the meridional stress since its structure
depends heavily on the velocity which may be seen by Equation (4.29). The first iterate
agrees very well with the numerical solution and slightly overestimates the meridional
stress at z = 1.
We will now consider the parameter set contained in Table 4.3 with λ¯ = 0.05. A
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and numerical
meridian stress solutions for λ¯ = 0.1.
Table 4.3: Data for the Maxwell model solutions with λ¯ = 0.05.
Parameter Value
λ¯ 0.05
B 0.2
C 0.165
f0 0.742
ρBU 3.112
P0 0.2
M0 0.74223
a 0.46945
λ 1.56066
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comparison between the base approximation and the iterated numerical solution is shown
in Figure 4.9. This shows that the approximation agrees well with the iterated numerical
 Numerical  Approximation 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between the base approximation and numerical radial solutions
for λ¯ = 0.05.
solution and again, as in the λ¯ = 0.1 case, the discrepancy lies in the interior layer region.
The blow up ratio ρBU is larger for λ¯ = 0.05 which causes a slight shift in the position of
the layer at z = a. From Tables 4.1 and 4.3 it is clear that the assumption contained in
the analysis in Section 4.4.1, namely that C2r′(0)2 is negligible, is valid since the values
of M0 differ from f0 by only 0.00053 for the λ¯ = 0.1 case and by 0.00023 for the λ¯ = 0.05
case. Hence the term contained in M0,
√
1 + C2r′(0)2 ≈ 1 in (4.34).
A comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and the iterated numerical
velocity solution is shown in Figure 4.10. This shows that, when compared to Figure 4.5,
reducing the value of λ¯ causes the take up ratio ρTU (2.145) to increase. The base
approximation agrees well with the iterated numerical solution until approximately z =
0.65 where it starts to deviate. The first iterate is an improved approximation and agrees
well with the iterated numerical solution until (earlier than the base approximation)
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between the base approximation,first iterate and numerical ve-
locity solutions for λ¯ = 0.05.
z = 0.5 but retains very good accuracy up to z = 1. The first iterate slightly overestimates
the take up ratio, where the base approximation underestimates.
Figure 4.11 gives a comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and the
iterated numerical solution for the stress in the normal direction. This shows again that
our base approximation is an effective approximation, particularly in the initial layer
region near z = 0. The initial layer is slightly more localised, as is shown in Figure 4.12
where the normal stress for λ¯ = 0.1 and λ¯ = 0.05 have been displayed locally near z = 0.
This is to be expected since the thickness of the initial layer is O(λ¯), therefore a smaller
λ¯ gives a thinner layer. The base approximation agrees well except near the freeze line
where it underestimates the normal stress. The first iterate, as expected, is a better
approximation. It is close to the base approximation but deviates and agrees significantly
better with the iterated numerical solution near the freeze line. In both approximations
there is a discrepancy entering in the profiles from the radial discrepancy in the interior
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between the base approximation,first iterate and numerical nor-
mal stress solutions for λ¯ = 0.05.
layer. This discrepancy however is not large.
A comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and the iterated numerical
solution for the stress in the parallel (circumferential) direction is shown in Figure 4.13.
Here, the base approximation agrees well with the iterated numerical solution until about
z = 0.3. The approximation differs from the iterated numerical solution predominately in
the interior layer region and near the freeze line. It overestimates the stress at the freeze
line. As in the case of the stress in the normal direction, the initial layer region is thinner
for λ¯ = 0.05 which is depicted on a local scale in Figure 4.14. The first iterate, as with
the base approximation, differs from the iterated numerical solution in the interior layer
region. It is a much better approximation at the freeze line, though with only a small
overestimation of the parallel stress there. Figure 4.15 gives a comparison between the
base approximation, first iterate and the iterated numerical solution for the stress in the
meridional direction. This shows, when compared to Figure 4.8, that a smaller value of
λ¯ results in a larger meridional stress at the freeze line. The base approximation is good
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Figure 4.12: Localised comparison between numerical normal stress solutions for λ¯ = 0.05
and λ¯ = 0.1.
until approximately z = 0.65. The base approximation underestimates the meridional
stress at the freeze line. The first iterate improves the approximation to the meridional
stress and results in a small over-approximation at the freeze line. This, however, is a
very good approximation to begin the iteration scheme.
The profiles in this Section provide examples of how the approximations from the anal-
ysis in Section 4.4 perform. The series of plots show good agreement with the iterated
numerical solution for the base approximation and particularly good agreement once the
initial stress loop has been implemented. This initial stress loop obtains updated approx-
imations for the velocity, normal stress, parallel stress and meridional stress that fit the
radial approximation obtained. There are initial layer effects present and the approxima-
tions describe this variation very well. The discrepancy arising from the interior layer is
expected, since after the initial stress loop, our approximations fit the approximate radial
profile which deviates from the iterated numerical radial profile the most in the interior
layer. Overall, closed form approximations have been found to a highly nonlinear highly
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the base approximation,first iterate and numerical par-
allel stress solutions for λ¯ = 0.05.
coupled system of equations that agree well with their corresponding numerical solutions.
A change in the Weissenberg number from λ¯ = 0.1 to λ¯ = 0.05 was illustrated which gave
larger values for the radius, velocity, normal stress, parallel stress and meridional stress
at the freeze line.
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Figure 4.14: Localised comparison between numerical parallel stress solutions for λ¯ = 0.05
and λ¯ = 0.1.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between the base approximation,first iterate and numerical
meridian stress solutions for λ¯ = 0.05.
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4.7 Variations in the Weissenberg number λ¯
In this Section we examine the effects of varying (small) values of the Weissenberg number,
λ¯. This has the effect of varying the influence of the initial (elastic) layer at z = 0.
Figure 4.16 gives a comparison between the radial profiles for varying λ¯, showing that
increasing λ¯ causes a decrease in the blow up ratio. This shows the effect of increasing
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Figure 4.16: Plot of the radius for varying λ¯.
the elasticity decreases the final bubble radius and causes a more gradual expansion. The
effect of a more gradual expansion is not reflected in our approximations in Section 4.4
since our approximations are leading order and do not contain elastic effects away from the
initial layer. This leads us to postulate that these effects come in through a higher order
effect which is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Any higher order effects incorporated
into the analysis above, would lead to an untractable approximation process in an effort
to replicate the elastic effects beyond the initial layer. When the results of the previous
Section are considered such an advanced analysis is potentially unnecessary and would
result in numerical matching procedures instead of the analytical ones used here.
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4.8 Conclusion
In this Chapter the highly nonlinear, highly coupled system of equations for the Maxwell
model were investigated. The approximation techniques of Chapter 2 were extended to
not only obtain a closed form approximate solution to the film bubble radius, but also
closed form approximations for the stresses.
The presence of a small Weissenberg multiplying the highest derivative terms in the
stress equations prompted an initial layer to be identified. Similar approximation tech-
niques as were used for the interior layer present were applied to construct the approximate
profiles for the stresses. The initial layer, caused by the small Weissenberg number, had
a local effect in an O(λ¯) neighbourhood of z = 0.
The radial profile away from z = 0, to leading order, contained the same interior layer
structure as was presented in Chapter 2. The approximations constructed provide good
initial estimates to the numerical solutions and hence the iteration procedure employed
doesn’t require many iterates. The approximations, however, are not as good as those
presented in the previous two Chapters. This is due to higher order effects arising from
the small Weissenberg number.
Overall, the approximation techniques employed are coarse but yield good approxi-
mations to a highly nonlinear problem.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This dissertation presented an application of analytical techniques to analyse the model
equations for the film blowing process. A combination of heuristic techniques and singular
perturbation analysis was used to construct approximations to the film bubble radius,
velocity, temperature (Newtonian and power law), film thickness and the film stresses
(Maxwell).
The approximations obtained are in very good agreement with the numerical solutions
obtained for the models. The construction of a good initial approximation allowed the
differential equations to be reformulated in such a way as to solve for corrections, and a
numerical solution was able to be obtained iteratively. In the literature, instabilities have
been reported [36, 47, 64] when using a shooting method to solve the highly nonlinear
differential equations involved. There seems to be no real explanation reported as to why
these numerical instabilities occur. Here, we examined the structure of the differential
equations analytically, instead of only obtaining a solution numerically. In the case of
the Maxwell model it was reported in [36] that numerical instabilities were encountered
when integrating backwards from the freeze line to the die exit. This contradicts what
was reported for the Newtonian model, where numerical instabilities were encountered
when employing a forward shooting technique. The instability in the backward shoot in
the Maxwell model may be explained by the presence of initial layer effects in the stresses,
which enter into the radial solution. In the solution process, the boundary conditions at
the freeze line are posed and the system is solved iteratively until the conditions at the
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die exit are satisfied. Due to the layer effects apparent near z = 0, a solution may often
not be obtained. Hence, the boundary condition at z = 0 cannot be met, in a similar way
as is seen when the formal limit as λ¯ → 0 is imposed in the stress differential equations
contained in Chapter 4. In that case the derivative term vanishes and the given boundary
conditions cannot be met. In a similar way, a small layer correction is needed in the radial
profile to meet the boundary condition at z = 0, which backward numerical integration
doesn’t account for.
With the iteration process employed in this thesis, the problem is solved as a series
of boundary value problems instead of a series of initial value problems, which require
estimates for the initial bubble gradient. The technique proved successful and was able to
be applied when there was a high degree of coupling between the governing equations, as
occurs in the Maxwell model. Since we constructed our base approximation retaining as
much structure as we could, our approximations agreed well and the iteration procedure
did not require many iterations to converge to a solution.
The method for obtaining the approximations is ad hoc. Rigorous analytical meth-
ods such as the method of matched asymptotic expansions cannot be applied to such a
complicated problem, they are restricted to simpler problems. There is limited analyt-
ical treatment of the film blowing process in the literature. The analysis presented in
Chapter 2 is an extension of the layer analysis presented in Tam [63]. We investigate the
problem as a type of turning point problem [40], i.e. we recognise that α(r, r′, C), in Chap-
ter 2, in fact vanishes at some point in the interval 0 ≤ z ≤ 1, which fact was neglected
by Tam [63]. This alters the thickness of the proposed layer. The non-dimensionalisation
method used in this thesis enabled the structure of the interior layer in the radial differ-
ential equation to become apparent , i.e. the occurrence of a small parameter multiplying
the highest derivative was identified.
Our analysis of the layer region may also be extended. The presence of multiple solu-
tions to α = 0, shown in Figure 2.13, might be investigated. This would entail construct-
ing an approximation that displays layer characteristics in Regions 1 and 2 (Figure 2.14).
Since the value of α is small in Region 2 the layer effect is expected to be small and we
postulate that any further analysis in this manner would only serve to complicate the
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approximation. Another case that may be investigated is the case where α doesn’t have a
simple zero at z = a, i.e. it only touches the z-axis. This would affect the thickness of the
layer which would have to be taken into account when constructing the approximation.
In the Newtonian model presented in Chapter 2, an isothermal approximation for the
radius based on the limit as C → 0 was constructed. This was then successfully extended
to include a thermal variation in the film by approximating the thermal variation as
piecewise constant. The iteration scheme described in Section 2.10.4 is robust. The
thermal numerical solution in Figure 2.31 was found using the isothermal approximation
shown in Figure 2.18 as the base approximation for the iterative scheme. The isothermal
bubble radius is not very close to the iterated thermal numerical solution, shown in
Figure 2.31. However, a numerical solution was still able to be obtained by solving the
series of differential equations for the differences as boundary value problems instead of
the commonly used shooting method.
In the power law model we saw that, in the case of a shear-thickening polymer, the
radial approximation didn’t agree well with the numerical solution in Region 1. Improve-
ments to the approximation obtained may be possible and we expect that our radial
approximation contains a velocity contribution that is too large, affecting the bubble
shape. The order analysis carried out gave layer thicknesses, for both the shear-thinning
and the shear-thickening cases, that depended on the power law exponent n. Therefore
our approximation takes into account the degree of shear-thinning or shear-thickening, as
we would expect, since the value of n affects the the bubble shape (Section 3.9).
In the analysis of the Maxwell model, it was found that the radial approximation
obtained overestimated the steepness of the interior layer when compared to the numerical
solution. The numerical solution showed that the inclusion of elastic effects caused a
more gradual expansion in radius than in the Newtonian case. These effects come in
through higher order terms containing λ¯. Construction of a higher order approximation to
improve the leading order approximation would be very difficult. The matching procedure
employed to match the inner and outer approximations would no longer be analytic, a
numerical matching procedure would have to be carried out. The inclusion of effects
arising from λ¯ away from the initial layer region would be difficult since there would be
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two small parameters C and λ¯ that described the characteristics of the interior layer.
This would entail assumptions about the relative smallness of these parameters. Hence
the inclusion of any higher order effects would be too laborious, if not well nigh-impossible.
The effect of a long relaxation time is not considered here, since this results in a larger
Weissenberg number, which in the Maxwell model would result in a completely flat radial
profile which corresponds to the drawing of a solid tube [6]. This would alter the structure
of the problem completely since there would no longer be a small parameter multiplying
the highest derivative in the stresses.
The radial approximations constructed in Chapters 2 and 4 require the function β(r)
to be ignored in the layer as was discussed in Section 2.5.1. This was due to the essential
nature of solutions to the radial differential equation being governed by the first two
(derivative) terms. This assumption is not required in the power law cases presented in
Chapter 3 since, through the interior layer analysis, β(r) is multiplied by a small quantity
which approaches zero in the limit C → 0. An improvement to the radial approximations
for the models considered in Chapter 2 and 4 may be investigated by retaining a simplified
version of β(r) which still allows the resulting differential equation to be solved exactly.
The solution process presented may be extended to include neglected factors such as
gravity, surface tension, air drag and inertia of the film. This may be done by retaining
the analysis presented as an approximation to a model with these neglected factors and a
solution obtained iteratively. There are many possible extensions. The radial approxima-
tion constructed could be used as an initial estimate to a solution of a model that contains
crystallisation effects. For example the model discussed by Kanai and White [30] may
be solved using a similar iteration process as was used in this dissertation. Extensions of
the solution technique may be investigated to analyse solutions of a model with integral
constitutive equations [3, 50].
Solutions of the set of three nonlinear equations arising from the conditions imposed
to determine a, λ and ρBU ;
r′c(a, C) = r
′
2(a), r
′′
c (a, C) = r
′′
2(a), r2(1) = ρBU , (5.1)
may be investigated further. It was found that in most cases presented here, that (5.1)
yielded no feasible solutions. The inclusion of a reduced error tolerance in each equation
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may yield a set of solutions satisfying (5.1). The approximation in Region 2 that r ≈ ρBU
is coarse. This may be improved which may allow solutions satisfying (5.1).
The approximation process carried out here is by no means unique, and other assump-
tions could have been made when constructing the approximation. The primary purpose
of the process was to approximate the structure of solutions to the film blowing models.
This was achieved to a high degree with very good accuracy between the approximate
and numerical solutions in all the models considered here. Overall, the process is robust
and the technique used in this dissertation may be extended and applied to other interior
layer problems.
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Appendix A
Newtonian Model Maple Code
A.1 Introduction
The code (compiled in Maple 11) used to construct the results for the Newtonian model
in this dissertation is included in this appendix. It is quite exhaustive and annotations
have been included. The code displayed corresponds to that used to produce the radial
profile in Figure 2.21.
A.2 Maple Code
We begin by defining the differential equations for the radius and velocity. These corre-
spond to Equations (2.22) and (2.20).
restart;with(LinearAlgebra):
rde:=2*C^2*r(z)^2*(f0+B*(r(z)^2-1))*diff(r(z),z,z)
-r(z)*(f0-B*(3*r(z)^2+1))*(1+C^2*(diff(r(z),z))^2)-6*diff(r(z),z)*C;
ude:=diff(u(z),z)/u(z)+diff(r(z),z)/(2*r(z))
-(f0+B*(r(z)^2-1))*(1+C^2*diff(r(z),z)^2)/(4*C);
We then set up the linearised form of the radial differential Equation (2.22) as
de:=C^2*diff(r(z),z,z)+f(r,dr);
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f:=(r,dr)->((3*B*r^2-f0+B)*r*(1+C^2*dr^2)-6*C*dr)/(2*r^2*(f0+B*(r^2-1)));
dfr:=diff(f(r,dr),r):
dfdr:=diff(f(r,dr),dr):
ahat:=C^2:
dahat:=diff(ahat,z):
b:=subs({r=R(z),dr=diff(R(z),z)},dfdr):
c:=subs({r=R(z),dr=diff(R(z),z)},dfr):
Resid:=C^2*diff(R(z),z,z)+f(R(z),diff(R(z),z)):
nonlinv:=f(R(z)+v(z),diff(R(z),z)+diff(v(z),z))-f(R(z),diff(R(z),z))
-b*diff(v(z),z)-c*v(z):
The function ahat above in this case is C2 but has been left in general terms to be changed
for a different problem if necessary. It is the coefficient of the second derivative term in
Equation (2.75). b is the coefficient of the first derivative and is equivalent to fr′ , the
partial derivatives of f with respect to r′, evaluated at (ra, r
′
a, C). c is the coefficient of
the linear update v(z) and is equivalent to fr, the partial derivatives of f with respect
to r, evaluated at (ra, r
′
a, C). Resid is equivalent to N [ra] and nonlinv is equivalent to
Q(v, v′, C) in Equation (2.75).
We now set up the approximation to the radius r(z).
M:=27*B/(4*(f0-B)^2):
phi:=z->((1-3*B/(f0-B))*exp((f0-B)*z/(3*C))+3*B/(f0-B))^(-1/2):
r1c:=phi(z)+(phi(a)-lambda)*erf(sqrt(2*M)*(a-z)/(2*C))+lambda-phi(a):
r2:=z->lambda+(1/18)*rhoBU^3*sigma*gamma1*(exp(3*(z-1)/(C*rhoBU^2*sigma))
-exp(3*(a-1)/(C*rhoBU^2*sigma)))-rhoBU*gamma1*(z-a)/(6*C):
sigma:=(f0+B*(rhoBU^2-1)):gamma1:=(f0-B*(3*rhoBU^2+1)):
eqn1:=subs(z=a,(diff(r1c,z)-diff(r2(z),z))):
eqn2:=subs(z=1,r2(z))-rhoBU:
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B:=0.21:C:=0.15:f0:=0.969:rhoBU:=3.85:
fsolve({eqn1,eqn2},{a=0..1,lambda=1..4});
assign(%);
{a = 0.4100437412, lambda = 1.769254586}
approx:=evalf(r1c)*(Heaviside(z+10^(-10))-Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10)))
+evalf(r2(z))*(Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10))-Heaviside(z-1-10^(-10))):
dapprox:=evalf(diff(r1c,z))*(Heaviside(z+10^(-10))-Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10)))
+evalf(diff(r2(z),z))*(Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10))-Heaviside(z-1-10^(-10))):
ddapprox:=evalf(diff(r1c,z,z))*(Heaviside(z+10^(-10))-Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10)))
+evalf(diff(r2(z),z,z))*(Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10))-Heaviside(z-1-10^(-10))):
The approximation to the radial profile ra(z, C) corresponds to approx in the previous
code. dapprox and ddapprox are the corresponding first and second derivatives of ra(z, C),
respectively. eqn1 and eqn2 correspond to the conditions employed to find a and λ given
in Equation (2.67). The following code defines the approximation as a fifth order spline.
This will be the only time a fifth order spline is used. The rest of the interpolation will
be done with cubic splines.
with(CurveFitting):
appn:=20:
appzNode:=seq(k/appn,k=0..appn):
dataapp:=[seq([appzNode[k],simplify(evalf(
eval(subs(z=appzNode[k],approx(z)))))],k=1..appn+1)]:
d1l:=evalf(subs(z=0,dapprox));
dd1l:=evalf(subs(z=0,ddapprox));
d1r:=simplify(evalf(subs(z=1,dapprox)));
dd1r:=simplify(evalf(subs(z=1,ddapprox)));
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appsp:=Spline(dataapp, z, degree=5, endpoints=[d1l,dd1l,d1r,dd1r]):
Problems were encountered with Maple’s spline package. It seems if floating point numbers
are used to define the data Maple resorts to its piecewise definition which doesn’t enforce
continuity at the nodes. I got around this by pulling apart the spline and defining the
piecewise derivative functions as a new piecewise function. The code for the first and
second derivative functions is below.
approx:=appsp:
approxlist:=convert(approx,pwlist,z):
for i from 1 to appn-1 do
dlist[i]:=z<=approxlist[2*i],diff(approxlist[2*i-1],z);
od:
dlist[appn]:=diff(approxlist[2*appn-1],z):
dapprox:=piecewise(seq(dlist[i],i=1..appn)):
for i from 1 to appn-1 do
ddlist[i]:=z<=approxlist[2*i],diff(approxlist[2*i-1],z,z);
od:
ddlist[appn]:=diff(approxlist[2*appn-1],z,z):
unassign(’i’);
ddapprox:=piecewise(seq(ddlist[i],i=1..appn)):
We define the number of elements n (and length of elements h) and set up the arrays
needed for the iteration loop.
n:=25: h:=1/n:
zNode - array of nodal positions
vNode - array of nodal values of v
zm - array of midpoints of the elements
eq - array of equations which determine the coefficients
zNode:=array(1..3*n+1): vNode:=array(1..3*n+1):
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zm:=array(1..n+1): eq:=array(1..3*n+1):
Create the nodes (note each element contains four nodes since we are using cubic shape
functions).
for k from 1 to 3*n+1 do
zNode[k]:=(k-1)*h/3;
end do:
unassign(’k’);
We define element shape functions and their derivatives with respect to z.
N[1]:=-9/16*(r1+1/3)*(r1-1/3)*(r1-1); N[2]:=27/16*(r1+1)*(r1-1/3)*(r1-1);
N[3]:=-27/16*(r1+1)*(r1+1/3)*(r1-1); N[4]:=9/16*(r1+1/3)*(r1+1)*(r1-1/3);
dN[1]:=diff(N[1],r1)*(2/h); dN[2]:=diff(N[2],r1)*(2/h);
dN[3]:=diff(N[3],r1)*(2/h); dN[4]:=diff(N[4],r1)*(2/h);
Define the midpoints of elements.
for k from 1 to n do
zm[k]:=(zNode[3*k+1]+zNode[3*k-2])/2:
od:
unassign(’k’);
nValues:=convert(convert(vNode,list),set):
nValues corresponds to the set of nodal value names, for example, v1, v2, etc.
The following piece of code is the iteration loop to determine our numerical solution
for the radial profile, i.e. the solution of Equation (2.22) subject to (2.23).
iter:=proc(outer_no,inner_no,successive_tol,
residual_tol,approxrad,dapproxrad,ddapproxrad) option remember;
global zm, vNode, nValues, vsp,zNode, eq, N1, N2, dN1, dN2,
ahat1, dahat1, bhat1, chat1, k111data, k121data, k211data,
k221data, Rhat11, Rhat21, b101data, b201data, eqns, results,
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vApprox, datav, vsp_n, vsplist, dvsplist, dvsp, ddvsplist,
ddvsp, p1, successive, app, dapp, ddapp, vspdata;
The following defines the functions for the radius and temperature.
app:=approxrad:
dapp:=dapproxrad:
ddapp:=ddapproxrad:
We have to set the iteration counter to zero.
iter:=0:
This is the start of the iteration process, i.e. the start of
the outer loop.
for ll from 1 to outer_no do
Our update is set to zero in the nonlinv terms each time we update
the linear operator and residual for the successive iterate
indication of convergence.
vsp:=0:
dvsp:=0:
vspdata:=0:
The following defines the element matrix K.
We switch to local coordinates so our coeffiecients have to be changed.
for l from 1 to n do
ahat1:=eval(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs(R(z)=app,ahat)))):
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dahat1:=eval(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs({R(z)=app,
diff(R(z),z)=dapp},dahat)))):
bhat1[l]:=evalf(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs({R(z)=app,
diff(R(z),z)=dapp,diff(R(z),z,z)=ddapp},b)))):
chat1[l]:=evalf(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs({R(z)=app,
diff(R(z),z)=dapp,diff(R(z),z,z)=ddapp},c)))):
od:
for l from 1 to n do
for i from 1 to 4 do
for j from 1 to 4 do
k[l][i,j]:=evalf(Int(h/2*(ahat1*dN[i]*dN[j]+(dahat1-bhat1[l])
*dN[j]*N[i]-chat1[l]*N[i]*N[j]),r1=-1..1,method=_d01ajc));
od;
od;
od;
l:=’l’:i:=’i’:j:=’j’:
A:=Matrix(3*n+1,3*n+1,0):
RHS:=Vector(3*n+1):
######################################################################
######################################################################
INNER LOOP START
######################################################################
######################################################################
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Now we have our inner loop where the update v(z) is iterated towards.
for jj from 1 to inner_no do
vspold:=vsp:
vspolddata:=vspdata:
This part of the code works out the rhs of the system of equations,
i.e. or vector B in the system K[v] = B
for m from 1 to 3*n+1 do
Resnonnod[m]:=evalf(subs(z=zNode[m],subs({R(z)=app,
diff(R(z),z)=dapp,diff(R(z),z,z)=ddapp,v(z)=vsp,
diff(v(z),z)=dvsp}, Resid+nonlinv)));
od:
unassign(’m’);
dataResnon:=[seq([zNode[m],Resnonnod[m]],m=1..3*n+1)];
Resnon:=Spline(dataResnon, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
l:=’l’:
Rhat11:=subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,Resnon):
for l from 1 to n do
for i from 1 to 4 do
bvec[l][i]:=evalf(Int(h/2*Rhat11*N[i],r1=-1..1,
method=_d01ajc));
od;
od;
i:=’i’:j:=’j’:l:=’l’:
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for i from 1 to 4 do
RHS[i]:=bvec[1][i]:
od:
for i from 1 to 4 do
for l from 1 to n-1 do
RHS[i+3*l]:=RHS[i+3*l]+bvec[l+1][i]:
od:
for j from 1 to 4 do
A[i,j]:=A[i,j]+k[1][i,j]:
for l from 1 to n-1 do
A[i+3*l,j+3*l]:=A[i+3*l,j+3*l]+k[l+1][i,j]:
od:
od:
od:
i:=’i’:j:=’j’:
for i from 1 to 3*n+1 do
A[1,1]:=1:
A[1,i]:=0:
RHS[1]:=0:
od:
i:=’i’:
vsol:=LinearSolve(A, RHS):
RHS:=Vector(3*n+1,0):
A:=Matrix(3*n+1,3*n+1,0):
vApprox:=[seq( [zNode[i],vsol[i]], i=1..3*n+1 )]:
i:=’i’:
So we have our update.
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vsp:=Spline(vApprox, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
As mentioned earlier we run into trouble with Maple’s spline
definition when taking derivatives. So to retain continuity
in the derivative we pull our spline apart to define the
derivatives as piecewise functions, which the code does below.
vsp_n:=(nops(convert(vsp,pwlist,z))+1)/2;
vsplist:=convert(vsp,pwlist,z):
for i from 1 to (vsp_n-1) do
dvsplist[i]:=z<=vsplist[2*i],diff(vsplist[2*i-1],z);
od:
i:=’i’:
dvsplist[vsp_n]:=diff(vsplist[2*(vsp_n)-1],z):
dvsp:=piecewise(seq(dvsplist[i],i=1..vsp_n)):
for i from 1 to (vsp_n)-1 do
ddvsplist[i]:=z<=vsplist[2*i],diff(vsplist[2*i-1],z,z);
od:
i:=’i’:
ddvsplist[vsp_n]:=diff(vsplist[2*(vsp_n)-1],z,z):
ddvsp:=piecewise(seq(ddvsplist[i],i=1..vsp_n)):
unassign(’i’);
We need to update our iteration counter.
iter:=iter+1:
This will give us a plot of the update at each iterate.
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p1[iter]:=plot(vsp,z=0..1):
and this will give us the successive iterate function at each iterate.
successive[iter]:=vsp-vspold:
vspdata:=[seq(vsol[k],k=1..3*n+1)]:
datasuc is the successive iterate nodal values.
datasuc:=[seq(abs(vspdata[k]-vspolddata[k]),k=1..3*n+1)];
maxdatasuc:=max(seq(abs(vspdata[k]-vspolddata[k]),k=1..3*n+1)):
printf("%s %d %s %f\n", " Successive iterate",
iter, "=", maxdatasuc);
if(maxdatasuc<successive_tol) then break; fi:
printf(" %s %d %s\n", "iteration", iter, "completed");
od:
jj:=’jj’:unassign(’i’,’j’,’k’,’l’,’m’);
######################################################################
######################################################################
INNER LOOP END
######################################################################
######################################################################
So we update our radial profile, derivative and second derivative.
app:=‘simplify/piecewise‘(app+vsp):
dapp:=‘simplify/piecewise‘(dapp+dvsp):
ddapp:=‘simplify/piecewise‘(ddapp+ddvsp):
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rres:=subs({diff(r(z),z,z)=ddapp,r=app,dr=dapp,
rn(z)=app,diff(rn(z),z)=dapp},de):
rresdata:=[seq(evalf(subs(z=zNode[k],rres)),k=1..3*n+1)]:
maxres:=max(seq(abs(rresdata[k]),k=1..3*n+1)):
printf("%s %s %f\n", "
Residual", "=", maxres);
if(maxres<residual_tol and maxdatasuc<successive_tol) then
printf("%s\n","Solution has been found to tolerances specified"):
break:
fi:
printf("%s\n"," Linear operator updated");
od:
ll:=’ll’:
print(‘Loop complete‘);
end:
The following code calls the procedure above and a radial profile is found.
iter(5,3,10e-6,5e-3,approx,dapprox,ddapprox);
Successive iterate 1 = 0.317686
iteration 1 completed
Successive iterate 2 = 0.060564
iteration 2 completed
Successive iterate 3 = 0.023150
iteration 3 completed
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Residual = 0.039300
Linear operator updated
Successive iterate 4 = 0.005864
iteration 4 completed
Successive iterate 5 = 0.000038
iteration 5 completed
Successive iterate 6 = 0.000000
Residual = 0.000993
Solution has been found to tolerances specified
The previous code produces the radial bubble profile which corresponds to the case con-
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Figure A.1: Comparison between perturbation and numerical radial solutions.
sidered in Section 2.8 that displayed necking.
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Appendix B
Power Law Model Maple Code
B.1 Introduction
The code contained in this appendix corresponds to the code used to obtain the results in
Chapter 3. In particular it corresponds to the case of a shear-thinning polymer presented
in Section 3.6. The procedure obtains profiles for the radius, velocity and temperature
by the iteration process described in Section 3.6. To modify the code contained in this
appendix for the shear-thickening case, the power law exponent is changed, which changes
the parameter values B and f0. Also the approximation to the radius instead of that
constructed in Section 3.5.4 is changed to the shear-thickening approximation constructed
in Section 3.7.3. The code for the shear-thickening case is not included here since it is the
same as for the shear-thinning case except for the differences noted above.
B.2 Maple Code
We begin by defining the differential equations for the radius, velocity and temperature.
These correspond to Equations (3.30), (3.31) and (3.32).
restart;with(LinearAlgebra):
Tde1:=2*C^2*r(z)^2*(f0+B*(r(z)^2-1))*diff(r(z),z,z)
-r(z)*(f0-B*(3*r(z)^2+1))*(1+C^2*(diff(r(z),z))^2)
-6*eta(z)*diff(r(z),z)*C:
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ude:=diff(u(z),z)/u(z)+diff(r(z),z)/(2*r(z))
-(f0+B*(r(z)^2-1))*(1+C^2*diff(r(z),z)^2)/(4*eta(z)*C):
Tde2:=diff(s(z),z)+H*r(z)*(1+C^2*(diff(r(z),z))^2)^(1/2)*(s(z)-sa)
+J*r(z)*(1+C^2*(diff(r(z),z))^2)^(1/2)*((s(z))^4-sa^4):
eta:=(z)->exp(w*(1/s(z)-1))*(rn(z)^2*(1+C^2*(diff(rn(z),z))^2))^((1-p)/2)
*(rn(z)^2*(diff(un(z),z))^2+un(z)*rn(z)*diff(rn(z),z)*diff(un(z),z)
+(un(z))^2*(diff(rn(z),z))^2)^((p-1)/2):
We then set up the linearised form of the radial differential Equation (3.30) as
de:=C^2*diff(r(z),z,z)+f(r,dr);
f:=(r,dr)->((3*B*r^2-f0+B)*r*(1+C^2*dr^2)
-6*C*dr*eta(z))/(2*r^2*(f0+B*(r^2-1)));
dfr:=diff(f(r,dr),r):
dfdr:=diff(f(r,dr),dr):
ahat:=C^2:
dahat:=diff(ahat,z):
b:=subs({r=R(z),dr=diff(R(z),z)},dfdr):
c:=subs({r=R(z),dr=diff(R(z),z)},dfr):
Resid:=C^2*diff(R(z),z,z)+f(R(z),diff(R(z),z)):
The function ahat above in this case is C2 but has been left in general terms to be
changed for a different problem if necessary. It is the coefficient of the second derivative
term in Equation (3.105). b is the coefficient of the first derivative and is equivalent to
fr′ , the partial derivatives of f with respect to r
′, evaluated at (ra, r
′
a, u, u
′, s, C). c is the
coefficient of the linear update v(z) and is equivalent to fr, the partial derivatives of f
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with respect to r, evaluated at (ra, r
′
a, u, u
′, s, C). Resid is equivalent to N [ra] and nonlinv
is equivalent to Q(v, v′, u, u′, s, C) in Equation (3.105).
We now set up the approximation to the radius r(z) (the shear-thinning case is con-
sidered here). Note, in the code below the power law exponent n is represented as p since
the number of iterations in the code to follow is n.
ua:=z->((p-1)/p*(f0/(4*C))^(1/p)*z+1)^(p/(p-1));
##ua:=z->exp(f0/(4*C)*z):
phi:=z->((1-3*B/(f0-B))*exp((f0-B)*z/(3*C)
*((eval(subs(z=0,diff(ua(z),z)))))^(1-p))+3*B/(f0-B))^(-1/2):
r1c:=phi(z)+(phi(a)-lambda)*erf(sqrt(2*N)*(a-z)/(2*C^(2-p)))
+lambda-phi(a):
k1:=-H*(1-sa)-J*(1-sa^4):
eta2:=exp(1/(1+k1*a)-1)*(ra^2*(1+C^(2*p-2)*((ra-1))^2))^((1-p)/2)
*(ua(a)^2*((ra-1)/C^(2-p))^2)^((p-1)/2):
N:=(6*C*eta2-C^p*(3*B*ra^2-f0+B)*ra*(ra-1))*C^(2-2*p)/((C^(2-p))
*2*ra^2*(f0+B*(ra^2-1))):
eta1:=exp(w*(-k1/(1+k1)))*eval(subs(z=1,diff(ua(z),z)))^(p-1):
r2:=z->lambda+(1/(18*eta1^2))*rhoBU^3*sigma*gamma1
*(exp(3*eta1*(z-1)/(C*rhoBU^2*sigma))
-exp(3*eta1*(a-1)/(C*rhoBU^2*sigma)))
-rhoBU*gamma1*(z-a)/(6*C*eta1):
sigma:=(f0+B*(rhoBU^2-1)):gamma1:=(f0-B*(3*rhoBU^2+1)):
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eqn1:=subs(z=a,(diff(r1c,z)-diff(r2(z),z))):
eqn2:=subs(z=1,r2(z))-rhoBU:
We define our parameter set:
p:=0.79:UD0:=0.01972:
B:=0.384/(UD0^(p-1));C:=0.145:f0:=1.7/(UD0^(p-1));
rhoBU:=4.778113878:H:=0.06055:J:=0.07098:w:=7.448:sa:=0.1:
0.1683688229
0.7453828095
mu:=(H(1-sa)+J*(1-sa^4))/(H*((1+k1*a)-sa)+J*((1+4*k1*a)-sa^4)):
ra:=solve(ra^2*(1+C^(2*p-2)*(ra-1)^2)=mu,ra):
fsolve({eqn1,eqn2},{a=0..1,lambda=1..4});
assign(%);
{a = 0.2522738335, lambda = 1.615857404}
approx:=evalf(r1c)*(Heaviside(z+10^(-10))-Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10)))
+evalf(r2(z))*(Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10))-Heaviside(z-1-10^(-10))):
dapprox:=evalf(diff(r1c,z))*(Heaviside(z+10^(-10))
-Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10)))
+evalf(diff(r2(z),z))*(Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10))
-Heaviside(z-1-10^(-10))):
ddapprox:=evalf(diff(r1c,z,z))*(Heaviside(z+10^(-10))
-Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10)))
+evalf(diff(r2(z),z,z))*(Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10))
-Heaviside(z-1-10^(-10))):
ra:=simplify(ra);
1.066212317
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The approximation to the radial profile ra(z, C) corresponds to approx in the previous
code. dapprox and ddapprox are the corresponding first and second derivatives of ra(z, C),
respectively. The approximate velocity profile is the function ua in the code above. This
corresponds to ua(z) found in Section 3.5.3. Below ua, in the code above, is the velocity
approximation used if the Newtonian model is solved, which corresponds to p = 1. eqn1
and eqn2 correspond to the conditions employed to find a and λ given in Equation (2.67).
The following code defines the approximation as a fifth order spline. This will be the only
time a fifth order spline is used. The rest of the interpolation will be done with cubic
splines.
with(CurveFitting):
appn:=20:
appzNode:=seq(k/appn,k=0..appn):
dataapp:=[seq([appzNode[k],simplify(evalf(
eval(subs(z=appzNode[k],approx(z)))))],k=1..appn+1)]:
d1l:=evalf(subs(z=0,dapprox));
dd1l:=evalf(subs(z=0,ddapprox));
d1r:=simplify(evalf(subs(z=1,dapprox)));
dd1r:=simplify(evalf(subs(z=1,ddapprox)));
appsp:=Spline(dataapp, z, degree=5, endpoints=[d1l,dd1l,d1r,dd1r]):
Problems were encountered with Maple’s spline package. It seems if floating point numbers
are used to define the data Maple resorts to its piecewise definition which doesn’t enforce
continuity at the nodes. I got around this by pulling apart the spline and defining the
piecewise derivative functions as a new piecewise function. The code for the first and
second derivative functions is below.
approx:=appsp:
approxlist:=convert(approx,pwlist,z):
for i from 1 to appn-1 do
dlist[i]:=z<=approxlist[2*i],diff(approxlist[2*i-1],z);
od:
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dlist[appn]:=diff(approxlist[2*appn-1],z):
dapprox:=piecewise(seq(dlist[i],i=1..appn)):
for i from 1 to appn-1 do
ddlist[i]:=z<=approxlist[2*i],diff(approxlist[2*i-1],z,z);
od:
ddlist[appn]:=diff(approxlist[2*appn-1],z,z):
unassign(’i’);
ddapprox:=piecewise(seq(ddlist[i],i=1..appn)):
We define the number of elements n (and length of elements h) and set up the arrays
needed for the iteration loop.
n:=50: h:=1/n:
kappas:=4;kappav:=2:
zNode - array of nodal positions
vNode - array of nodal values of v
zm - array of midpoints of the elements
eq - array of equations which determine the coefficients
zNode:=array(1..3*n+1): vNode:=array(1..3*n+1):
zm:=array(1..n+1): eq:=array(1..3*n+1):
kappas and kappav are control parameters for the temperature and velocity data sets
and if used speed up the iteration process by fitting a spline to a subset of nodal values.
Create the nodes (note each element contains four nodes since we are using cubic shape
functions).
for k from 1 to 3*n+1 do
zNode[k]:=(k-1)*h/3;
end do:
unassign(’k’);
We define element shape functions and their derivatives with respect to z.
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N[1]:=-9/16*(r1+1/3)*(r1-1/3)*(r1-1); N[2]:=27/16*(r1+1)*(r1-1/3)*(r1-1);
N[3]:=-27/16*(r1+1)*(r1+1/3)*(r1-1); N[4]:=9/16*(r1+1/3)*(r1+1)*(r1-1/3);
dN[1]:=diff(N[1],r1)*(2/h); dN[2]:=diff(N[2],r1)*(2/h);
dN[3]:=diff(N[3],r1)*(2/h); dN[4]:=diff(N[4],r1)*(2/h);
Define the midpoints of elements.
for k from 1 to n do
zm[k]:=(zNode[3*k+1]+zNode[3*k-2])/2:
od:
unassign(’k’);
nValues:=convert(convert(vNode,list),set):
nValues corresponds to the set of nodal value names, for example, v1, v2, etc. The following
code gives the initial approximations to the temperature, velocity and the derivative of
the velocity.
nTde2:=eval(subs({r(z)=approx,diff(r(z),z)=dapprox,u(z)=0},Tde2)):
snumsol:=dsolve({nTde2,s(0)=1},s(z),numeric,method=rkf45
,output=listprocedure):
ssol:=subs(snumsol,s(z)):
sdata:=[seq([zNode[k],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[k],ssol(z))))]
,k=1..n+1)]:
datas1:=[[zNode[1],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[1],ssol(z))))],
seq([zNode[k*kappas],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[k*kappas],ssol(z))))]
,k=1..(3*n-1)/kappas),[zNode[3*n+1],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[3*n+1]
,ssol(z))))]];
unassign(’k’);
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sApp:=Spline(datas1, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
nude:=eval(subs({r(z)=approx,diff(r(z),z)=dapprox,v(z)=0
,rn(z)=approx,diff(rn(z),z)=dapprox,un(z)=uapprox,s(z)=sApp},ude)):
unumsol:=dsolve({nude,u(0)=1},u(z),numeric,method=rkf45
,output=listprocedure);
usol:=subs(unumsol,u(z)):
udata:=[seq([zNode[k],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[k],usol(z))))]
,k=1..3*n+1)]:
unassign(’k’);
datau:=[seq([appzNode[k],simplify(evalf(eval(subs(z=appzNode[k]
,usol(z)))))],k=1..appn+1)];
unassign(’k’);
uApp:=Spline(datau, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
uApp_n:=(nops(convert(uApp,pwlist,z))+1)/2;
unassign(’k’);unassign(’i’);
uApplist:=convert(uApp,pwlist,z):
for i from 1 to uApp_n-1 do
dulist[i]:=z<=uApplist[2*i],diff(uApplist[2*i-1],z);
od:
dulist[uApp_n]:=diff(uApplist[2*uApp_n-1],z):
duApp:=piecewise(seq(dulist[i],i=1..uApp_n)):
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These functions sApp and uApp correspond to the initial profiles for the temperature (s0)
and velocity (u0).
The following piece of code is the iteration loop to determine our numerical solution
for the radial profile, i.e. the solution of Equation (2.22) subject to (2.23).
iter:=proc(outer_no,inner_no,successive_tol,residual_tol,approxrad,
dapproxrad,ddapproxrad,approxtemp)
global zm, vNode, nValues, vsp,zNode, eq, N1, N2, dN1, dN2, ahat1,
dahat1, bhat1, chat1, k111data, k121data, k211data, k221data, Rhat11,
Rhat21, b101data, b201data, eqns, results, vApprox, datav, vsp_n,
vsplist, dvsplist, dvsp, ddvsplist, ddvsp, p1, successive, app,
dapp, ddapp, sApp, uApp, duApp, vspdata;
The following defines the functions for the radius and temperature.
app:=approxrad:
dapp:=dapproxrad:
ddapp:=ddapproxrad:
sApp:=approxtemp:
We have to set the iteration counter to zero.
iter:=0:
This is the start of the iteration process, i.e. the start of the
outer loop.
for ll from 1 to outer_no do
Our update is set to zero in the nonlinv terms each time we update
the linear operator and residual for the successive iterate
indication of convergence.
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vsp:=0:
dvsp:=0:
vspdata:=0:
The following defines the element matrix K. We switch to local
coordinates so our coeffiecients have to be changed.
for l from 1 to n do
ahat1:=eval(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs(R(z)=app,ahat)))):
dahat1:=eval(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs({R(z)=app,
diff(R(z),z)=dapp},dahat)))):
bhat1[l]:=evalf(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs({R(z)=app,
diff(R(z),z)=dapp,diff(R(z),z,z)=ddapp,s(z)=sApp,un(z)=uApp,
diff(un(z),z)=duApp,rn(z)=app,diff(rn(z),z)=dapp},b)))):
chat1[l]:=evalf(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs({R(z)=app,
diff(R(z),z)=dapp,diff(R(z),z,z)=ddapp,s(z)=sApp,un(z)=uApp,
diff(un(z),z)=duApp,rn(z)=app,diff(rn(z),z)=dapp},c)))):
od:
for l from 1 to n do
for i from 1 to 4 do
for j from 1 to 4 do
k[l][i,j]:=evalf(Int(h/2*(ahat1*dN[i]*dN[j]+
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(dahat1-bhat1[l])*dN[j]*N[i]-chat1[l]*N[i]*N[j])
,r1=-1..1,method=_d01ajc));
od;
od;
od;
l:=’l’:i:=’i’:j:=’j’:
A:=Matrix(3*n+1,3*n+1,0):
RHS:=Vector(3*n+1):
###################################################################
###################################################################
INNER LOOP START
###################################################################
###################################################################
Now we have our inner loop where the update v(z) is iterated
towards.
for jj from 1 to inner_no do
vspold:=vsp:
vspolddata:=vspdata:
This part of the code works out the rhs of the system of equations,
i.e. of vector B in the system K[v] = B
for m from 1 to 3*n+1 do
Resnonnod[m]:=evalf(subs(z=zNode[m],subs({R(z)=app,
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diff(R(z),z)=dapp,diff(R(z),z,z)=ddapp,v(z)=vsp,
diff(v(z),z)=dvsp,s(z)=sApp,rn(z)=app,diff(rn(z),z)=dapp,
un(z)=uApp,diff(un(z),z)=duApp}, Resid+nonlinv)));
od:
unassign(’m’);
dataResnon:=[seq([zNode[m],Resnonnod[m]],m=1..3*n+1)];
Resnon:=Spline(dataResnon, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
l:=’l’:
Rhat11:=subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,Resnon):
for l from 1 to n do
for i from 1 to 4 do
bvec[l][i]:=evalf(Int(h/2*Rhat11*N[i],r1=-1..1
,method=_d01ajc));
od;
od;
i:=’i’:j:=’j’:l:=’l’:
for i from 1 to 4 do
RHS[i]:=bvec[1][i]:
od:
for i from 1 to 4 do
for l from 1 to n-1 do
RHS[i+3*l]:=RHS[i+3*l]+bvec[l+1][i]:
od:
for j from 1 to 4 do
A[i,j]:=A[i,j]+k[1][i,j]:
for l from 1 to n-1 do
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A[i+3*l,j+3*l]:=A[i+3*l,j+3*l]+k[l+1][i,j]:
od:
od:
od:
i:=’i’:j:=’j’:
for i from 1 to 3*n+1 do
A[1,1]:=1:
A[1,i]:=0:
RHS[1]:=0:
od:
i:=’i’:
vsol:=LinearSolve(A, RHS):
RHS:=Vector(3*n+1,0):
A:=Matrix(3*n+1,3*n+1,0):
vApprox:=[seq( [zNode[i],vsol[i]], i=1..3*n+1 )]:
i:=’i’:
So we have our update.
vsp:=Spline(vApprox, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
As mentioned earlier we run into trouble with Maple’s
spline definition when taking derivatives. So to retain
continuity in the derivative we pull our spline apart
to define the derivatives as piecewise functions,
which the code below does.
vsp_n:=(nops(convert(vsp,pwlist,z))+1)/2;
vsplist:=convert(vsp,pwlist,z):
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for i from 1 to (vsp_n-1) do
dvsplist[i]:=z<=vsplist[2*i],diff(vsplist[2*i-1],z);
od:
i:=’i’:
dvsplist[vsp_n]:=diff(vsplist[2*(vsp_n)-1],z):
dvsp:=piecewise(seq(dvsplist[i],i=1..vsp_n)):
for i from 1 to (vsp_n)-1 do
ddvsplist[i]:=z<=vsplist[2*i],diff(vsplist[2*i-1],z,z);
od:
i:=’i’:
ddvsplist[vsp_n]:=diff(vsplist[2*(vsp_n)-1],z,z):
ddvsp:=piecewise(seq(ddvsplist[i],i=1..vsp_n)):
i:=’i’:
We now find an update for the temperature by using the latest
radial approximation.
nTde2:=eval(subs({r(z)=app+vsp,diff(r(z),z)=dapp+dvsp},Tde2)):
snumsol:=dsolve({nTde2,s(0)=1},s(z),numeric,method=rkf45
,output=listprocedure):
ssol:=subs(snumsol,s(z)):
sdata:=[seq([zNode[m],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[m]
,ssol(z))))],m=1..3*n+1)]:
datas:=[[zNode[1],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[1],ssol(z))))]
,seq([zNode[m*kappas],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[m*kappas]
,ssol(z))))],m=1..(3*n-1)/kappas),[zNode[3*n+1]
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,evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[3*n+1],ssol(z))))]];
unassign(’m’);
sApp:=Spline(datas, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
We also update our velocity profile.
nude:=eval(subs({r(z)=app+vsp,diff(r(z),z)=dapp+dvsp,rn(z)=app+vsp,
diff(rn(z),z)=dapp+dvsp,un(z)=uApp,diff(un(z),z)=duApp,
s(z)=sApp},ude)):
unumsol:=dsolve({nude,u(0)=1},u(z),numeric,method=rkf45
,output=listprocedure);
usol:=subs(unumsol,u(z)):
udata:=[seq([zNode[m],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[m],usol(z))))]
,m=1..3*n+1)]:
unassign(’m’):
datau:=[[zNode[1],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[1],usol(z))))]
,seq([zNode[m*kappav],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[m*kappav]
,usol(z))))],m=1..(3*n-1)/kappav),[zNode[3*n+1]
,evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[3*n+1],usol(z))))]];
uApp:=Spline(datau, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
uApp_n:=(nops(convert(uApp,pwlist,z))+1)/2;
uApplist:=convert(uApp,pwlist,z):
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for i from 1 to uApp_n-1 do
dulist[i]:=z<=uApplist[2*i],diff(uApplist[2*i-1],z);
od:
i:=’i’:
dulist[uApp_n]:=diff(uApplist[2*uApp_n-1],z):
duApp:=piecewise(seq(dulist[i],i=1..uApp_n)):
We need to update our iteration counter.
iter:=iter+1:
This will give us a plot of the update at each iterate.
p1[iter]:=plot(vsp,z=0..1):
and this will give us the successive iterate function at each
iterate.
successive[iter]:=vsp-vspold:
vspdata:=[seq(vsol[m],m=1..3*n+1)]:
Datasuc is the successive iterate nodal values.
datasuc:=[seq(abs(vspdata[m]-vspolddata[m]),m=1..3*n+1)];
maxdatasuc:=max(seq(abs(vspdata[m]-vspolddata[m]),m=1..3*n+1)):
printf("%s %d %s %f\n", "
Successive iterate", iter, "=", maxdatasuc);
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if(maxdatasuc<successive_tol) then break; fi:
printf(" %s %f %s\n", "iteration", iter, "completed");
od:
jj:=’jj’:unassign(’i’,’j’,’l’,’m’);
###################################################################
###################################################################
INNER LOOP END
###################################################################
###################################################################
So we update our radial profile, derivative and second derivative.
app:=‘simplify/piecewise‘(app+vsp):
dapp:=‘simplify/piecewise‘(dapp+dvsp):
ddapp:=‘simplify/piecewise‘(ddapp+ddvsp):
We need to update the temperature profile. This bit of code does
that by substituting in the most recent solution for the radius
and solving the temperature de using Maple’s internal IVP
numeric solver.
nTde2:=eval(subs({r(z)=app,diff(r(z),z)=dapp},Tde2)):
snumsol:=dsolve({nTde2,s(0)=1},s(z),numeric,method=rkf45
,output=listprocedure):
ssol:=subs(snumsol,s(z)):
sdata:=[seq([zNode[k],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[k],ssol(z))))]
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,k=1..3*n+1)]:
We pick a subset of data, the size of which is controlled by the
kappas given previously, since the temperature doesn’t change
much over the interval.
datas:=[[zNode[1],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[1],ssol(z))))]
,seq([zNode[k*kappas],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[k*kappas],ssol(z))))]
,k=1..(3*n-1)/kappas),[zNode[3*n+1],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[3*n+1]
,ssol(z))))]];
unassign(’k’);
sApp:=Spline(datas, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
So we have updated our temperature so the iteration process
continues until the inner and outer loop tolerances or
maximum number of iterations have been met.
nude:=eval(subs({r(z)=app,diff(r(z),z)=dapp,rn(z)=app,
diff(rn(z),z)=dapp,un(z)=uApp,diff(un(z),z)=duApp
,s(z)=sApp},ude)):
unumsol:=dsolve({nude,u(0)=1},u(z),numeric,method=rkf45
,output=listprocedure);
usol:=subs(unumsol,u(z)):
udata:=[seq([zNode[k],evalf(eval(subs(z=zNode[k],usol(z))))]
,k=1..3*n+1)]:
unassign(’k’):
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uApp:=Spline(udata, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
uApp_n:=(nops(convert(uApp,pwlist,z))+1)/2;
uApplist:=convert(uApp,pwlist,z):
for i from 1 to uApp_n-1 do
dulist[i]:=z<=uApplist[2*i],diff(uApplist[2*i-1],z);
od:
dulist[uApp_n]:=diff(uApplist[2*uApp_n-1],z):
duApp:=piecewise(seq(dulist[i],i=1..uApp_n)):
rres:=subs({diff(r(z),z,z)=ddapp,r=app,dr=dapp,rn(z)=app,
diff(rn(z),z)=dapp,un(z)=uApp,diff(un(z),z)=duApp
,s(z)=sApp},de):
rresdata:=[seq(evalf(subs(z=zNode[k],rres)),k=1..3*n+1)]:
maxres:=max(seq(abs(rresdata[k]),k=1..3*n+1)):
printf("%s %s %f\n", "
Residual", "=", maxres);
if(maxres<residual_tol and maxdatasuc<successive_tol) then
printf("%s\n","Solution has been found to tolerances
specified"):
break:
fi:
printf("%s\n"," Linear operator updated");
od:
ll:=’ll’:
print(‘Loop complete‘);
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end:
The following code calls the procedure above and the radial, temperature and velocity
profiles are found.
iter(6,3,10e-6,5e-3,approx,dapprox,ddapprox,sApp);
Successive iterate 1 = 0.166221
iteration 1.000000 completed
Successive iterate 2 = 0.055575
iteration 2.000000 completed
Successive iterate 3 = 0.031934
iteration 3.000000 completed
Residual = 0.057800
Linear operator updated
Successive iterate 4 = 0.018934
iteration 4.000000 completed
Successive iterate 5 = 0.005038
iteration 5.000000 completed
Successive iterate 6 = 0.002066
iteration 6.000000 completed
Residual = 0.006290
Linear operator updated
Successive iterate 7 = 0.000850
iteration 7.000000 completed
Successive iterate 8 = 0.000425
iteration 8.000000 completed
Successive iterate 9 = 0.000293
iteration 9.000000 completed
Residual = 0.000846
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Linear operator updated
Successive iterate 10 = 0.000106
iteration 10.000000 completed
Successive iterate 11 = 0.000052
iteration 11.000000 completed
Successive iterate 12 = 0.000030
iteration 12.000000 completed
Residual = 0.000846
Linear operator updated
Successive iterate 13 = 0.000019
iteration 13.000000 completed
Successive iterate 14 = 0.000008
Residual = 0.000846
Solution has been found to tolerances specified
Loop complete
The previous code produces the radial bubble profile which corresponds to the case of a
shear-thinning polymer, shown in Figure B.1. This corresponds to the case considered
in Section 3.6. The code above also produces the velocity profile shown in Figure B.2.
Finally, the procedure gives the temperature profile shown in Figure B.3.
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Numeric Approximation
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Figure B.1: Comparison between perturbation and numerical radial solutions (shear thin-
ning)
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Numeric Approximation
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Figure B.2: Comparison between perturbation and numerical velocity solutions (shear
thinning)
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Numeric Approximation
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Figure B.3: Comparison between perturbation and numerical temperature solutions
(shear thinning)
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Appendix C
Maxwell Model Maple Code
C.1 Introduction
The code contained in this appendix corresponds to the code used to obtain the results
in Chapter 4. The procedure obtains profiles for the radius, velocity and stresses by the
iteration process described in Section 4.5. There are two loops for the Maxwell model.
The initial stress loop obtains profiles for the normal, parallel and meridional stresses, as
well as the velocity profile, that fit the approximate radial profile (4.80). The main loop
then calls this stress loop to obtain better approximations for the velocity and stresses
as the radial bubble profile is improved. The iteration process is complicated with the
high degree of coupling involved with Equations (4.28 – 4.32). The power law model in
Chapter 3 contained coupling between the equations that described the bubble radius,
velocity and temperature along the film. Here a temperature variation is not considered,
but the remaining system is highly coupled and is difficult to solve numerically.
C.2 Maple Code
We begin by defining the differential equations for the radius, velocity, normal stress,
parallel stress and meridional stress. These correspond to Equations (4.28 – 4.32).
restart;with(LinearAlgebra):
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rde:=C^2*diff(r(z),z,z)+2*B*r(z)*(1+C^2*diff(r(z),z)^2)/(f0+B*(r(z)^2-1))
-p(z)*(1+C^2*diff(r(z),z)^2)^(1/2)/(r(z)*u(z)*(f0+B*(r(z)^2-1)))=0
ude:=m(z)=(f0+B*(r(z)^2-1))*(1+C^2*(diff(r(z),z))^2)^(1/2)*u(z);
nde:=delta*C*diff(n1(z),z)=-2*C*(delta*n1(z)+mu)*(diff(r(z),z)/r(z)
+diff(u(z),z)/u(z))-n1(z)*(1+C^2*(diff(r(z),z))^2)^(1/2)/(u(z));
pde:=delta*C*diff(p(z),z)=2*C*(delta*n1(z)+mu)*(diff(u(z),z)/u(z)
+2*diff(r(z),z)/r(z))+2*C*delta*p(z)*diff(r(z),z)/r(z)
-p(z)*(1+C^2*(diff(r(z),z))^2)^(1/2)/(u(z));
mde:=delta*C*diff(m(z),z)=2*C*(delta*n1(z)+mu)*(diff(r(z),z)/r(z)
+2*diff(u(z),z)/u(z))+2*C*delta*m(z)*diff(u(z),z)/u(z)
-m(z)*(1+C^2*(diff(r(z),z))^2)^(1/2)/(u(z));
We then set up the linearised form of the radial differential Equation (4.28) as
de:=C^2*diff(r(z),z,z)+f(r,dr);
This is the new form of the differential equation for the radius.
f:=(r,dr)->2*B*r*(1+C^2*dr^2)/(f0+B*(r^2-1))-
p(z)*(1+C^2*dr^2)^(1/2)/(r*u(z)*(f0+B*(r^2-1)));
newtp:=2*(diff(u(z),z)/u(z)+2*dr/r)*C*u(z)/sqrt(1+C^2*dr^2);
g:=(r,dr)->subs(p(z)=newtp+w(z),f(r,dr));
de:=C^2*diff(r(z),z,z)+g(r,dr);
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dfr:=diff(g(r,dr),r);
dfdr:=diff(g(r,dr),dr);
ahat:=C^2:
ahat is the coefficient of the second derivative term in the
linear operator of the linearized form of the equation.
dahat:=diff(ahat,z):
b:=subs({r=R(z),dr=diff(R(z),z)},dfdr);
b is the coefficient of the first derivative term in the linear
operator of the linearized form of the equation.
c:=eval(subs({r=R(z),dr=diff(R(z),z)},dfr));
c is the coefficient of the linear update v(z) terms in the linear
operator of the linearized form of the equation.
Resid:=C^2*diff(R(z),z,z)+subs({r=R(z),dr=diff(R(z),z)},g(r,dr));
Resid is the residual type terms.
nonlinv:=subs({r=R(z)+v(z),dr=diff(R(z),z)+diff(v(z),z)},g(r,dr))
-subs({r=R(z),dr=diff(R(z),z)},g(r,dr))-b*diff(v(z),z)-c*v(z):
The function ahat above in this case is C2 but has been left in general terms to be
changed for a different problem if necessary. It is the coefficient of the second derivative
term in Equation (3.105). b is the coefficient of the first derivative and is equivalent to
fr′ , the partial derivatives of f with respect to r
′, evaluated at (ra, r
′
a, u, u
′, ω, C). c is the
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coefficient of the linear update v(z) and is equivalent to fr, the partial derivatives of f
with respect to r, evaluated at (ra, r
′
a, u, u
′, ω, C). Resid is equivalent to N [ra] and nonlinv
is equivalent to Q(v, v′, u, u′, ω, C) in Equation (4.92). As mentioned in Section 4.5, the
parallel stress p(z) in Equation (4.28) is expanded around the Newtonian parallel stress
given by (4.46) (pnewt in the above code). Hence, as the iteration process proceeds the
parallel stress is improved using the current improved estimates for the bubble radius and
velocity. The resulting scheme was found to be more stable.
We now set up the approximation to the radius r(z).
M:=27*B/(4*(f0-B)^2);
We begin by defining our region 1 outer approximation.
The following is the integrating factor used in the approximation.
IF:=z->exp(int((B-f0+(M0-2*P0)*exp(-s/(C*delta)))/(3*C*mu),s=0..z));
This is our outer solution for region 1 which has to match with
the interior layer approximation.
r0:=z->1/sqrt(1/IF(z)-B/(C*IF(z)*mu)*int(subs(z=s,IF(z)),s=0..z));
This is our composite approximation valid up to z=a (region 1)
found based on matched asymptotic expansions.
r1c:=r0(z)+(r0(a)-lambda)*erf(sqrt(2*M)*(a-z)/(2*C))+lambda-r0(a):
sigma:=f0+B*(rho[BU]^2-1);Gamma:=f0-B*(3*rho[BU]^2+1);
This is the region 2 approximation valid for [a,1].
r2:=z->lambda+rho[BU]^3*Gamma*sigma*(exp(3*(z-1)
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/(C*rho[BU]^2*sigma))-exp(3*(a-1)/(C*rho[BU]^2*sigma)))
/18-rho[BU]*Gamma*(z-a)/(6*C);
We are going to use the right hand end boundary condition along
with enforcing continuity in the first derivative at z=a to
determine a and lambda.
r2(1)-rho[BU];
lambda:=lambda-%;
r1cdash:=diff(r1c,z):
r2dash:=diff(r2(z),z):
This is the equation that enforces continuity in the first
derivatives we will use to find a.
eqn:=subs(z=a,r1cdash)-subs(z=a,r2dash):
This is the data set.
B:=0.2;C:=0.165;f0:=0.742;rho[BU]:=2.74077538;mu:=1:
M0:=f0:P0:=0.2:delta:=0.1:
0.2
0.165
0.742
2.74077538
Hence we obtain our value of a.
a:=fsolve(eqn=0,a=0..1);
0.5218946778
And lambda is...
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lambda;
1.500087494
Now we have our values for a and lambda so we can define our
approximation to the radial profile as done below.
approx:=evalf(r1c)*(Heaviside(z+10^(-10))-Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10)))
+evalf(r2(z))*(Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10))-Heaviside(z-1-10^(-10))):
dapprox:=evalf(diff(r1c,z))*(Heaviside(z+10^(-10))
-Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10)))
+evalf(diff(r2(z),z))*(Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10))
-Heaviside(z-1-10^(-10))):
ddapprox:=evalf(diff(r1c,z,z))*(Heaviside(z+10^(-10))
-Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10)))
+evalf(diff(r2(z),z,z))*(Heaviside(z-a+10^(-10))
-Heaviside(z-1-10^(-10))):
The approximation to the radial profile ra(z, C) corresponds to approx in the previous
code. dapprox and ddapprox are the corresponding first and second derivatives of ra(z, C),
respectively. eqn corresponds to the condition of continuous gradients between Region 1
and 2 employed to find a and λ (the right hand end boundary condition has been employed
to find λ in terms os a in the code above). The following code defines the approximation
as a fifth order spline. This will be the only time a fifth order spline is used. The rest of
the interpolation will be done with cubic splines.
with(CurveFitting):
appn:=20:
appzNode:=seq(k/appn,k=0..appn):
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dataapp:=[seq([appzNode[k],simplify(evalf(eval(subs(z=appzNode[k]
,approx(z)))))],k=1..appn+1)];
d1l:=evalf(subs(z=0,dapprox));
dd1l:=evalf(subs(z=0,ddapprox));
d1r:=simplify(evalf(subs(z=1,dapprox)));
dd1r:=simplify(evalf(subs(z=1,ddapprox)));
appsp:=Spline(dataapp, z, degree=5, endpoints=[d1l,dd1l,d1r,dd1r]);
dr0:=d1l;
Problems were encountered with Maple’s spline package. It seems if floating point numbers
are used to define the data Maple resorts to its piecewise definition which doesn’t enforce
continuity at the nodes. I got around this by pulling apart the spline and defining the
piecewise derivative functions as a new piecewise function. The code for the first and
second derivative functions is below.
approx:=appsp:
approxlist:=convert(approx,pwlist,z):
for i from 1 to appn-1 do
dlist[i]:=z<=approxlist[2*i],diff(approxlist[2*i-1],z);
od:
dlist[appn]:=diff(approxlist[2*appn-1],z):
dapprox:=piecewise(seq(dlist[i],i=1..appn)):
for i from 1 to appn-1 do
ddlist[i]:=z<=approxlist[2*i],diff(approxlist[2*i-1],z,z);
od:
ddlist[appn]:=diff(approxlist[2*appn-1],z,z):
unassign(’i’);
ddapprox:=piecewise(seq(ddlist[i],i=1..appn)):
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We define a subset of nodes that contain more nodal points in the initial boundary layer
region that in the blown region to use in the approximations for the stresses.
skewnode:=[seq(k/(200),k=0..20),seq(k/(50),k=6..50)];
The following code defines the approximations for the normal, parallel and meridional
stresses. These correspond to (4.57), (4.61) and (4.62) respectively.
nout0:=-2*(diff(r(z),z)/r(z)+diff(u(z),z)/u(z))*C*u(z)
/sqrt(1+C^2*diff(r(z),z)^2):
nin0:=2*mu*C*(dr0+du0)*exp(-(1+C^2*dr0^2)^(1/2)*z/(C*delta))
/(1+C^2*dr0^2)^(1/2):
napprox:=z->nout0+C*delta*nout1+C^2*delta^2*nout2+nin0;
pout0:=2*(diff(u(z),z)/u(z)+2*diff(r(z),z)/r(z))*C*u(z)
/sqrt(1+C^2*diff(r(z),z)^2):
pin0:=-2*mu*C*(du0+2*dr0)*exp(-(1+C^2*dr0^2)^(1/2)*z/(C*delta))
/(1+C^2*dr0^2)^(1/2)+P0*exp(-(1+C^2*dr0^2)^(1/2)*z/(C*delta));
papprox:=z->pout0+C*delta*pout1+C^2*delta^2*pout2+pin0;
mout0:=2*(diff(r(z),z)/r(z)+2*diff(u(z),z)/u(z))*C*u(z)
/sqrt(1+C^2*diff(r(z),z)^2):
min0:=-2*mu*C*(dr0+2*du0)*exp(-(1+C^2*dr0^2)^(1/2)*z/(C*delta))
/(1+C^2*dr0^2)^(1/2)+M0*exp(-(1+C^2*dr0^2)^(1/2)*z/(C*delta));
mapprox:=z->mout0+C*delta*mout1+C^2*delta^2*mout2+min0;
In the following code we set up the initial approximations to the velocity, normal stress,
parallel stress and meridional stress to be used in the initial stress loop.
udeinit:=subs(m(z)=mout0,m(z)=(f0+B*(r(z)^2-1))
*(1+C^2*diff(r(z),z)^2)^(1/2)*u(z));
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unumsol:=dsolve({subs({r(z)=approx,diff(r(z),z)=dapprox}
,udeinit),u(0)=1},numeric,method=rkf45,output=listprocedure);
usol:=subs(unumsol,u(z));
datauapp:=[seq([skewnode[k],usol(skewnode[k])]
,k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
usp:=Spline(datauapp, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
usp_n:=(nops(convert(usp,pwlist,z))+1)/2:
usplist:=convert(usp,pwlist,z):
for i from 1 to usp_n-1 do
dulist[i]:=z<=usplist[2*i],diff(usplist[2*i-1],z);
od:
dulist[usp_n]:=diff(usplist[2*usp_n-1],z):
dusp:=piecewise(seq(dulist[i],i=1..usp_n)):
for i from 1 to usp_n-1 do
ddulist[i]:=z<=usplist[2*i],diff(usplist[2*i-1],z,z);
od:
ddulist[usp_n]:=diff(usplist[2*usp_n-1],z,z):
ddusp:=piecewise(seq(ddulist[i],i=1..usp_n)):
du0:=eval(subs(z=0,dusp));
0.9274519446
psi:=evalf(Int((1+C^2*diff(r(t),t)^2)^(1/2)/(C*delta*u(t))
,t=0..z,method=_d01ajc));
datapsi[0]:=[seq([skewnode[k],evalf(subs(z=skewnode[k]
,evalf(subs({diff(r(t),t)=subs(z=t,dapprox)
,u(t)=subs(z=t,usp)},psi))))],k=1..nops(skewnode))];
psisp[0]:=Spline(datapsi[0], z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
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nneweqninit:=eval(subs({r(s)=subs(z=s,approx)
,diff(r(s),s)=subs(z=s,dapprox),u(s)=eval(subs(z=s,usp))
,u(z)=usp,r(z)=approx,diff(r(z),z)=dapprox},nde)):
nnumsolinit:=dsolve({nneweqninit,n1(0)=0},n1(z),numeric
,method=rkf45,output=listprocedure);
nnewsolinit:=eval(n1(z),nnumsolinit);
The initial value for the meridional stress needs to be updated.
m0:=f0*sqrt(1+C^2*dr0^2);
0.7436470604
mneweqninit:=eval(subs({r(z)=approx,diff(r(z),z)=dapprox,u(z)=usp
,diff(u(z),z)=dusp,n1(z)=nnewsolinit(z)},mde)):
mnumsolinit:=dsolve({mneweqninit,m(0)=m0},m(z),numeric
,method=rkf45,output=listprocedure);
mnewsolinit:=eval(m(z),mnumsolinit);
pneweqninit:=eval(subs({r(z)=approx,diff(r(z),z)=dapprox
,u(z)=usp,diff(u(z),z)=dusp,n1(z)=nnewsolinit(z)},pde)):
pnumsolinit:=dsolve({pneweqninit,p(0)=P0},p(z),numeric
,method=rkf45,output=listprocedure);
pnewsolinit:=eval(p(z),pnumsolinit);
The approximations, in the code above, for the velocity, normal stress, parallel stress
and meridional stress correspond to usp, nnewsolinit, pnewsolinit and mnewsolinit re-
spectively.
The following code is the stress loop. The stress loop continues until some prescribed
tolerance, or the maximum number of iterations has been met. The procedure returns
improved approximations for the velocity and stresses.
stressloop:=proc(maxiter,stresstol,rapprox,drapprox,uapprox
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,duapprox,napprox,mapprox,papprox,psiapprox)
global nnewsol,mnewsol,pnewsol,modusp,moddusp,psi,psisp,datamnew
,datapnew,datannew,datamoduapp,uspline,duspline,nspline
,mspline,pspline,psispline;
modusp[0]:=uapprox:
moddusp[0]:=duapprox:
psisp[0]:=psiapprox:
nnewsol[0]:=napprox:
mnewsol[0]:=mapprox:
pnewsol[0]:=papprox:
oldusp:=0:
datannew[0]:=[seq(evalf(napprox(skewnode[k])),k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
datamnew[0]:=[seq(evalf(mapprox(skewnode[k])),k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
datapnew[0]:=[seq(evalf(papprox(skewnode[k])),k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
datamoduappy[0]:=[seq(evalf(subs(z=skewnode[k],modusp[0]))
,k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
m0:=evalf(f0*sqrt(1+C^2*subs(z=0,diff(rapprox,z))^2));
for l from 1 to maxiter do
LHS[l]:=2*u(z)^(-2)*exp(psisp[l-1])*(eval(nnewsol[l-1](z))+mu/delta)
*(drapprox/rapprox+2*diff(u(z),z)/u(z)):
RHS[l]:=diff((f0+B*(rapprox^2-1))*(1+C^2*drapprox^2)^(1/2)/(u(z)
*exp(-psisp[l-1])),z):
modunumsol[l]:=dsolve({LHS[l]=RHS[l],u(0)=1},u(z),numeric
,method=rkf45,output=listprocedure);
modusol[l]:=subs(modunumsol[l],u(z)):
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datamoduapp[l]:=[seq([skewnode[k],modusol[l](skewnode[k])]
,k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
datamoduappy[l]:=[seq(modusol[l](skewnode[k])
,k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
modusp[l]:=Spline(datamoduapp[l], z, degree=3
, endpoints=’notaknot’):
modusplist[l]:=convert(modusp[l],pwlist,z):
for i from 1 to (nops(modusplist[l])+1)/2-1 do
moddulist[l][i]:=z<=modusplist[l][2*i]
,diff(modusplist[l][2*i-1],z);
od:
moddulist[l][(nops(modusplist[l])+1)/2]:=
diff(modusplist[l][nops(modusplist[l])],z):
moddusp[l]:=piecewise(seq(moddulist[l][i]
,i=1..(nops(modusplist[l])+1)/2)):
datapsi[l]:=[seq([skewnode[k],evalf(subs(z=skewnode[k]
,evalf(subs({diff(r(t),t)=subs(z=t,drapprox)
,u(t)=subs(z=t,modusp[l])},psi))))],k=1..nops(skewnode))];
psisp[l]:=Spline(datapsi[l], z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
nneweqn[l]:=eval(subs({r(z)=rapprox,diff(r(z),z)=drapprox
,u(z)=modusp[l],diff(u(z),z)=moddusp[l]},nde)):
nnumsol[l]:=dsolve({nneweqn[l],n1(0)=0},n1(z)
,numeric,method=rkf45,output=listprocedure);
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nnewsol[l]:=eval(n1(z),nnumsol[l]):
datannew[l]:=[seq(eval(nnewsol[l](skewnode[k]))
,k=1..nops(skewnode))];
mneweqn[l]:=eval(subs({r(z)=rapprox,diff(r(z),z)=drapprox
,u(z)=modusp[l],diff(u(z),z)=moddusp[l]
,n1(z)=nnewsol[l](z)},mde)):
mnumsol[l]:=dsolve({mneweqn[l],m(0)=m0},m(z),numeric
,method=rkf45,output=listprocedure);
mnewsol[l]:=eval(m(z),mnumsol[l]):
datamnew[l]:=[seq(eval(mnewsol[l](skewnode[k]))
,k=1..nops(skewnode))];
pneweqn[l]:=eval(subs({r(z)=rapprox,diff(r(z),z)=drapprox
,u(z)=modusp[l],diff(u(z),z)=moddusp[l]
,n1(z)=nnewsol[l](z)},pde)):
pnumsol[l]:=dsolve({pneweqn[l],p(0)=P0},p(z),numeric
,method=rkf45,output=listprocedure);
pnewsol[l]:=eval(p(z),pnumsol[l]):
datapnew[l]:=[seq(eval(pnewsol[l](skewnode[k]))
,k=1..nops(skewnode))];
successiveu[l]:=max(seq(abs(datamoduappy[l][k]
-datamoduappy[l-1][k]),k=1..nops(skewnode))):
if(successiveu[l]<stresstol) then
lval:=l:print(lval);
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uspline:=modusp[lval];
duspline:=moddusp[lval];
nspline:=nnewsol[lval];
mspline:=mnewsol[lval];
pspline:=pnewsol[lval];
psispline:=psisp[lval];
break;fi;
uspline:=modusp[l];
duspline:=moddusp[l];
nspline:=nnewsol[l];
mspline:=mnewsol[l];
pspline:=pnewsol[l];
psispline:=psisp[l];
od;
print("Stress loop completed");
end:i:=’i’:
The following code calls the stress procedure. The procedure returns updated values for
the velocity and stresses and also indicates the number of iterations required. Initially we
do not require large accuracy since the profiles returned are approximations that fit the
initial radial approximation.
stressloop(10,0.1,approx,dapprox,usp,dusp,nnewsolinit,mnewsolinit
,pnewsolinit,psisp[0]);
6
"Stress loop completed"
uinitialiter:=uspline:duinitialiter:=duspline:ninitialiter:=nspline:
minitialiter:=mspline:pinitialiter:=pspline:
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Hence the loop terminated after six iterations. The profiles after the initial stress proce-
dure are defined for use later.
We define the number of elements n (and length of elements h) and set up the arrays
needed for the iteration loop.
n:=50: h:=1/n:
zNode - array of nodal positions
vNode - array of nodal values of v
zm - array of midpoints of the elements
eq - array of equations which determine the coefficients
zNode:=array(1..3*n+1): vNode:=array(1..3*n+1):
zm:=array(1..n+1): eq:=array(1..3*n+1):
Create the nodes (note each element contains four nodes since we are using cubic shape
functions).
for k from 1 to 3*n+1 do
zNode[k]:=(k-1)*h/3;
end do:
unassign(’k’);
We define element shape functions and their derivatives with respect to z.
N[1]:=-9/16*(r1+1/3)*(r1-1/3)*(r1-1); N[2]:=27/16*(r1+1)*(r1-1/3)*(r1-1);
N[3]:=-27/16*(r1+1)*(r1+1/3)*(r1-1); N[4]:=9/16*(r1+1/3)*(r1+1)*(r1-1/3);
dN[1]:=diff(N[1],r1)*(2/h); dN[2]:=diff(N[2],r1)*(2/h);
dN[3]:=diff(N[3],r1)*(2/h); dN[4]:=diff(N[4],r1)*(2/h);
Define the midpoints of elements.
for k from 1 to n do
zm[k]:=(zNode[3*k+1]+zNode[3*k-2])/2:
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od:
unassign(’k’);
nValues:=convert(convert(vNode,list),set):
nValues corresponds to the set of nodal value names, for example, v1, v2, etc. The
following code gives an initial approximation to ω, which is the difference between the
Maxwell parallel stress p(z) and the approximate parallel stress p0.
datanewtp:=[seq([skewnode[k],evalf(subs(z=skewnode[k]
,subs({r=approx,dr=dapprox,u(z)=uspline
,diff(u(z),z)=duspline},newtp)))],k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
datapspline:=[seq([skewnode[k],pspline(skewnode[k])]
,k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
dataw:=[seq([skewnode[k],datapspline[k][2]-datanewtp[k][2]]
,k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
wsp:=Spline(dataw, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
The function ω (wsp is the code above), is improved as the main procedure updates the
bubble radius profile.
The following piece of code is the main iteration loop that determines our numerical
solutions for the bubble radius, velocity and stresses. The stress procedure is called into
the main procedure to update the velocity and stresses as the bubble radius is updated,
i.e. the solution of Equations (4.28 – 4.32) subject to (4.33) are found iteratively.
iter:=proc(outer_no,inner_no,successive_tol,residual_tol,approxrad
,dapproxrad,ddapproxrad,uapprox,duapprox) option remember;
global zm, vNode, nValues, vsp,zNode, eq, N1, N2, dN1, dN2, ahat1
, dahat1, bhat1, chat1, k111data, k121data, k211data, k221data
, Rhat11, Rhat21, b101data, b201data, eqns, results, vApprox
, datav, vsp_n, vsplist, dvsplist, dvsp, ddvsplist, ddvsp, p1
, successive,app,dapp,ddapp,vspdata,usp,dusp,wsp,uapp,duapp
,napp,mapp,papp;
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The following defines the functions for the radius, velocity
and stresses.
app:=approxrad:
dapp:=dapproxrad:
ddapp:=ddapproxrad:
uapp:=uapprox:
duapp:=duapprox:
napp:=nspline:
mapp:=mspline:
papp:=pspline:
psiapp:=psispline:
We have to set the iteration counter to zero.
iter:=0:
This is the start of the iteration process,
i.e. the start of the outer loop.
for ll from 1 to outer_no do
vsp:=0:
dvsp:=0:
vspdata:=0:
The following defines the element matrix K. We switch to local
coordinates so our coefficients have to be changed.
for l from 1 to n do
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ahat1:=eval(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs(R(z)=app,ahat)))):
dahat1:=eval(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs({R(z)=app
,diff(R(z),z)=dapp},dahat)))):
bhat1[l]:=evalf(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs({R(z)=app
,diff(R(z),z)=dapp,w(z)=wsp,u(z)=uapp
,diff(u(z),z)=duapp},b)))):
chat1[l]:=evalf(subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,eval(subs({R(z)=app
,diff(R(z),z)=dapp,w(z)=wsp
,u(z)=uapp,diff(u(z),z)=duapp},c)))):
od:
for l from 1 to n do
for i from 1 to 4 do
for j from 1 to 4 do
k[l][i,j]:=evalf(Int(h/2*(ahat1*dN[i]*dN[j]
+(dahat1-bhat1[l])*dN[j]*N[i]
-chat1[l]*N[i]*N[j]),r1=-1..1,method=_d01ajc));
od;
od;
od;
l:=’l’:i:=’i’:j:=’j’:
A:=Matrix(3*n+1,3*n+1,0):
RHS:=Vector(3*n+1):
###################################################################
###################################################################
INNER LOOP START
###################################################################
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###################################################################
Now we have our inner loop where the update v(z) is iterated
towards.
for jj from 1 to inner_no do
vspold:=vsp:
vspolddata:=vspdata:
This part of the code works out the rhs of the system of equations,
i.e. of vector B in the system K[v] = B
for m from 1 to 3*n+1 do
Resnonnod[m]:=evalf(subs(z=zNode[m],subs({R(z)=app
,diff(R(z),z)=dapp,diff(R(z),z,z)=ddapp,v(z)=vsp
,diff(v(z),z)=dvsp,w(z)=wsp,u(z)=uapp
,diff(u(z),z)=duapp}, Resid+nonlinv)));
od:
unassign(’m’);
dataResnon:=[seq([zNode[m],Resnonnod[m]],m=1..3*n+1)];
Resnon:=Spline(dataResnon, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
l:=’l’:
Rhat11:=subs(z=zm[l]+h/2*r1,Resnon):
for l from 1 to n do
for i from 1 to 4 do
bvec[l][i]:=evalf(Int(h/2*Rhat11*N[i],r1=-1..1
,method=_d01ajc));
od;
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od;
i:=’i’:j:=’j’:l:=’l’:
for i from 1 to 4 do
RHS[i]:=bvec[1][i]:
od:
for i from 1 to 4 do
for l from 1 to n-1 do
RHS[i+3*l]:=RHS[i+3*l]+bvec[l+1][i]:
od:
for j from 1 to 4 do
A[i,j]:=A[i,j]+k[1][i,j]:
for l from 1 to n-1 do
A[i+3*l,j+3*l]:=A[i+3*l,j+3*l]+k[l+1][i,j]:
od:
od:
od:
i:=’i’:j:=’j’:
for i from 1 to 3*n+1 do
A[1,1]:=1:
A[1,i]:=0:
RHS[1]:=0:
od:
i:=’i’:
vsol:=LinearSolve(A, RHS):
RHS:=Vector(3*n+1,0):
A:=Matrix(3*n+1,3*n+1,0):
vApprox:=[seq( [zNode[i],vsol[i]], i=1..3*n+1 )]:
i:=’i’:
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So we have our update.
vsp:=Spline(vApprox, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
As mentioned earlier we run into trouble with Maple’s spline
definition when taking derivatives. So to retain continuity
in the derivative we pull our spline apart to define the
derivatives as piecewise functions, which the code does below.
vsp_n:=(nops(convert(vsp,pwlist,z))+1)/2;
vsplist:=convert(vsp,pwlist,z):
for i from 1 to (vsp_n-1) do
dvsplist[i]:=z<=vsplist[2*i],diff(vsplist[2*i-1],z);
od:
i:=’i’:
dvsplist[vsp_n]:=diff(vsplist[2*(vsp_n)-1],z):
dvsp:=piecewise(seq(dvsplist[i],i=1..vsp_n)):
for i from 1 to (vsp_n)-1 do
ddvsplist[i]:=z<=vsplist[2*i],diff(vsplist[2*i-1],z,z);
od:
i:=’i’:
ddvsplist[vsp_n]:=diff(vsplist[2*(vsp_n)-1],z,z):
ddvsp:=piecewise(seq(ddvsplist[i],i=1..vsp_n)):
unassign(’i’);
We need to update our iteration counter.
iter:=iter+1:
This will give us a plot of the update at each iterate.
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p1[iter]:=plot(vsp,z=0..1):
and this will give us the successive iterate function at each
iterate.
successive[iter]:=vsp-vspold:
vspdata:=[seq(vsol[k],k=1..3*n+1)]:
Datasuc is the successive iterate nodal values.
datasuc:=[seq(abs(vspdata[k]-vspolddata[k]),k=1..3*n+1)];
maxdatasuc:=max(seq(abs(vspdata[k]-vspolddata[k])
,k=1..3*n+1)):
printf("%s %d %s %f\n", "
Successive iterate", iter, "=", maxdatasuc);
if(maxdatasuc<successive_tol) then break; fi:
printf(" %s %f %s\n", "iteration", iter, "completed");
od:
jj:=’jj’:unassign(’i’,’j’,’k’,’l’,’m’);
###################################################################
###################################################################
INNER LOOP END
###################################################################
###################################################################
So we update our radial profile, derivative and second derivative.
app:=‘simplify/piecewise‘(app+vsp):
dapp:=‘simplify/piecewise‘(dapp+dvsp):
ddapp:=‘simplify/piecewise‘(ddapp+ddvsp):
A:=Matrix(3*n+1,3*n+1,0):
m0:=f0*sqrt(1+C^2*evalf(subs(z=0,dapp))^2);
stressloop(1,0.001,app,dapp,uapp,duapp,napp,mapp,papp,psiapp);
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uapp:=uspline:duapp:=duspline:
napp:=nspline:mapp:=mspline:papp:=pspline:psiapp:=psispline:
datanewtp:=[seq([skewnode[k],evalf(subs(z=skewnode[k]
,subs({r=app,dr=dapp,u(z)=uspline
,diff(u(z),z)=duspline},newtp)))],k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
datapspline:=[seq([skewnode[k],pspline(skewnode[k])]
,k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
dataw:=[seq([skewnode[k],datapspline[k][2]-datanewtp[k][2]]
,k=1..nops(skewnode))]:
wsp:=Spline(dataw, z, degree=3, endpoints=’notaknot’):
rres:=subs({diff(r(z),z,z)=ddapp,r=app,dr=dapp,w(z)=wsp,u(z)=uapp
,diff(u(z),z)=duapp},de):
rresdata:=[seq(evalf(subs(z=zNode[k],rres)),k=1..3*n+1)]:
maxres:=max(seq(abs(rresdata[k]),k=1..3*n+1)):
print(maxres);
if(maxres<residual_tol and maxdatasuc<successive_tol) then
printf("%s\n","Solution has been found to tolerances
specified"):
break:
fi:
printf("%s\n"," Linear operator updated");
od:
ll:=’ll’:
print(‘Loop complete‘);
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end:
The following code calls the procedure above and the bubble radius, velocity and stress
profiles are found.
iter(7,3,10e-6,5e-3,approx,dapprox,ddapprox,uspline,duspline);
Successive iterate 1 = 0.152316
iteration 1.000000 completed
Successive iterate 2 = 0.048278
iteration 2.000000 completed
Successive iterate 3 = 0.005698
iteration 3.000000 completed
Stress loop completed
0.2559042592
Linear operator updated
Successive iterate 4 = 0.066656
iteration 4.000000 completed
Successive iterate 5 = 0.002564
iteration 5.000000 completed
Successive iterate 6 = 0.000147
iteration 6.000000 completed
1
Stress loop completed
0.1044630361
Linear operator updated
Successive iterate 7 = 0.024544
iteration 7.000000 completed
Successive iterate 8 = 0.000506
iteration 8.000000 completed
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Successive iterate 9 = 0.000012
iteration 9.000000 completed
1
Stress loop completed
0.039644726
Linear operator updated
Successive iterate 10 = 0.006255
iteration 10.000000 completed
Successive iterate 11 = 0.000034
iteration 11.000000 completed
Successive iterate 12 = 0.000000
1
Stress loop completed
0.0165620017
Linear operator updated
Successive iterate 13 = 0.001669
iteration 13.000000 completed
Successive iterate 14 = 0.000006
1
Stress loop completed
0.0069258726
Linear operator updated
Successive iterate 15 = 0.000860
iteration 15.000000 completed
Successive iterate 16 = 0.000002
1
Stress loop completed
0.0038982776
Solution has been found to tolerances specified
Loop complete
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The initial condition for the meridional stress is updated and the stress loop is performed
with the iterated numerical solutions found above. Hence we have our numerical solutions
to the radius, velocity and stresses.
m0:=f0*sqrt(1+C^2*evalf(subs(z=0,dapp))^2);
0.7425282714
stressloop(10,0.005,app,dapp,uspline,duspline,nspline,mspline
,pspline,psispline);
1
"Stress loop completed"
uapp:=uspline:duapp:=duspline:napp:=nspline:mapp:=mspline:
papp:=pspline:psiapp:=psispline:
The previous code produces the following radial bubble profile which corresponds for
the case where λ¯ = 0.1, shown in Figure C.1. This corresponds to the case considered
in Section 4.6. The code above also produces the velocity profile shown in Figure C.2.
The normal stress profile is shown in Figure C.3. The parallel stress profile is shown in
Figure C.4. Finally, the meridional stress profile is shown in Figure C.5.
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Figure C.1: Comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and numerical
radial solutions
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 Numerical Approximation First iterate
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Figure C.2: Comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and numerical
velocity solutions
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Figure C.3: Comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and numerical
normal stress solutions
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 Numerical Approximation First iterate
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Figure C.4: Comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and numerical
parallel stress solutions
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Figure C.5: Comparison between the base approximation, first iterate and numerical
meridional stress solutions
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